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CROSS-BORDER ROAD TRANSPORT AGENCY

APPLICATIONS FOR PERMITS

Particulars in respect of applications for permits as submitted to the Cross-Border Road Transport Agency, indicating, firstly, the reference number, and then-

(i) the name of the applicant and the name of the applicant's representative, if applicable;
(ii) the country of departure, destination and, where applicable, transit;
(iii) the applicant's postal address or, in the case of a representative applying on behalf of the applicant, the representative's postal address;
(iv) the number and type of vehicles, including the carrying capacity of each vehicle; and
(v) a full route description

Particulars concerning any existing authorization of the applicant must be available for scrutiny at the offices of the Agency.

In terms of the regulation 3 of the Cross-Border Road Transport Regulations, 1998, if any interested party wants to object to an application being granted, he or she has to do so by putting the reasons therefor in writing and handing over five copies thereof personally, or by posting them by registered post, to the Regulatory Committee, and so handing over or posting one copy thereof to the applicant or his or her representative, within 21 days of the publication in the Gazette.

--------------------------------------------------

MENLYN

Address to which representations must be submitted:

The Chief Executive Officer, PO Box 560, Menlyn, 0063 and the respective applicant.

Full particulars in respect of each applicant are open to inspection at the Regulatory Committee, Glen Manor Office Block, Building No 3, Frikkie de Beer Street, Menlyn, Pretoria, 0063.
O.P. 949906 (2) NDLOVU S M I.N. 6904055799081 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Mozambique (4) C/O BENONI TAXI ASSOCIATION PO BOX 2585 BENONI 1500 (5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Existing Route Text: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Benoni Station Taxi Rank, into Luton Road, into Liverpool Road, into Humer Road, into Bunyani Road, onto the N12 pass Daveyton, onto the N4 pass Witbank, Middelburg, Belfast, Machadodorp, Waterval Boven, Ngodwana, Nelspruit, Kaapmuiden, Malelane and Komatipoort to the RSA/Mozambique Border at Lebombo/ Ressano Garcia Border Post, onto the EN4 pass Moamba Tollgate, Matola Tollgate and Maputo, onto the EN1 pass Macia, Xai-Xai, Inharrime, and Maxixe to Massinga Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will be picked up from Benoni Station Taxi Rank and set down at Massinga Taxi Rank and that on the return journey passengers will be picked up from Massinga Taxi Rank and set down at Benoni Station Taxi Rank. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 949948 (2) KHUPHE A I.N. 8205276177182 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe (4) 5337 NEVAD CLOSE COSMO CITY EXT 5 JOHANNESBURG 2188 (5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Existing Route Text: Funeral group and their personal effects from NK Funerals Home No 16 Klein and Kotze Street in Johannesburg to the RSA/Zimbabwe border at Beit Bridge border post to points situated within Zimbabwe. Return via the same route in reverse.

O.P. 949953 (2) MOYO B P I.N. 3804095301083 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe (4) 96 FOREST STREET BRAMLEY JHB 2090 (5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Existing Route Text: Funeral group and their personal effects from NK Funerals Home No 16 Klein and Kotze Street in Johannesburg to the RSA/Zimbabwe border at Beit Bridge border post to points situated within Zimbabwe. Return via the same route in reverse.

O.P. 950163 (2) NDLOVU R I.N. FN369312 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe (4) C/O MOGALE CITY CROSS BORDER TRANSPORT P O BOX 9481 TOEKOMRUS 1739 (5) New Permit (6) 1 x 14 passenger Micro bus (7) Existing Route Text: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City, into Market Street, into Luipaard Street, onto the R28, onto the N14 pass Mulders drift, onto the N1 pass Pretoria, Hammanskraal, Modimolle, Mookgophong, Mokopane, Polokwane, Makhado and Musina to the RSA/Zimbabwe Border at Beit Bridge border post, onto the A4 pass Bubi, Mwenezi, Ngundu, Masvingo, Chivhu and Beatrice to Harare Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will be picked up from Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City and set down at Harare Taxi Rank in Zimbabwe and that on the return journey passengers will be picked up from Harare Taxi Rank in Zimbabwe and set down at Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 950218 (2) SIBANDA C I .N. 8110066102186 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe (4) C/O MOGALE CITY CROSS BORDER TRANSPORT P O BOX 9481 TOEKOMRUS 1739 (5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Existing Route Text: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City, into Market Street, into Luipaard Street, onto the R28, onto the N14 pass Mulders drift, onto the N1 pass Pretoria, Hammanskraal, Modimolle, Mookgophong, Mokopane, Polokwane, Makhado and Musina to the RSA/Zimbabwe Border at Beit Bridge border post, onto the A4 pass Bubi, Mwenezi, Ngundu, Masvingo, Chivhu and Beatrice to Harare Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will be picked up from Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City and set down at Harare Taxi Rank in Zimbabwe and that on the return journey passengers will be picked up from Harare Taxi Rank in Zimbabwe and set down at Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 950340 (2) SHABALALA P T I.N. 7602075909081(3)Regions: Republic of South Africa/Mozambique (4) C/O SOUTH AFRICAN MOZAMBIQUE TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION P O BOX 387 WINTERVELDT 0198 (5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Existing Route Text: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Kopanong Taxi Rank in Rosslyn, into Kopanong Street, onto the M38, into Hebron Road, onto Mabopane High way pass Pretoria, onto the N4 pass Witbank, Middelburg, Belfast,
Machadodorp, Waterval Boven, Ngodwana, Nelspruit, Kaapmuiden, Malelane and Komatipoort to the RSA/Mozambique Border at Lebombo/ Ressano Garcia Border Post, onto the EN4 pass Moamba Tollgate, Matola Tollgate and Maputo, onto the EN1 pass Macia, Xai-Xai, Inharrime, Maxixe, Massinga, Save River Bridge to Muxungue Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will be picked up from Kopano ng Taxi Rank in Rosslyn and set down at Muxungue Taxi Rank in Mozambique and that on the return journey passengers will be picked up from Muxungue Taxi Rank in Mozambique and set down at Kopano ng Taxi Rank in Rosslyn. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 950508 (2) NTULI S M I. N. 7807145690088 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe Transit (4) C/O MOGALE CITY CROSS BORDER TRANSPORT P O BOX 9481 TOEKOMRUS 1739 (5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Existing Route Text: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City, into Market Street, into Luipaard Street, onto the R28, onto the N14 pass Mulders drift, onto the N1 pass Pretoria, Hammanskraal, Modimolle, Mookgophong, Mokopane, Polokwane, Makhado and Musina to the RSA/Zimbabwe Border at Beit Bridge border post, onto the A4 pass Bubi, Mwenezi, Ngundu, Masvingo, Chivhu and Beatrice to Harare Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will be picked up from Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City and set down at Harare Taxi Rank in Zimbabwe and that on the return journey passengers will be picked up from Harare Taxi Rank in Zimbabwe and set down at Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 950927 (2) MALINGA N I. N. 8808205925082 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe (4) 117 NGENA STREET DUNOON CAPE TOWN 7450 (5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Existing Route Text: Organised group of family and friends with their personal effect from No 1 Sithando Road Hermanus to Zimbabwe for a visitation using the RSA/Zimbabwe border at Beit bridge border post to Harare in Zimbabwe. Return via the same route in reverse.

O.P. 950928 (2) DLAMINI SO I.N. 6603126057087 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa - Tourism (4) P O BOX 1346 WITKOPPEN 2068 (5) New Permit (6) 1 x 9 passenger Micro bus (7) Existing Route Text: SOUTH AFRICA-SWAZILAND: Tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Swaziland through the RSA/Swaziland border at (see list below); and/or tourists from points within Swaziland to points within South Africa through the Swaziland/RSA border at (see border post list below): South Africa/Swaziland: Mananga Border Gate; Jeppe's Reef/Matsamo; Josefsdal/Bulembu; Oshoek/Ngwenya; Waverley/Lunatsi; Nerston/Sandlane; Houtkop; Bothashoop/Gege; Onverwacht/Salitje; Mahamba; Emahlathini/Sicunusa; Golela/Lavumisa. SWAZILAND – MOZAMBIQUE: Tourists and their personal effects from points within Swaziland to points within Mozambique through the Swaziland/Mozambique border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Mozambique to points within Swaziland through the Mozambique/Swaziland border at (see border post list below): Swaziland/Mozambique: Lomahasha/Namaacha; Mhlumeni/Goba Fronteira. MOZAMBIQUE-MALAWI: Tourists and their personal effects from points within Mozambique to points within Malawi through the Malawi/Mozambique border at (see border post list below): Malawi/Mozambique: Ulongwe/Dedza; Zobue/Mwanza; Milange/Mulanje; Mandimba/Chiponde. MOZAMBIQUE-ZIMBABWE: Tourists and their personal effects from points within Mozambique to points within Zimbabwe through the Mozambique/Zimbabwe border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Zimbabwe to points within Mozambique through the Mozambique/Zimbabwe border at: (see border post list below): Mozambique/Zimbabwe: Chicualacuala/Sango; Espungabera/Mount Selinda; Machipanda/Forbes-Mutare; Rotanda/Cashel; Cochemane/Nyamapanda; Mukumbura/Mukumbura; Zomba/Kanyemba. SOUTH AFRICA-MOZAMBIQUE: Tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Mozambique through the RSA/Mozambique border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Mozambique to points within South Africa through the Mozambique/RSA border at (see border post list below): South Africa/Mozambique: Lebombo/Ressano Garcia; Kosi Bay (Tourist use only); Giriyondo (Tourist use only); Pafuri (Tourist use only). SOUTH AFRICA-ZIMBABWE: Tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to
points within Zimbabwe through the RSA/Zimbabwe border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Zimbabwe to points within South Africa through the Zimbabwe/RSA border at (see border post list below): South Africa/Zimbabwe: Beit Bridge/Beit Bridge.

ZIMBABWE-ZAMBIA: Tourists and their personal effects from points within Zimbabwe to points within Zambia through the Zimbabwe/Zambia border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Zambia to points within Zimbabwe through the Zimbabwe/Zambia border at (see border post list below): Zimbabwe/Zambia: Victoria Falls/Livingstone; Kariba; Chimfunshi.

ZAMBIA-MALAWI: Tourists and their personal effects from points within Zambia to points within Malawi through the Zambia/Malawi border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Malawi to points within Zambia through the Malawi/Zambia border at (see border post list below): Zambia/Malawi: Chipata/Mchinji; Chitipa/Nyika Plateau.

ZIMBABWE-BOTSWANA: Tourists and their personal effects from points within Zimbabwe through the Botswana border at (see border post list below): Botswana/Zimbabwe border at (see border post list below): Botswana/ Zimbabwe: Kazungula/Ferry/Kazungula; Ferry/Kazungula Ferry.

BOTSWANA-NAMIBIA: Tourists and their personal effects from points within Botswana to points within Namibia through the Botswana/Namibia border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Namibia to points within Botswana through the Botswana/Namibia border at (see border post list below): Botswana/Namibia: Ngoma Bridge/Ngoma; Shakawe/Muhembo; Buitepos/Mamuno.

NAMIBIA-ZAMBIA: Tourists and their personal effects from points within Namibia to points within Zambia through the Namibia/Zambia border at (see border post list below): Zambia/Namibia: Katima Mulilo/Sesheke.

SOUTH AFRICA-NAMIBIA: Tourists and their personal effects from points within South Africa to points within Namibia through the RSA/Namibia border at (see border post list below); and/or tourists and their personal effects from points within Namibia to points within South Africa through the RSA/Namibia border at (see border post list below): Namibia/South Africa: Victoria Falls/Livingstone; Kariba; Chimfunshi.

Tours conducted in terms of this permit and route description must start and/or end within the Republic of South Africa.

O.P. 951092 (2) KHOZA M E I.N. 561205541088 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Mozambique (4) C/O LEBOMBO TAXI ASSOCIATION PO BOX 165 KOMATIPOORT 1340 (5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Existing Route Text: Taxi passengers and their personal effects from Lourens Street Taxi Rank in Komatiport, into Rissik Street, onto the N4 to the RSA/Mozambique Border at Lebombo/ Ressano Garcia Border Post, onto the EN4 pass Moamba Tollgate, Matola Tollgate and Maputo, onto the EN1 pass Macia, Xai-Xai, Inharrime, and Maxixe to Massinga Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will be picked up at
from Lourens Street Taxi Rank in Komatipoort and set down at Massinga Taxi Rank and that on the return journey passengers will be picked up from Massinga Taxi Rank and set down at Lourens Street Taxi Rank in Komatipoort. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 951100 (2) XABA VC I.N. 8211036116080 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe (4) C/O MOGALE CITY CROSS BORDER TRANSPORT P O BOX 9481 TOEKMRUS 1739 (5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Existing Route Text: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City, into Market Street, into Luipaard Street, onto the R28, onto the N14 pass Mulders drift, onto the N1 pass Pretoria, Hammanskraal, Modimolle, Mokgophong, Mokopane, Polokwane, Makhado and Musina to the RSA/Zimbabwe Border at Beit Bridge border post, onto the A4 pass Bubi, Mwenezi, Ngundu, Masvingo, Chivhu and Beatrice to Harare Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will be picked up from Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City and set down at Harare Taxi Rank in Zimbabwe and that on the return journey passengers will be picked up from Harare Taxi Rank in Zimbabwe and set down at Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 951286 (2) DYANTYI A I.N. 8203295488086 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe (4) 39595 JULA STR MAKHAZA KHAYELITSHA CAPE TOWN 7570 (5) New Permit (6) 1 x 23 passenger Midi-Bus (7) Existing Route Text: Organised group of family and friends with their personal effect from No 1 Sithando Road Hermanus to Zimbabwe for a visitation using the RSA/Zimbabwe border at Beit bridge border post to Harare in Zimbabwe. Return via the same route in reverse.

O.P. 951292 (2) TONCU (PTY) LTD I.N. 201536097407 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe (4) 18 DABHAT CLOSE NEW ORLEANS PAARL 7646 (5) New Permit (6) 1 x 23 passenger Midi-Bus (7) Existing Route Text: Organised group of family and friends with their personal effect from No 1 Sithando Road Hermanus to Zimbabwe for a visitation using the RSA/Zimbabwe border at Beit bridge border post to Harare in Zimbabwe. Return via the same route in reverse.

O.P. 951554 (2) NDABA AR I.N. 8707180795082 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe (4) C/O MOGALE CITY CROSS BORDER TRANSPORT P O BOX 9481 TOEKMRUS 1739 (5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Existing Route Text: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City, into Market Street, into Luipaard Street, onto the R28, onto the N14 pass Mulders drift, onto the N1 pass Pretoria, Hammanskraal, Modimolle, Mokgophong, Mokopane, Polokwane, Makhado and Musina to the RSA/Zimbabwe Border at Beit Bridge border post, onto the A4 pass Bubi, Mwenezi, Ngundu, Masvingo, Chivhu and Beatrice to Harare Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will be picked up from Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City and set down at Harare Taxi Rank in Zimbabwe and that on the return journey passengers will be picked up from Harare Taxi Rank in Zimbabwe and set down at Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 951692 (2) MASUKU M P I.N. 7105025686080 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe (4) C/O MOGALE CITY CROSS BORDER TRANSPORT P O BOX 9481 TOEKMRUS 1739 (5) New Permit (6) 1 x 16 passenger Micro bus (7) Existing Route Text: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City, into Market Street, into Luipaard Street, onto the R28, onto the N14 pass Mulders drift, onto the N1 pass Pretoria, Hammanskraal, Modimolle, Mokgophong, Mokopane, Polokwane, Makhado and Musina to the RSA/Zimbabwe Border at Beit Bridge border post, onto the A4 pass Bubi, Mwenezi, Ngundu, Masvingo, Chivhu and Beatrice to Harare Taxi Rank. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will be picked up from Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City and set down at Harare Taxi Rank in Zimbabwe and that on the return journey passengers will be picked up from Harare Taxi Rank in Zimbabwe and set down at Krugersdorp Station Taxi Rank in Mogale City. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.
O.P. 951764 (2) LEDWABA J S I.N. 7505015448088 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Botswana (4) C/O JOHANNESBURG BOTSWANA LONG DISTANCE TAXI ASSOCIATION PO BOX 144 DIEPKLOOF 1864 (5) New Permit (6) 2 x 23 passenger Midi-Bus (7) Existing Route Text: Taxi Passengers and their personal effects from Park City Taxi Rank in Johannesburg, into Wanderers Street, into Wolmarans Street, onto the M10 pass Westdene, into Main Road, onto the M18, into Ontdekkers Road pass Florida, Luipaards Vlei and Roodepoort, into Main Reef Road, onto the R24 pass Krugersdorp, Tarlton and Magaliesburg, onto the R509 pass Boons, Derby, Koster and Swaretruggens, onto the N4 pass Groot Marico, Woodbine and Zeerust, onto the R49 pass Mokgola and Nietverdiend to the RSA/Botswana border at Kopfontein/Tlokweng Border Post, onto the Tlokweng Road pass Tlokweng to Bus Stop Taxi Rank in Gaborone Botswana. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will be picked up from Park City Taxi Rank in Johannesburg and set down at Bus Stop Taxi Rank in Gaborone and that on the return journey passengers will be picked up from Bus Stop Taxi Rank in Gaborone and set down at Park City Taxi Rank in Johannesburg. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.

O.P. 951794 (2) RAKHALARU NA I.N. 7103105068089 (3) Regions: Republic of South Africa/Zimbabwe (4) C/O NANCEFIELD TAXI ASSOCIATION BOX 499 MUSINA 0900 (5) New Permit (6) 1 x 15 passenger Micro bus (7) Existing Route Text: Taxi passengers and their personal effects from Musina Taxi Rank, onto the N1, onto the R10, into Ralph Small Street, into Elias Ramuthivheli Street, into Pontdrift Road, onto the R572 to the RSA/Zimbabwe Border at Beit Bridge Border Post, onto the A6, pass West Nicholson, Gwanda, and Esigodini to Entumbane District Commercial Centre Bus Terminus in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe. Return via the same route in reverse. Subject to the condition that on the forward journey passengers will be picked up from Musina Taxi Rank and set down at Entumbane District Commercial Centre Bus Terminus in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe and that on the return journey passengers will be picked up from Entumbane District Commercial Centre Bus Terminus in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe and set down at the Musina Taxi Rank. No intermediate passengers may be conveyed on the route.
APPLICATIONS CONCERNING OPERATING LICENCES

Particulars in respect of applications concerning operating licences and permits (as submitted to the respective Provincial Regulatory Entities/Operating Licensing Boards or the National Public Transport Regulator) indicating, firstly, the reference number, and then—

(a) the name of the applicant;
(b) the place where the applicant conducts his/her/its business or wishes to conduct such business, as well as his/her/its postal address;
(c) the nature of the application, that is whether it is an application for—
   (i) the granting of an operating licence;
   (ii) the granting of additional authority;
   (iii) the amendment of a route;
   (iv) the amendment of a time-table;
   (v) the amendment of tariffs;
   (vi) the transfer of an operating licence or permit;
   (vii) the change of the name of the undertaking concerned;
   (viii) an additional vehicle with existing authorisation; or,
   (ix) the conversion of a permit to an operating licence (conversion from radius/area based permit to route specific operating licence in case of a minibus taxi-type or scheduled service);

as well as, in the case of an application contemplated in (ii) to (ix)—

   (x) the number of the operating licence or permit concerned.

(d) the number and type of the vehicle or vehicles, including the passenger carrying capacity of the vehicle or vehicles involved in the application;

(e) the nature of the public transport or proposed public transport; and

(f) the points between or the route or routes along or the area or areas within which the public transport is conducted or the proposed public transport is to be conducted,

where any of (a) to (f) above are applicable, are published below in terms of section 59 of the National Land Transport Act, 2009 (Act No. 5 of 2009).

In terms of regulation 17 (4) of the National Land Transport Regulations, 2009, written representations supporting or opposing these applications must be lodged by hand with, or sent by registered post, electronic mail (e-mail) or fax to, the Provincial Regulatory Entity/Operating Licensing Board concerned/Public Transport Regulatory Entity, in quadruplicate and lodged by hand with, or sent by registered post, e-mail or fax to, the applicant at his/her/its advertised address [see (b) above], in single copy, within 21 (twenty-one) days from the date of this publication.
AANSOEKE AANGAANDE BEDRYFSLISENSIES

Besonderhede ten opsigte van aansoeke om bedryfslisensies en permitte (soos by die onderskeie Provinsiale Reguleringsentiteite/Bedryfslisensierade of die Nasionale Openbare Vervoerreguleerder), met aanduiding van, eerstens die verwysingsnommer, en dan—

(a) die naam van die aansoeker;

(b) die plek waar die aansoeker sy/haar besigheid dryf of wil dryf, asook sy/haar posadres;

(c) die aard van die aansoek, dit wil sê of dit 'n aansoek is om—

(i) die toestaan van 'n bedryfslisensie;

(ii) die toestaan van bykomende magtiging;

(iii) die wysiging van 'n roete;

(iv) die wysiging van 'n tydtafel;

(v) die wysiging van tariewe;

(vi) die oordrag van 'n bedryfslisensie of permit;

(vii) die verandering van die naam van die betrokke onderneming;

(viii) 'n bykomende voertuig met bestaande magtiging; of

(ix) die omskakeling van 'n permit in 'n bedryfslisensie (omskakeling van radius/gebiedsgebaseerde permit na roetespesifieke bedryfslisensie in die geval van 'n minibus taxitipe of geskeduleerde diens);

asook in die geval van 'n aansoek in (ii) tot (ix) bedoel—

(x) die nommer van die betrokke bedryfslisensie of permit;

(d) die getal en tipe voertuig of voertuie, met inbegrip van die passasierdravermoë van die voertuig of voertuie wat by die aansoek betrokke is;

(e) die aard van die openbare vervoer of voorgenome openbare vervoer; en,

(f) die punte waartussen, die roete of roetes waaroor, of die gebied of geiede waarbinne die openbare vervoer of voorgestelde openbare vervoer onderneem word of staan te word,

waar enige van (a) tot (f) hierbo van toepassing is, word ingevolge artikel 59 van die Wet op Nasionale Landvervoer, 2009 (Wet No. 5 van 2009), hieronder gepubliseer.

Ingevolge regulasie 17 (4) van die Nasionale Landvervoerregulasies, 2009, moet skriftelike vertoe ter ondersteuning of bestryding van hierdie aansoeke, binne 21 (een-en-twintig) dae vanaf die datum van hierdie publikasie, in viervoud, óf per hand ingedien word by, óf per geregistreerde pos gestuur word aan, die betrokke Provinsiale Reguleringsentiteit/Bedryfslisensieraad of die Nasionale Openbare Vervoerreguleerder en in enkelvoud óf per hand ingedien word óf per geregistreerde pos gestuur word aan die aansoeker by sy gepubliseerde adres [kyk (b) hierbo].
GOODWOOD

Address to which representations must be submitted: The Secretary, Local Road Transportation Board, Private Bag X8, Goodwood, 7460, and the respective applicant.

Adres waarheen vertoë gerig moet word: Die Sekretaris, Plaaslike Padvervoerraad, Privaat Sak X8, Goodwood, 7460, en die betrokke applikant.

Full particulars in respect of each application are open to inspection at the Local Road Transportation Board’s Office, 5 Magnolia, Valencia Park, 1201.

Volle besonderhede ten opsigte van elke aansoek lê ter insae by die Plaaslike Padvervoerraad se Kantoor, Magnolia 5, Valencia Park, 1201.

FROM/VAN: 2018/06/01 TO/TOT: 2018/06/01
FROM/VAN: 2018/06/01 TO/TOT: 2018/06/01
OP.8399948. (2) KOBESE VUYANI ALFRED VA ID NO 6812285895084. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 23095 CHRISTMAS TINTO STREET, MANDELA PARK, KHAYELITSHA, 7784. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE
-----------
FROM PICKUP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM A PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT MANDELA PARK, KHAYELITSHA TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.
SCHOLAR SERVICE
-----------
THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR PLACE OF RESIDENCES IN KHAYELITSHA TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL NAMELY CARADALE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.
TIME TABLE
----------
MORNINGS - 06H00-08H00
AFTERNOONS - 12H00-16H00

OP.8400001. (2) GAWULEKAYA HLUPEKILE ELLIOT HE ID NO 6706126142088. (3) DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER. POSTAL ADDRESS: 37 KAMFERFOLIE STREET, DELFT SOUTH, DELFT, 7100. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE
-----------
FROM PICKUP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM A PLACE OF BUSINESS WHICH IS SITUATED AT 37 KAMFERFOLIE STREET DELFT TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
SCHOLAR SERVICE
-----------
THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES WHICH IS SITUATED IN DELFT, MFULENI, LUZUKO, CROSS ROADS AND GUGULETHU TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL NAMELY RAHMANIYEH PRIMARY SCHOOL AND CHAPEL STEET PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
TIME TABLE
----------
MORNING 05H00 - 07H30
AFTERNOON 14H30 - 15H30

OP.8402721. (2) ARENDSE ALTON JONATHAN AJ ID NO 7104155203089. (3) DISTRICT: KNYSNA. POSTAL ADDRESS: 1132 CHARLOTTE ROSS STREET, KRANSHOEK, KRANSHOEK, 6605. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 5 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE
-----------
FROM PICKUP POINTS IN PLETTENBERG BAY TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8402725. (2) COETZEE DENZILE CLINTON DC ID NO 8305245058081. (3) DISTRICT: KNYSNA. POSTAL ADDRESS: 645 STOCKENSTROOM STREET, KRANSHOEK, KRANSHOEK, 6605. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 5 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE
-----------
FROM PICKUP POINTS IN PLETTENBERG BAY TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8402734. (2) MOERAT ABDUL HAZIES, ABDUL K, SIRAAJ ID NO 6608215052. POSTAL ADDRESS: 92 - 9TH AVENUE, KENSINGTON, 7405 (4) DECREASE OF PASSENGERS (60 -9), PERMIT NO. 1806858/1 FROM MOERAT ABDUL HAZIES, ABDUL K, SIRAAJ (9 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: GOODWOOD).
Permit No. 1806858/1 EDUCATIONAL TRANSPORT:-
-----------
CONTRACT NO B/WCE 436/06 - FROM HEINZPARK, LANSDOWNE ROAD, SAMORA MACHEL AND SWEET HOME FARM TO DIETRICH (MOR) PRIMARY SCHOOL. CONTRACT NO B/WCE 577/06 - VANAF ZANDAM, HANTAM, COUNTRY FAIR, PALMVALLEI, JOOSFONTEIN, FISANTEKRAAL LUGHAWE EN PATRYSFONTEIN/BRAMSVOERKRAAL (SLEGES LEERDERS VAN PRIMERE SKOOL ALPHA) NA PRIMERE SKOOL TREVOR MANUEL EN DAARVANDAAN NA TYDSTROOM EN BRICK A CLAY NA PRIMERE SKOOL, ALPHA. EFFECTIVE FOR THE VALID PERIOD OF THE WCED CONTRACT.
CHARTER SERVICE:-
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35KM FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS AT 92 9TH AVENUE KENSINGTON, TO POINTS WITHIN THE RSA AND RETURN.

OP.8402803. (2) HAKIZIMANA KIZITO K K ID NO 7912066118265. (3) DISTRICT: GOODWOOD. POSTAL ADDRESS: 48 SUNDERLAND STREET, KENSINGTON, KENSINGTON, 7405. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 5 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: METERED TAXI SERVICE

FROM THE HOLDER PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 48 SUNDERLAND STREET, KENSINGTON, CAPE TOWN TO PLACES WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETERS AND RETURN.

OP.8402873. (2) KWATHLANO TOURS AND SAFARIS (PTY) LTD ID NO 201314324007. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 75928, LYNNWOOD RIDGE, 0040. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 4 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM THE PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT MOORING 2, PORTSWOOD ROAD V&A WATERFRONT TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

OP.8403098. (2) PARKER AMIEN A ID NO 7605155207086. (3) DISTRICT: SIMONSTAD. POSTAL ADDRESS: 52 ST LUCIA CRESCENT, CONISTON PARK, MUIZENBERG, 7945. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1896272/0 FROM PARKER AMIEN A (65 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: SIMONSTAD). (5) 1 X 65 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: Permit No. 1896272/0

ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN LAVENDER HILL, STEENBERG, CONISTON PARK, RETREAT, HEATHFIELD, OTTERY, LOTUS RIVER, GRASSY PARK AND DIEP RIVER TO SOUTH PENINSULA HIGH SCHOOL IN DIEP RIVER AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE:

MORNINGS: 06H00 TO 08H30
AFTERNOONS: 12H00 TO 16H30

OP.8403104. (2) VAN DER HORST CORNELIUS ANDREAS CA ID NO 5804175058080. (3) DISTRICT: STRAND. POSTAL ADDRESS: 38 NAGETEGAALLAAN, MACASSAR, MACASSAR, 7130. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK-UP POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 25 KILOMETRES FROM DEPARTURE POINTS TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN FIRGROVE AND MACASSAR TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY ZANDVLIET HIGH SCHOOL, MACASSAR HIGH SCHOOL, MARVIN PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL, MACASSAR PRIMARY SCHOOL, OKLAHOMA STREET PRIMARY SCHOOL AND FIRGROVE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE:

MORNINGS: 06H30 TO 08H00
AFTERNOONS: 13H00 TO 15H45

OP.8403119. (2) NAUDE KEVIN STANLEY KS ID NO 6509135684086. (3) DISTRICT: PAARL. POSTAL ADDRESS: 34 LEON STREET, WELTEVREDE, WELLINGTON, 7655. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 509001/9 FROM NAUDE KEVIN STANLEY KS (14 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: PAARL). (5) 1 X 14 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: Permit No. 509001/9

ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

CHARTER SERVICE
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT AT 34 LEON STREET, WELLINGTON TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SCHOLAR SERVICE

CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR PLACES OF RESIDENCE SITUATED IN GROENHEUWEL, NEW ORLEANS, KLEIN NEDERBURG, NEW YORK, KLEIN PARYS, NEWTON AND VAN WyKSVYLEI TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY HUGUENOT PRIMARY SCHOOL, NEW ORLEANS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND KLEIN NEDERBURG SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

MORNING 06H00 - 09H00
AFTERNOON 12H00 - 15H00

OP.8403134. (2) MPAME NOLUSINDISO NCUMISA NN ID NO 8208160503083. (3) DISTRICT: SIMONSTAD. POSTAL ADDRESS: 28 LUNTO ROAD, FISH HOEK, 7975. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICKUP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 30 KILOMETRES FROM A PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 28 LUNTO ROAD, MASIPHUMELELE, FISH HOEK TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR PLACE OF RESIDENCES IN MASIPHUMELELE TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL NAMELY OCEAN VIEW SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE

MORNINGS - 06H00-08H30
AFTERNOONS - 14H00-16H00

OP.8403140. (2) MGUGA SIPHO SYDNEY SS ID NO 5005165798087. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: NY89 NO24, GUGULETU, CAPE TOWN, 7750. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK-UP POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM THE HOLDER'S PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT NY89, NO. 24, GUGULETHU TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN GUGULETHU, NYANGA AND PHILIPPI TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY HAZENDAL PRIMARY SCHOOL AND REGINA COELI CATHOLIC PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE:

MORNINGS: 06H30 TO 08H00
AFTERNOONS: 12H00 TO 16H30

STAFF SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN ATHLONE TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT BLUE DOT FACILITIES COMPANY AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

TIMETABLE:

09H30 - 11H30

STAFF SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF IN THE EMPLOY OF BLUE DOT FACILITIES COMPANY FROM THEIR PLACE OF WORK AT PICK 'N PAY IN GOODWOOD TO THEIR RESIDENCES AND RETURN.

OP.8403151. (2) NCIPA SIYABULELA S ID NO 6809196047086. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 35471 LUMA STREET, HARARE, KHAYELITSHA, 7784. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: MINIBUS TAXI SERVICE
D29 KHAYELITSHA - MOWBRAY

FROM TAXI RANK IN SITE C KHAYELITSHA, RIGHT INTO HOZA STREET, LEFT INTO Lansdowne Extension, Left onto N2, Left into Rapenberg/Forest Drive, Right into Klipfontein Road, Klipfontein Road becomes Durban Road, Along Durban Road into Taxi Rank at Mowbray and return along the same route.

D30 KHAYELITSHA - WOODSTOCK

FROM TAXI RANK IN SITE C KHAYELITSHA, RIGHT INTO HOZA STREET, LEFT INTO Lansdowne Extension, Left onto N2, Left into Rapenberg/Forest Drive, Right into Klipfontein Road, Klipfontein Road becomes Durban Road, Along Durban Road, into St Peters Road, Right into Main Road Mowbray, Along Main Road which becomes Victoria Road to Searle Street Woodstock subject to the condition that no passengers are picked-up between Main Road Mowbray and Searle Street Woodstock.

977 KHAYELITSHA - GATESVILLE

FROM TAXI RANK AT SITE C KHAYELITSHA, RIGHT INTO HOZA STREET, LEFT INTO Lansdowne Ext, Left into Mew Way, Left onto N2, Left into Vanguard Drive, Right into Klipfontein Road, Left into Old Klipfontein Road, Left into Taxi Rank at Gatesville and return along the same route.

979 KHAYELITSHA - ATHLONE

FROM TAXI RANK AT SITE C KHAYELITSHA, RIGHT INTO HOZA STREET, LEFT INTO Lansdowne Ext, Left into Mew Way, Left onto N2, Left into Vanguard Drive, Right into Klipfontein Road, Left into Old Klipfontein Road, Right into Dobson Street to Taxi Rank at Athlone and return along the same route.

W90 KHAYELITSHA VIA NDABENI - MUTUAL STATION

FROM KHAYELITSHA TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE (SITE C) SITUATED OFF SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE, RIGHT INTO IDADA AVENUE, LEFT GOVAN MBeki ROAD, LEFT INTO Mewan WAY, LEFT onto N2 (SETTLERS DRIVE) OFF-RAMP ONTO THE N2 (SETTLERS DRIVE), PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG THE N2 (SETTLERS DRIVE) LEFT onto N2 (SETTLERS DRIVE) OFF-RAMP Right onto RAAPENSBERG ROAD, LEFT onto ALEXANDER ROAD, RIGHT INTO BERKLEY ROAD, RIGHT INTO SUNRISE CIRCLE, RIGHT INTO AVONDUUR ROAD, RIGHT INTO OLD MILL ROAD, RIGHT INTO IYONI STREET NDABENI STATION (Pick up & Drop offs only), Left into Old Mill STREET, Left into MORNINGSIDE STREET, Right into SUNRISE CIRCLE, Left into JAN SMUTS DRIVE, Left into MUTUAL WAY towards MUTUAL STATION TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE (SOUTHERN SIDE) and return along the same route.

W91 KHAYELITSHA - MILNER ROAD

FROM KHAYELITSHA TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE (SITE C) SITUATED OFF SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE, RIGHT INTO IDADA AVENUE, LEFT GOVAN MBeki ROAD, LEFT INTO Mewan WAY, LEFT onto N2 (SETTLERS WAY) OFF-RAMP ONTO THE N2 (SETTLERS WAY), PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG THE N2 (SETTLERS WAY) LEFT onto N2 (SETTLERS WAY) OFF - RAMP ONTO CAPE FLATS FREEWAY (R300), PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG CAPE FLATS FREEWAY (R300), RIGHT INTO JAKES GERWELL DRIVE, LEFT INTO MILNER ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG MILNER ROAD, LEFT INTO KROMBOOM ROAD, PROCEED ALONG KROMBOOM ROAD, LEFT INTO JAN SMUTS DRIVE, RIGHT INTO KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO OLD KLIPFONTEIN ROAD TOWARDS ATHLONE STATION TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE.

W92 KHAYELITSHA PINELANDS - MUTUAL STATION

FROM KHAYELITSHA TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE (SITE C) SITUATED OFF SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE, RIGHT INTO IDADA AVENUE, LEFT GOVAN MBeki ROAD, LEFT INTO Mewan WAY, LEFT onto N2 (SETTLERS WAY) OFF-RAMP ONTO THE N2 (SETTLERS WAY), PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG THE N2 (SETTLERS WAY) LEFT onto N2 (SETTLERS WAY) OFF - RAMP ONTO RAAPENSBERG ROAD WHICH BECOME FOREST DRIVE SERVICE ROAD, RIGHT INTO FOREST DRIVE SERVICE ROAD, (Pick up & Drop Offs) Via HOWARD CENTRE, LEFT INTO JAN SMUTS DRIVE, RIGHT INTO MUTUAL WAY TOWARDS MUTUAL STATION TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE (SOUTHERN SIDE) AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E79 KUWAIT - HARARE

FROM TAXI RANK IN SITE C KUWAIT, LEFT INTO SOLOMON TSHUKU STREET, LEFT INTO MAPHONGWANA AVENUE, RIGHT INTO Lansdowne ROAD, INTO LUZUKO AND DRIFTSAND, INTO OLD FAURE ROAD, BACK INTO Lansdowne ROAD, RIGHT INTO Mewan WAY, LEFT
INTO PAMA ROAD, RIGHT INTO KUSANA ROAD, RIGHT INTO MAKABENI ROAD, LEFT INTO SPINE ROAD, LEFT INTO NTLAZANE ROAD, RIGHT INTO STEVE BIKO ROAD, LEFT INTO BUKWAYO ROAD, RIGHT INTO NCUKO ROAD, RIGHT INTO FUNZA STREET, INTO KUYASA, INTO WALTER SISULU ROAD, INTO MAKAYA OSCAR MPETHA, INTO TAMBO ROAD, INTO BATANDWA NDONDO ROAD TO HARARE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E80 KUWAIT - MAKAZA

-------------------

FROM TAXI RANK IN SITE C KUWAIT, LEFT INTO SOLOMON TSHUKU STREET, LEFT INTO MAPHONGWANA AVENUE, RIGHT INTO Lansdowne road, INTO LUSUKO AND DRIFTSAND, INTO OLD FAURE ROAD, BACK INTO Lansdowne road, RIGHT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT INTO PAMA ROAD, RIGHT INTO KUSANA ROAD, RIGHT INTO MAKABENI ROAD, LEFT INTO SPINE ROAD, INTO LWANDLE DRIVE, INTO ALBERTINA SISULU, INTO MONGEZI ROAD, INTO LAWULO, RIGHT INTO Lansdowne road, INTO TUTU AVENUE, RIGHT INTO LINDELA ROAD TO MAKAZA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E81 KUWAIT - MACASSAR

---------------------

FROM TAXI RANK IN SITE C KUWAIT, RIGHT INTO SOLOMON TSHUKU STREET, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, RIGHT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT INTO PAMA ROAD, LEFT INTO BONGA DRIVE (M45), INTO SUNANI DRIVE, INTO NYATHI AVENUE, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, RIGHT INTO FUKUTHA ROAD, INTO CEKECHA ROAD TO MACASSAR AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

S17 KHAYELITSHA - MOWBRAY VIA WOODSTOCK

---------------------------------------

FROM KHAYELITSHA MINIBUS TAXI RANK (SITE C) SITUATED OFF SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE LEFT INTO IDADA AVENUE, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD LEFT INTO MEW WAY THEN LEFT ONTO THE MEW WAY OFF - RAMP ONTO N2 LEFT AT OFF - RAMP ONTO RAAPENBERG ROAD, RIGHT INTO KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, STRAIGHT OVER LIESBEECK PARKWAY INTO DURBAN ROAD WHICH BECOMES ST. PETERS ROAD, RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD PROCEED ALONG THE MAIN ROAD (DROP OFF ONLY) WHICH BECOMES VICTORIA ROAD LEFT INTO SEARLE STREET, LEFT ONTO THE N2 (EASTERN BOULEVARD) LEFT INTO BROWNING ROAD, RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD PROCEED ALONG THE MAIN ROAD LEFT INTO STATION ROAD TO MOWBRAY STATION PUBLIC TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE. FORWARD JOURNEY: ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY FROM KHAYELITSHA MINIBUS TAXI RANK THAT NO PASSENGERS FROM BROWNING ROAD TO MOWBRAY STATION PUBLIC TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE TO BE PICKED UP.

S19 KHAYELITSHA - MOWBRAY VIA WOODSTOCK

----------------------------------------

FROM KHAYELITSHA MINIBUS TAXI RANK (SITE C) SITUATED OFF SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE RIGHT INTO IDADA AVENUE, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY THEN LEFT ONTO THE MEW WAY OFF - RAMP ONTO N2 PROCEED ALONG THE N2 LEFT AT OFF -RAMP ONTO RAAPENBERG ROAD, RIGHT INTO KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, STRAIGHT OVER LIESBEECK PARKWAY INTO DURBAN ROAD WHICH BECOMES ST. PETERS ROAD, RIGHT INTO THE MAIN ROAD PROCEED ALONG THE MAIN ROAD 9DROP OFF ONLY) WHICH BECOMES VICTORIA ROAD, LEFT INTO SEARLE STREET, LEFT ONTO THE N2 (EASTERN BOULEVARD) PROCEED ALONG THE N2 LEFT ONTO MEW WAY RIGHT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD RIGHT INTO IDADA AVENUE LEFT INTO SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE TO KHAYELITSHA MINIBUS TAXI RANK (SITE C).

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

----------------------

E9 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

-------------------------------------------------

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT INTO N2, ALONG N2 TO KING WILLIAMS TOWN, ALONG N2 TO THE AMALINDA OFF-RAMP IN EAST LONDON, PROCEED ALONG THE OFF-RAMP TO THE STOP STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD AND PROCEED ALONG VOORTREKKER ROAD WHICH BECOMES AMALINDA MAIN ROAD TO THE FRERE HOSPITAL, TURN RIGHT INTO LENNOX ROAD AND PROCEED TO THE 4 WAY STOP AT THE ORIENTAL PLAZA, PROCEED ALONG MILNER ROAD TO THE STOP STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ST. JOHN'S ROAD TO THE ROBOT, THEN TURN LEFT INTO NORTH WEST EXPRESS WAY, PROCEED ALONG NORTH WEST EXPRESS WAY WHICH BECOMES BUFFALO STREET, TURN INTO EAST LONDON TAXI CITY RANK AND RETURN.

E8 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

-------------------------------------------------

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO PORT ELIZABETH, INTO R72, ALONG R72 TO TAXI RANK IN EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

M39 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

-------------------------------------------------
FROM KHAYELITSHA VIA SOMERSET WEST, SWELLENDAM, RIVERSDALE, GEORGE, KNYSNA, HUMANSDORP, PORT ELIZABETH, GRAHAMSTOWN, PEDDIE, KING WILLIAM'S TOWN TO EAST LONDON AND RETURN SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PERSONS MAY BE PICKED UP ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY AFTER LEAVING KHAYELITSHA AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PERSONS MAY BE PICKED UP AFTER LEAVING EAST LONDON AND NOT SET DOWN BEFORE REACHING KHAYELITSHA.

064 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, PAST SOMERSET WEST, GRABOUW, CALEDON, SWELLENDAM, RIVERSDALE, GEORGE, KNYSNA, HUMANSDORP, PORT ELIZABETH, GRAHAMSTOWN, FORT BEAUFORT, ALICE, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, MDANTSANE TO EAST LONDON AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

M41 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM KHAYELITSHA VIA PAARL, WORCESTER, TOUWSRIVER, LAINGSBURG, LEEU GAMKA, BEAUFORT WEST, ABERDEEN, PEARSTON, SOMERSET EAST, COOKHOUSE, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT TO MDALA AND FROM TANDALA TO EAST LONDON VIA KING WILLIAM'S TOWN AND RETURN SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PERSONS MAY BE PICKED UP ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY AFTER LEAVING KHAYELITSHA AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PERSONS MAY BE SET DOWN BEFORE REACHING KHAYELITSHA.

536 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

FROM THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 UNTIL BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61, ALONG R61 UNTIL UMTATA, R61 BECOMES MAIN ROAD UMTATA TO TAXI RANK IN MAIN ROAD UMTATA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

537 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 UNTIL BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61, ALONG R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINETTE, TURN RIGHT TO PORT ELIZABETH, THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT, MDALA, ALICE, KING WILLIAMS TOWN TO EAST LONDON AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

F55 KHAYELITSHA - KING WILLIAMS TOWN

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO KING WILLIAMSTOWN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

L79 KHAYELITSHA - LADY FREERE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, STRAIGHT TO LADY FREERE AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

L80 KHAYELITSHA - WILLOWVALE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, TSOMO, NGQAMAKHWE, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA STRAIGHT TO WILLOWVALE AND RETURN.

M51 KHAYELITSHA - MATATIELE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW-WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, TSOMO, NGQAMAKHWE, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA STRAIGHT TO WILLOWVALE AND RETURN.

M44 KHAYELITSHA - MATATIELE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW-WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT
ONTO R57 TO GRAAF REINET, LEFT ONTO N10 TO MIDDELBURG, LEFT ONTO R58 TO STEYNSBURG, MOLTOEN, DORDRECHT, ELLIOT, INDWE, MACLEAR, MOUNT FLETCHER STRAIGHT TO MATATIELE AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.
E98 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

FROM THE TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANDSWONE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, RIGHT INTO ROBERTSON ROAD, RIGHT INTO CALDERWOOD STREET TO TAXI RANK IN CALDERWOOD STREET QUEENSTOWN, INTO R61 TO TAXI RANK IN UMTATA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
E99 KHAYELITSHA - MDANTSANE

FROM THE TREK GARAGE IN LANDSOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61, ALONG R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINETTE, TURN RIGHT TO PORT ELIZABETH, THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, ALICE, KING WILLIAMS TOWN TO MDANTSANE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY NO PASSENGERS ARE PICKED - UP AFTER LEAVING KHAYELITSHA AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PASSENGERS ARE DROPPED-OFF BEFORE REACHING KHAYELITSHA.
O60 KHAYELITSHA - MDANTSANE

FROM KHAYELITSHA LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, RIGHT ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST RIGHT ONTO R61 TO ABERDEEN, RIGHT ONTO R63 TO KEISKAMMahoek, PROCEED ALONG R352 TO TANDALA, LEFT ONTO N2 TO KING WILLIAMS TOWN, RIGHT INTO WELLINGTON STREET TO TAXI RANK IN KING WILLIAMS TOWN, MDANTSANE AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.
O61 KHAYELITSHA - MDANTSANE

FROM KHAYELITSHA LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, PAST SOMERSET WEST, GRABOUW, CALEDON, SWELLENDAM, RIVERSDALE, GEORGE, KNYSNA, HUMANSDORP, PORT ELIZABETH, GRAHAMSTOWN TO FISH RIVER NEAR PEDDIE AND RAY TO KING WILLIAMS TOWN MDANTSANE AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.
O62 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

FROM KHAYELITSHA , LEFT ONTO R300 ,ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST ,RIGHT ONTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET ,PEARSTON ,THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, ALICE, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, KOMGA, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA, UMTATA AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.
O63 KHAYELITSHA - QUEENSTOWN

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT ONTO R300 ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET, PEARSTON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT, TURN LEFT SEYMOUR, SADA, WHITTLESEA, CATHCART, QUEENSTOWN AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.
C38 KHAYELITSHA - QUEENSTOWN

FROM THE TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANDSWONE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, RIGHT INTO ROBERTSON ROAD, RIGHT INTO CALDERWOOD STREET TO TAXI RANK IN CALDERWOOD STREET QUEENSTOWN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
F44 KHAYELITSHA - IDUTYWA

FROM TAXI RANK AT TREK GARAGE IN LANDSOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO R300, ONTO R300 TO N1, ONTO N1 TO WORCESTER, RIGHT ONTO R60 THROUGH ROBERTSON AND ASHTON, RIGHT TO SWELLENDAM, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO COLCHESTER, RIGHT INTO R72 TO EAST LONDON, LEFT ONTO N2 TO IDUTYWA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
L80 KHAYELITSHA - WILLOWVALE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANDSWONE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN,
LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, TSOMO, NGQAMAKHWE, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA STRAIGHT TO WILLOWVALE AND RETURN.

E97 KHAYELITSHA - MDANTSANE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO PORT ELIZABETH, INTO R72, ALONG R72 TO TAXI RANK IN MDANTSANE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY NO PASSENGERS ARE PICKED -UP AFTER LEAVING KHAYELITSHA AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PASSENGERS ARE DROPPED-OFF BEFORE REACHING KHAYELITSHA.

F61 KHAYELITSHA - TELLE BRIDGE

FROM TAXI RANK AT TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO R300, ONTO R300 TO N1, ONTO N1 TO COLESBERG, RIGHT ONTO R58 TO LADY GREY, RIGHT ONTO R393 TO STERKSPRUIT ONTO PALMIET AT TELLE BRIDGE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E29 KHAYELITSHA - TSOL0

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO R300 TOWARDS N1, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO RICHMOND, RIGHT ONTO R398, ALONG R398 TO MIDDELBURG, ONTO R56, ALONG R56 TO INDWE, RIGHT ONTO R396, ALONG R396 TO TAXI RANK AT TSOL0 AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

S52 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, ONTO THE N1 PROCEER ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET, PEARSON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MDANTSANE, EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

S37 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, ONTO THE N1 PROCEER ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET, PEARSON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MDANTSANE, EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

S74 KHAYELITSHA - TELLE BRIDGE

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, ONTO THE N1 PROCEER ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, THREE SISTERS, RICHMOND, HANOVER, COLESBURG, VENTERSTAD, BURGERSDORP, ALIWAL NORTH, LADY GREY, RIGHT ONTO R393 TO STERKSPRUIT, PALMIET AT TELLE BRIDGE AND RETURN.

W25 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

FROM KHAYELITSHA SITE C LONG DISTANCE MINIBUS TAXI RANK, SITUATED OFF SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE, LEFT INTO SOLOMON TSHUKU, LEFT INTO JEPHTA K MASEMOLA ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP ONTO THE N2, PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG THE N2, RIGHT ONTO R300 OFF-RAMP STRAIGHT ONTO THE R300, RIGHT ONTO N1 OFFRAMP, PROCEED STRAIGHT ONTO THE N1 TOWARDS BEAUFORT WEST, ABERDEEN, GRAAFF-REINET, CRADOCK, SADA, QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, TSOMO, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA, CENTANE, WILLOWVALE TO UMTATA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

W24 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

FROM KHAYELITSHA SITE C LONG DISTANCE MINIBUS TAXI RANK, SITUATED OFF SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE, LEFT INTO SOLOMON TSHUKU, LEFT INTO JEPHTA K MASEMOLA ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP ONTO THE N2, PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG THE N2, RIGHT ONTO R300 OFF-RAMP STRAIGHT ONTO THE R300, RIGHT ONTO N1 OFFRAMP, PROCEED STRAIGHT ONTO THE N1 TOWARDS BEAUFORT WEST, ABERDEEN, GRAAFF-REINET, CRADOCK, SADA, QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, ENGCOBO TO UMTATA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
FROM KHAYELITSHA LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD LEFT INTO MEW WAY LEFT INTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300 ONTO N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST RIGHT INTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAF REINET, PEARSON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MDANTSANE, EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
R28 KHAYELITSHA - TSOLO

FROM KHAYELITSHA LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD LEFT INTO MEW WAY LEFT INTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300 ONTO N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST INTO DONKIN STREET RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD INTO R61 ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT INTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, ENGCOBO STRAIGHT TO UMTATA AND RETURN.
S75 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT INTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, ONTO THE N1 PROCEED ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAF REINET, PEARSON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MDANTSANE, EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
S37 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT INTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, ONTO THE N1 PROCEED ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAF REINET, PEARSON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MDANTSANE, EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
S39 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

FROM TAXI RANK AT UNIE SQUARE BOND STREET OUTSHOORN RIGHT INTO ADDERLEY STREET RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD LEFT INTO MAIN STREET LEFT INTO LANGENHOVEN ROAD ONTO N12 RIGHT INTO UNKNOWN GRAVEL ROAD TO KLOPDRIF, DORINGRIEVER, PAADEBONT RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TILL R62 ALONG R62 LEFT INTO LANGENHOVEN ROAD RIGHT INTO HIBERNIA STREET RIGHT INTO CRADOCK STREET TILL TAXI RANK AT GEORGE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT PASSENGERS MAY ONLY BE DROP-OFF IN GEORGE AND NO PASSENGERS MAY BE PICK-UP IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF GEORGE.
F79 VASCO - BOTHASIG

FROM TAXI RANK AT VASCO RAILWAY STATION VASCO, RIGHT INTO MURRAY STREET, RIGHT INTO DINGLE STREET, LEFT INTO VASCO BOULEVARD, INTO MONTE VISTA BOULEVARD, LEFT INTO WINGFIELD PI, INTO MONTAGUE DRIVE WHICH BECOMES EDGEMEAD DRIVE, INTO VRYBURGER AVENUE, LEFT INTO STEENHOVEN STREET, LEFT INTO DE GRENDEL AVENUE, RIGHT INTO VRYBURGER AVENUE OR LEFT INTO DE GRENDEL AVENUE, RIGHT INTO STEENHOVEN STREET, RIGHT INTO VRYBURGER AVENUE BOTHASIG AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
F80 VASCO - BOTHASIG

FROM TAXI RANK AT VASCO RAILWAY STATION VASCO, RIGHT INTO MURRAY STREET, RIGHT INTO DINGLE STREET, LEFT INTO VASCO BOULEVARD, INTO MONTE VISTA BOULEVARD, LEFT INTO MONTAGUE DRIVE WHICH BECOMES EDGEMEAD DRIVE, INTO VRYBURGER AVENUE, LEFT INTO STEENHOVEN STREET, LEFT INTO DE GRENDEL AVENUE, RIGHT INTO VRYBURGER AVENUE OR LEFT INTO DE GRENDEL AVENUE, RIGHT INTO STEENHOVEN STREET, RIGHT INTO VRYBURGER AVENUE BOTHASIG AND RETURN AS FOLLOWS: RIGHT INTO BOSMANS DAM ROAD, LEFT INTO N7, LEFT INTO N1, LEFT INTO EDGEMEAD OFF-RAMP, RIGHT INTO VASCO BOULEVARD, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD TO VASCO RAILWAY STATION.
F81 MITCHELLS PLAIN - WYNBERG

FROM TAXI RANK AT CALYPSO SQUARE MITCHELLS PLAIN, LEFT INTO KATDORING STREET, INTO WESPOORT AVENUE, RIGHT INTO WELTEVREDEN ROAD, LEFT INTO
MORGENSTER, RIGHT INTO OLD WELTEVREDEN ROAD, LEFT INTO VARKENSVELEI ROAD, INTO OTTERY ROAD, INTO OLD STRANDFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO OLD OTTERY ROAD, PASS HYPERMARKET, DROP OFF ONLY, LEFT INTO OTTERY ROAD, RIGHT INTO ROSMEAD AVENUE, LEFT INTO BROAD ROAD. LEFT INTO BRISBANE ROAD TO TAXI RANK AT WYNBERG INTERCHANGE AND RETURN AS FOLLOWS: INTO OTTERY ROAD, PASS OTTERY HYPERMARKET, NO RANKING, INTO OLD STRANDFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO OTTERY ROAD, RIGHT INTO VARKENSVELEI ROAD, RIGHT INTO OLD WELTEVREDEN ROAD, LEFT INTO MORGENSTER ROAD, RIGHT INTO WELTEVREDEN ROAD, LEFT INTO SPINE ROAD, LEFT INTO KATDORING ROAD, LEFT INTO 3RD AVENUE, LEFT INTO TAXI RANK AT CALYPSO SQUARE IN MITCHELLS PLAIN. ROUTE TO BE STRICTLY ADHERED TO.

OP.8403152. (2) KEKANA TAMSANO NICHOLAS TN ID NO 6209045806081. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: AA29 HAMBAYO STREET, TOWN TWO, KHAYELITSHA, 7784. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: MINIBUS TAXI SERVICE

D29 KHAYELITSHA - MOWBRAY

FROM TAXI RANK IN SITE C KHAYELITSHA, RIGHT INTO HOZA STREET, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE EXTENSION, LEFT ONTO N2, LEFT INTO RAPENBERG/FOREST DRIVE, RIGHT INTO KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, KLIPFONTEIN ROAD BECOMES DURBAN ROAD, DURBAN ROAD INTO TAXI RANK AT MOWBRAY AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

D30 KHAYELITSHA - WOODSTOCK

FROM TAXI RANK IN SITE C KHAYELITSHA, RIGHT INTO HOZA STREET, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE EXTENSION, LEFT ONTO N2, LEFT INTO RAPENBERG/FOREST DRIVE, RIGHT INTO KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, KLIPFONTEIN ROAD BECOMES DURBAN ROAD, DURBAN ROAD INTO ST PETERS ROAD, RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD MOWBRAY, ALONG MAIN ROAD WHICH BECOMES VICTORIA ROAD TO SEARLE STREET WOODSTOCK SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PASSENGERS ARE PICKED-UP BETWEEN MAIN ROAD MOWBRAY AND SEARLE STREET WOODSTOCK.

977 KHAYELITSHA - GATESVILLE

FROM TAXI RANK AT SITE C KHAYELITSHA, RIGHT INTO HOZA STREET, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE EXT, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, LEFT INTO VANGUARD DRIVE, RIGHT INTO KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO OLD KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO TAXI RANK AT GATESVILLE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

979 KHAYELITSHA - ATHLONE

FROM TAXI RANK AT SITE C KHAYELITSHA, RIGHT INTO HOZA STREET, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE EXT, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, LEFT INTO VANGUARD DRIVE, RIGHT INTO KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO OLD KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, RIGHT INTO DOBSON STREET TO TAXI RANK AT ATHLONE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

W90 KHAYELITSHA VIA NDABENI - MUTUAL STATION

FROM KHAYELITSHA TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE (SITE C) SITUATED OFF SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE, RIGHT INTO IDADA AVENUE, LEFT GOVAN MBEKI ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 (SETTLERS DRIVE) OFF-RAMP ONTO THE N2 (SETTLERS DRIVE), PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG THE N2 (SETTLERS DRIVE) LEFT ONTO N2 (SETTLERS DRIVE) OFF-RAMP RIGHT ONTO RAAPENSBERG ROAD, LEFT ONTO ALEXANDER ROAD, RIGHT INTO BERKLEY ROAD, RIGHT INTO SUNRISE CIRCLE, RIGHT INTO AVONDIUR ROAD, RIGHT INTO OLD MILL ROAD, RIGHT INTO INYONI STREET NDABENI STATION (PICK UP & DROP OFFS ONLY), LEFT INTO OLD MILL STREET, LEFT INTO MORNINGSIDE STREET, RIGHT INTO SUNRISE CIRCLE, LEFT INTO JAN SMUTS DRIVE, LEFT INTO MUTUAL WAY TOWARDS MUTUAL STATION TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE (SOUTHERN SIDE) AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

W91 KHAYELITSHA - MILNER ROAD

FROM KHAYELITSHA TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE (SITE C) SITUATED OFF SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE, RIGHT INTO IDADA AVENUE, LEFT GOVAN MBEKI ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 (SETTLERS DRIVE) OFF-RAMP ONTO THE N2 (SETTLERS DRIVE), PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG THE N2 (SETTLERS DRIVE) LEFT ONTO N2 (SETTLERS DRIVE) OFF - RAMP ONTO CAPE FLATS FREEWAY (R300), PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG CAPE FLATS FREEWAY (R300), RIGHT INTO JAKES GERWELL DRIVE, LEFT INTO MILNER ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG MILNER ROAD, LEFT INTO KROMBOOM ROAD, PROCEED ALONG KROMBOOM ROAD, LEFT INTO JAN SMUTS DRIVE, RIGHT INTO KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO OLD KLIPFONTEIN ROAD TOWARDS ATHLONE STATION TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE.
W92 KHAYELITSHA PINELANDS - MUTUAL STATION

FROM KHAYELITSHA TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE (SITE C) SITUATED OFF SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE, RIGHT INTO IDADA AVENUE, LEFT GOVAN MBEKI ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT INTO N2 (SETTLERS WAY) OFF-RAMP INTO THE N2 (SETTLERS WAY), PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG THE N2 (SETTLERS WAY) LEFT INTO N2 (SETTLERS WAY) OFF-RAMP RIGHT INTO RAAPENBERG ROAD WHICH BECOME FOREST DRIVE SERVICE ROAD, RIGHT INTO FOREST DRIVE SERVICE ROAD, (PICK UP & DROP OFFS) VIA HOWARD CENTRE, LEFT INTO JAN SMUTS DRIVE, RIGHT INTO MUTUAL WAY TOWARDS MUTUAL STATION TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE (SOUTHERN SIDE) AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E79 KUWAIT - HARARE

FROM TAXI RANK IN SITE C KUWAIT, LEFT INTO SOLOMON TSHUKU STREET, LEFT INTO MAPHONGWANA AVENUE, RIGHT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, INTO LUZUKO AND DRIFTSAND, INTO OLD FAURE ROAD, BACK INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, RIGHT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT INTO PAMA ROAD, RIGHT INTO KUSANA ROAD, RIGHT INTO MAKABENI ROAD, LEFT INTO SPINE ROAD, LEFT INTO NTLAZANE ROAD, RIGHT INTO STEVE BIKO ROAD, LEFT INTO BUKWAYO ROAD, RIGHT INTO NCUUMO ROAD, RIGHT INTO FUNZA STREET, INTO KUYASA, INTO WALTER SISULU ROAD, INTO MAKAYA OSCAR MPETHA, INTO TAMBO ROAD, INTO BATANDWA NDONDO ROAD TO HARARE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E80 KUWAIT - MAKAZA

FROM TAXI RANK IN SITE C KUWAIT, LEFT INTO SOLOMON TSHUKU STREET, LEFT INTO MAPHONGWANA AVENUE, RIGHT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, INTO LUZUKO AND DRIFTSAND, INTO OLD FAURE ROAD, BACK INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, RIGHT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT INTO PAMA ROAD, RIGHT INTO KUSANA ROAD, RIGHT INTO MAKABENI ROAD, LEFT INTO SPINE ROAD, INTO LWANDLE DRIVE, INTO ALBERTINA SISULU, INTO MONGEZI ROAD, INTO LAWULO, RIGHT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, INTO TUTU AVENUE, RIGHT INTO LINDELA ROAD TO MAKAZA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E81 KUWAIT - MACASSAR

FROM TAXI RANK IN SITE C KUWAIT, RIGHT INTO SOLOMON TSHUKU STREET, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, RIGHT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT INTO PAMA ROAD, LEFT INTO BONGA DRIVE (M45), INTO SULANI DRIVE, INTO NYATHI AVENUE, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, RIGHT INTO FUKUTHA ROAD, INTO CEKECHA ROAD TO MACASSAR AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

S17 KHAYELITSHA - MOWBRAY VIA WOODSTOCK

FROM KHAYELITSHA MINIBUS TAXI RANK (SITE C) SITUATED OFF SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE LEFT INTO IDADA AVENUE, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD LEFT INTO MEW WAY THEN LEFT INTO THE MEW WAY OFF - RAMP ONTO N2 LEFT AT OFF - RAMP ONTO RAAPENBERG ROAD, RIGHT INTO KLIFPONTIEIN ROAD, STRAIGHT OVER LIESBEECK PARKWAY INTO DURBAN ROAD WHICH BECOMES ST. PETERS ROAD, RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD PROCEED ALONG THE MAIN ROAD (DROP OFF ONLY) WHICH BECOMES VICTORIA ROAD LEFT INTO SEARLE STREET, LEFT ONTO THE N2 (EASTERN BOULEVARD) LEFT INTO BROWNING ROAD, RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD PROCEED ALONG THE MAIN ROAD LEFT INTO STATION ROAD TO MOWBRAY STATION TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE. FORWARD JOURNEY: ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY FROM KHAYELITSHA MINIBUS TAXI RANK TO NO PASSENGERS FROM BROWNING ROAD TO MOWBRAY STATION PUBLIC TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE TO BE PICKED UP.

S19 KHAYELITSHA - MOWBRAY VIA WOODSTOCK

FROM KHAYELITSHA MINIBUS TAXI RANK (SITE C) SITUATED OFF SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE RIGHT INTO IDADA AVENUE, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY THEN LEFT OntO THE MEW WAY OFF - RAMP ONTO N2 PROCEED ALONG THE N2 LEFT AT OFF -RAMP ONTO RAAPENBERG ROAD, RIGHT INTO KLIFPONTIEIN ROAD, STRAIGHT OVER LIESBEECK PARKWAY INTO DURBAN ROAD WHICH BECOMES ST. PETERS ROAD, RIGHT INTO THE MAIN ROAD PROCEED ALONG THE MAIN ROAD 9DROP OFF ONLY) WHICH BECOMES VICTORIA ROAD, LEFT INTO SEARLE STREET, LEFT ONTO THE N2 (EASTERN BOULEVARD) PROCEED ALONG THE N2 LEFT INTO MEW WAY OFF-RAMP RIGHT INTO MEW WAY RIGHT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD RIGHT INTO IDADA AVENUE LEFT INTO SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE TO KHAYELITSHA MINIBUS TAXI RANK (SITE C). LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

E9 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON
FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO KING WILLIAMS TOWN, ALONG N2 TO THE AMALINDA OFF-RAMP IN EAST LONDON, PROCEED ALONG THE OFF-RAMP TO THE STOP STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD AND PROCEED ALONG VOORTREKKER WHICH BECOMES AMALINDA MAIN ROAD TO THE FRERE HOSPITAL, TURN RIGHT INTO LENNOX ROAD AND PROCEED TO THE 4 WAY STOP AT THE ORIENTAL PLAZA, PROCEED ALONG MILNER ROAD TO THE STOP STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ST. JOHN'S ROAD TO THE ROBOT, THEN TURN LEFT INTO NORTH WEST EXPRESS WAY, PROCEED ALONG NORTH WEST EXPRESS WAY WHICH BECOMES BUFFALO STREET, TURN INTO EAST LONDON TAXI CITY RANK AND RETURN.

E8 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO PORT ELIZABETH, INTO R72, ALONG R72 TO TAXI RANK IN EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

M39 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM KHAYELITSHA VIA SOMERSET WEST, SWELLENDAM, RIVERSDALE, GEORGE, KNYSNA, HUMANSDORP, PORT ELIZABETH, GRAHAMSTOWN, PEDDIE, KING WILLIAM'S TOWN TO EAST LONDON AND RETURN SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PERSONS MAY BE PICKED UP ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY AFTER LEAVING KHAYELITSHA AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PERSONS TO BE PICKED UP AFTER LEAVING EAST LONDON AND NOT SET DOWN BEFORE REACHING KHAYELITSHA.

M41 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM KHAYELITSHA VIA PAARL, WORCESTER, TOUWSRIVER, LAINGSBURG, LEEU GAMKA, BEAUFORT WEST, ABERDEEN, PEARSTON, SOMERSET EAST, COOKHOUSE, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT TO MDALA AND FROM TANDALA TO EAST LONDON VIA KING WILLIAM'S TOWN AND RETURN SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PERSONS MAY BE PICKED UP ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY AFTER LEAVING KHAYELITSHA AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PERSONS MAY BE SET DOWN BEFORE REACHING KHAYELITSHA.

536 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

FROM THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, LEFT ONTO R300, INTO N1, ALONG N1 UNTIL BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61, ALONG R61 UNTIL UMTATA, R61 BECOMES MAIN ROAD UMTATA TO TAXI RANK IN MAIN ROAD UMTATA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

537 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 UNTIL BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61, ALONG R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINETTE, TURN RIGHT TO PORT ELIZABETH, THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, ALICE, KING WILLIAMS TOWN TO EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

F55 KHAYELITSHA - KING WILLIAMSTOWN

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO KING WILLIAMSTOWN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

L79 KHAYELITSHA - LADY FRERE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, STRAIGHT TO LADY FRERE AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

L80 KHAYELITSHA - WILLOWVALE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN,
LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, TSOMO, NQAMAKHWE, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA STRAIGHT TO WILLOWVALE AND RETURN.

M51 KHAYELITSHA - MATATIELE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW-WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, LEFT ONTO N10 TO MIDDELBURG, LEFT ONTO R58 TO STEYNSBURG, MOLTENO, DORDRECHT, ELLIOT, INDWE, MACLEAR, MOUNT FLETCHER STRAIGHT TO MATATIELE AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

M44 KHAYELITSHA - MATATIELE

FROM THE TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, ONTO R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINETT, LEFT ONTO N10 TO MIDDELBURG, LEFT ONTO R58 TO STEYNSBURG, MOLTENO, DORDRECHT, ELLIOT, INDWE, MACLEAR, MOUNT FLETCHER STRAIGHT TO MATATIELE AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

E98 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

FROM THE TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, RIGHT INTO ROBERTSON ROAD, RIGHT INTO CALDERWOOD STREET TO TAXI RANK IN CALDERWOOD STREET QUEENSTOWN, INTO R61 TO TAXI RANK IN UMTATA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E99 KHAYELITSHA - MDANTSANE

FROM THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61, ALONG R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINETTE, TURN RIGHT TO PORT ELIZABETH, THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, ALICE, KING WILLIAMS TOWN TO MDANTSANE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY NO PASSENGERS ARE PICKED -UP AFTER LEAVING KHAYELITSHA AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PASSENGERS ARE DROPPED-OFF BEFORE REACHING KHAYELITSHA.

O60 KHAYELITSHA - MDANTSANE

FROM KHAYELITSHA LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, RIGHT ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST RIGHT ONTO R61 TO ABERDEEN, RIGHT ONTO R63 TO KEISKAMMAHOEK, PROCEED ALONG R352 TO TANDALA, LEFT ONTO N2 TO KING WILLIAMS TOWN, RIGHT INTO WELLINGTON STREET TO TAXI RANK IN KING WILLIAMS TOWN, MDANTSANE AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

O61 KHAYELITSHA - MDANTSANE

FROM KHAYELITSHA LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, PAST SOMERSET WEST, GRABOUW, CALEDON, SWELLENDAM, RIVERSDALE, GEORGE, KNYSNA, HUMANSDORP, PORT ELIZABETH, GRAHAMSTOWN TO FISH RIVER NEAR PEDDIE AND RAY TO KING WILLIAMS TOWN MDANTSANE AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

O62 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

FROM KHAYELITSHA , LEFT ONTO R300 ,ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST ,RIGHT ONTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAF REINET ,PEARSTON ,THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, ALICE, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, KOMGA , BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA, UMTATA AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

O63 KHAYELITSHA - QUEENSTOWN

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT ONTO R300 ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET, PEARSTON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT, TURN LEFT SEYMOUR, SADA, WHITTLESEA, CATHCART, QUEENSTOWN AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

C38 KHAYELITSHA - QUEENSTOWN

FROM THE TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO
DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, RIGHT INTO ROBERTSON ROAD, RIGHT INTO CALDERWOOD STREET TO TAXI RANK IN CALDERWOOD STREET QUEENSTOWN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

F44 KHAYELITSHA - IDUTYWA
FROM TAXI RANK AT TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO R300, ONTO R300 TO N1, ONTO N1 TO WORCESTER, RIGHT ONTO R60 THROUGH ROBERTSON AND ASHTON, RIGHT TO SWELLENDAM, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO COLCHESTER, RIGHT INTO R72 TO EAST LONDON, LEFT ONTO N2 TO IDUTYWA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

L80 KHAYELITSHA - WILLOWVALE
FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, TSOMO, NQQAMAKHWE, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA STRAIGHT TO WILLOWVALE AND RETURN.

E97 KHAYELITSHA - MDANTSANE
FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO R300, ONTO R300 TO N1, ONTO N1 TO COLESBERG, RIGHT ONTO R58 TO LADY GREY, RIGHT ONTO R393 TO STERKSPRUIT ONTO PALMIET AT TELLE BRIDGE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY NO PASSENGERS ARE PICKED UP AFTER LEAVING KHAYELITSHA AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PASSENGERS ARE DROPPED-OFF BEFORE REACHING KHAYELITSHA.

F61 KHAYELITSHA - TELLE BRIDGE
FROM TAXI RANK AT TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO R300, ONTO R300 TO N1, ONTO N1 TO COLESBERG, RIGHT ONTO R58 TO LADY GREY, RIGHT ONTO R393 TO STERKSPRUIT ONTO PALMIET AT TELLE BRIDGE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E20 KHAYELITSHA - TSOLO
FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO R300 TOWARDS N1, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO RICHMOND, RIGHT ONTO R398, ALONG R398 TO MIDDELBURG, ONTO R56, ALONG R56 TO INDEWE, RIGHT ONTO R396, ALONG R396 TO TAXI RANK AT TSOLO AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

S52 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON
FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, ONTO THE N1 PROCERED ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET, PEARSON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MDANTSANE, EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

S37 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON
FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, ONTO THE N1 PROCERED ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET, PEARSON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MDANTSANE, EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

S74 KHAYELITSHA - TELLE BRIDGE
FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, ONTO THE N1 PROCERED ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET, PEARSON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MDANTSANE, EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

W25 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA
FROM KHAYELITSHA SITE C LONG DISTANCE MINIBUS TAXI RANK, SITUATED OFF SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE, LEFT INTO SOLOMON TSHUKU, LEFT INTO JEPHTA K MASEMOLA ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP ONTO THE N2, PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG THE N2, RIGHT ONTO R300 OFF-RAMP STRAIGHT ONTO THE
R300, RIGHT ONTO N1 OFFRAMP, PROCEED STRAIGHT ONTO THE N1 TOWARDS BEAUFORT WEST, ABERDEEN, GRAAFF-REINET, CRADOCK, SADA, QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, TSOMO, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA, CENTANE, WILLOWSVALE TO UMTATA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

W24 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA
__________________________________________________________
FROM KHAYELITSHA SITE C LONG DISTANCE MINIBUS TAXI RANK, SITUATED OFF SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE, LEFT INTO SOLOMON TSHUKU, LEFT INTO JEPHTA K MOSEMELA ROAD, LEFT ONTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP ONTO THE N2, PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG THE N2, RIGHT ONTO R300 OFF-RAMP STRAIGHT ONTO THE R300, RIGHT ONTO N1 OFF-RAMP, PROCEED STRAIGHT ONTO THE N1 OFF-RAMP, PROCEED STRAIGHT ONTO THE N1 TOWARDS BEAUFORT WEST, ABERDEEN, GRAAFF-REINET CRADOCK, SADA, QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, ENGCOBO TO UMTATA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

R30 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA
__________________________________________________________
FROM KHAYELITSHA LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD LEFT INTO MEW WAY LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300 ONTO N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST RIGHT ONTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET, PEARSTON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MDANTSANE, EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

R28 KHAYELITSHA - TSOLO
__________________________________________________________
FROM KHAYELITSHA LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD LEFT INTO MEW WAY LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300 ONTO N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST INTO DONKIN STREET RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD INTO R61 TO ABERDEEN LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET LEFT ONTO N10 TO MIDDELBURG LEFT ONTO R58 TO STEYNBURG, MOLTENO, DORDRECHT, ELLIOT, MACLEAR, TSOLO AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

S75 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA
__________________________________________________________
FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, ONTO N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD INTO R61 ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, ENGCOBO STRAIGHT TO UMTATA AND RETURN.

S39 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA
__________________________________________________________
FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, ONTO N1 PROCEED ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET, PEARSON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MDANTSANE, EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

978 OUDTSHOORN - WABOOMSKRAAL - GEORGE
__________________________________________________________
FROM TAXI RANK AT UNIE SQUARE BOND STREET OUDTSHOORN RIGHT INTO ADDERLEY STREET RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD LEFT INTO MAIN STREET LEFT INTO LANGENHOVEN ROAD ONTO N12 RIGHT INTO UNKNOWN GRAVEL ROAD TO KLIPDRIF, DORINGRIVIER, PAARDEBONT RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TILL R62 ALONG R62 LEFT INTO LANGENHOVEN ROAD RIGHT INTO HIBERNIA STREET RIGHT INTO CRADOCK STREET TILL TAXI RANK AT GEORGE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT PASSENGERS MAY ONLY BE DROP-OFF IN GEORGE AND NO PASSENGERS MAY BE PICK-UP IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF GEORGE.

F79 VASCO - BOTHASIG
__________________________________________________________
FROM TAXI RANK AT VASCO RAILWAY STATION VASCO, RIGHT INTO MURRAY STREET, RIGHT INTO DINGLE STREET, LEFT INTO VASCO BOULEVARD, INTO MONTE VISTA BOULEVARD, LEFT INTO WINGFIELD PI, INTO MONTAGUE DRIVE WHICH BECOMES EDGE MEAD DRIVE, INTO VRYBURGER AVENUE, LEFT INTO STEHNHOVEN STREET, LEFT INTO DE GRENDEL AVENUE, RIGHT INTO VRYBURGER AVENUE OR LEFT INTO DE GRENDEL AVENUE, RIGHT INTO STEHNHOVEN STREET, RIGHT INTO VRYBURGER AVENUE BOTHASIG
AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

F80 VASCO - BOTHASIG

FROM TAXI RANK AT VASCO RAILWAY STATION VASCO, RIGHT INTO MURRAY STREET, RIGHT INTO DINGLE STREET, LEFT INTO VASCO BOULEVARD, INTO MONTE VISTA BOULEVARD, LEFT INTO MONTAGUE DRIVE WHICH BECOMES EDGELEMAD DRIVE, INTO VRYBURGER AVENUE, LEFT INTO STEENHOVEN STREET, LEFT INTO DE GRENDDEL AVENUE, RIGHT INTO VRYBURGER AVENUE OR LEFT INTO DE GRENDDEL AVENUE, RIGHT INTO STEENHOVEN STREET, RIGHT INTO VRYBURGER AVENUE BOTHASIG AND RETURN AS FOLLOWS: RIGHT INTO BOSMANS DAM ROAD, LEFT ONTO N7, LEFT ONTO N1, LEFT ONTO EDGEMEAD OFF-RAMP, RIGHT INTO VASCO BOULEVARD, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD TO VASCO RAILWAY STATION.

F81 MITCHELLS PLAIN - WYNBERG

FROM TAXI RANK AT CALYPSO SQUARE MITCHELLS PLAIN, LEFT INTO KATDORING STREET, INTO WESPOORT AVENUE, RIGHT INTO WELTEVREDEN ROAD, LEFT INTO MORGENSTER, RIGHT INTO OLD WELTEVREDEN ROAD, LEFT INTO VARKENSVLIE ROAD, INTO OTTERY ROAD, INTO OLD STRANDFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO OLD OTTERY ROAD, PASS HYPERMARKET, DROP OFF ONLY, LEFT INTO OTTERY ROAD, RIGHT INTO ROSMEAD AVENUE, LEFT INTO BROAD ROAD. LEFT INTO BRISBANE ROAD TO TAXI RANK AT WYNBERG INTERCHANGE AND RETURN AS FOLLOWS: INTO OTTERY ROAD, PASS OTTERY HYPERMARKET, NO RANKING, INTO OLD STRANDFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO OTTERY ROAD, RIGHT INTO VARKENSVLIE ROAD, RIGHT INTO OLD WELTEVREDEN ROAD, LEFT INTO MORGENSTER ROAD, RIGHT INTO WELTEVREDEN ROAD, LEFT INTO SPINE ROAD, LEFT INTO KATDORING ROAD, LEFT INTO 3RD AVENUE, LEFT INTO TAXI RANK AT CALYPSO SQUARE IN MITCHELLS PLAIN. ROUTE TO BE STRICTLY ADHERED TO.

OP.8403160. (2) SODIYA MLULAMELI EDUCATE ME ID NO 6404105781080. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: NY110 NO 19, GUGULETU, 7750 C/O CATA LANGA INTERTOWNSHIP WASHINGTON STREET, TAXI RANK, LANGA, 7456. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY:

420 LANGA - KHAYELITSHA

FROM TAXI RANK IN LANGA, RIGHT INTO WASHINGTON ROAD, RIGHT INTO VANGUARD DRIVE, LEFT INTO SETTLERS WAY FREE WAY, LEFT INTO BORCHARDS QUARRY ROAD, LEFT INTO NY108, LEFT INTO LANDSOWNE ROAD TO TAXI RANK AT KHAYELITSHA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

A94 LANGA - NYANGA

FROM TAXI RANK IN LANGA, INTO WASHINGTON ROAD, RIGHT INTO VANGUARD DRIVE, LEFT ONTO N2, LEFT INTO MODDERDAM ROAD, RIGHT INTO NY1, LEFT INTO NY3A, NY3A BECOMES KOORNHOF ROAD, LEFT INTO EMMS DRIVE TO TAXI RANK AT NYANGA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

J14 LANGA - NYANGA

FROM TAXI RANK IN LANGA, TURN LEFT TO WASHINGTON ROAD, JOIN THE CIRCLE GO STRAIGHT TO THE TRAFFIC LIGHTS AND TURN RIGHT TO VANGUARD DRIVE, CROSS THE TRAFFIC LIGHTS AND TURN LEFT TO JOIN N2, TURN LEFT TO MODDERDAM ROAD REACH THE TRAFFIC LIGHTS, TURN RIGHT TO VALHALA DRIVE, DRIVE OVER THE BRIDGE AND JOIN NY1, GO ALONG NY1 AND REACH THE FIRST ROBOTS, FROM THE ROBOTS TURN LEFT TO NY108 AND TURN RIGHT TO NY6 AND TURN LEFT TO NY5 AND TURN RIGHT TO NY78, TURN LEFT TO THE ROBOTS THEN TO TERMINUS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO EMMS DRIVE TURN TURN LEFT TO THE NYANGA TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

D90 LANGA - NYANGA

FROM TAXI RANK AT WASHINGTON STREET LANGA, INTO WASHINGTON STREET, RIGHT INTO VANGUARD DRIVE, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2, LEFT INTO MODDERDAM ROAD, RIGHT INTO VALHALA DRIVE, INTO NY1, ALONG NY1, LEFT INTO NY3A, INTO KORNHOF ROAD, LEFT INTO EMMS DRIVE, RIGHT INTO NYANGA TAXI RANK.

F19 LANGA - GUGULETU

FROM TAXI RANK IN WASHINGTON STREET LANGA, LEFT INTO WASHINGTON STREET, RIGHT INTO VANGUARD DRIVE, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2, LEFT INTO MODDERDAM ROAD, RIGHT INTO VALHALA DRIVE, INTO NY1, LEFT INTO NY3A, INTO KORNHOF ROAD, LEFT INTO EMMS DRIVE TO TAXI RANK IN NYANGA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
E4 LANGA - HARARI

FROM TAXI RANK IN WASHINGTON STREET LANGA, INTO WASHINGTON STREET, RIGHT INTO VANGUARD DRIVE, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2, RIGHT INTO BORCHARDS QUARRY ROAD, LEFT INTO KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, INTO MAHOVE DRIVE, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, RIGHT INTO SWARTKLOP ROAD, LEFT INTO PAMA ROAD, RIGHT INTO MAKABENI ROAD, RIGHT INTO NCWADI CRESENT, LEFT INTO SPINE ROAD, LEFT INTO LWANDLE ROAD, RIGHT INTO MONDISI ROAD, TURN AROUND IN MONDISI ROAD, INTO LWANDLE ROAD, RIGHT INTO HLOALENA STREET, RIGHT INTO FUNZA STREET, LEFT INTO NCWADI CRESENT, LEFT INTO BORCHARDS QUARRY ROAD, LEFT INTO KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO MAHOVE DRIVE, INTO WASHINGTON STREET, RIGHT INTO VANGUARD DRIVE, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2, LEFT INTO OFF-RAMP TO MEW WAY, ALONG MEW WAY, INTO SWARTKLOP ROAD, LEFT INTO PAMA ROAD, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, ALONG LANSDOWNE ROAD, RIGHT INTO HLIKI ROAD, LEFT INTO SISULU ROAD, MAKHASA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E5 LANGA - MAKHASA

FROM TAXI RANK IN WASHINGTON STREET LANGA, INTO WASHINGTON STREET, RIGHT INTO VANGUARD DRIVE, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2, LEFT INTO OFF-RAMP TO MEW WAY, ALONG MEW WAY, INTO SWARTKLOP ROAD, LEFT INTO PAMA ROAD, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, ALONG LANSDOWNE ROAD, RIGHT INTO HLIKI ROAD, LEFT INTO SISULU ROAD, MAKHASA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

J64 LANGA - DELFT

FROM LANGA TO WASHINGTON, TURN RIGHT TO VANGUARD DRIVE, OVER THE TRAFFIC LIGHT AND TURN LEFT TO JOIN SETTLERS WAY, TURN LEFT TO BORCHARDS QUARRY ROAD, TURN RIGHT ALONG BORCHARDS QUARRY DRIVE AND TURN LEFT TO KLIPFONTEIN ROAD TO LANSDOWNE ROAD AND TURN LEFT TO SYMPHONY WAY DRIVE OVER THE BRIDGE JOIN DELFT MAIN ROAD TO THE RANK AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

H4 LANGA - KING WILLIAMSTOWN

FROM TAXI RANK LANGA, ALONG WASHINGTON STREET, TURN LEFT ONTO VANGUARD DRIVE, GOODWOOD, N7, TURN LEFT ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT ONTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF-REINET, RIGHT ONTO R63 TO KEISKAMMAHOEIK, PROCEED ALONG R352 TO TANDALA, LEFT ONTO N2 TO KING WILLIAMSTOWN, RIGHT INTO WELLINGTON STREET TO TAXI RANK IN KING WILLIAMSTOWN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

L64 LANGA - UMTATA

FROM TAXI RANK LANGA ALONG WASHINGTON STREET, LEFT INTO VANGUARD DRIVE, LEFT ONTO OFF-RAMP ONTO N1 TOWARDS PAARL, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST IN DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTWEEKER ROAD ONTO R61 ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG R61 TO CRADOCK ALONG R61 TO QUEENSTOWN ALONG R61 THROUGH ST MARKS LEFT INTO MAHALA ROAD INTO COFIMVABA STREET, RIGHT TURN TO TSOMO, NOAMAKWE RIGHT ONTO N2, BUTTERWORTH THROUGH ITDUTYWA TO UMTATA TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

C49 LANGA - UMTATA

FROM TAXI RANK IN LANGA, RIGHT INTO WASHINGTON STREET, LEFT INTO VANGUARD DRIVE, LEFT ONTO OFF-RAMP ONTO N1 TOWARDS PAARL, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, IN DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTWEEKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO CRADOCK, ALONG R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, ALONG R61 THROUGH ST MARKS, LEFT INTO MAHALA ROAD, INTO COFIMVABA STREET, INTO R61 TO UMTATA, LEFT INTO MADELA STREET TO TAXI RANK IN UMTATA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

C50 LANGA - EAST LONDON

FROM TAXI RANK IN LANGA, RIGHT INTO WASHINGTON STREET, RIGHT INTO VANGUARD DRIVE, LEFT ONTO OFF-RAMP ONTO N1 TOWARDS PAARL, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, IN DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTWEEKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO CRADOCK, ALONG R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, RIGHT INTO ROBERTSON ROAD, RIGHT INTO CALDER
STREET TO TAXI RANK IN QUEENSTOWN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

OP.8403162. (2) BIDVEST CAR RENTAL (PTY) LTD ID NO 201101051607. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 22 MICHIGAN STREET, AIRPORT INDUSTRIA, AIRPORT INDUSTRIA, 7493. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 4 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICKUP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETERS FROM A PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 22 MICHIGAN STREET, AIRPORT INDUSTRIA TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403164. (2) MUTSI LEBOANG L ID NO 7904105801084. (3) DISTRICT: CERES. POSTAL ADDRESS: B69 MNANDI, NDULI, CERES, 6835. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 10 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETERS FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT B69 MNANDI STREET, POLOCROSS, NDULI, CERES TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN NDULI, CERES TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY MORRISDALE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND CERES PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

MORNING 06H00 - 08H00
AFTERNOON 12H00 - 16H00

OP.8403185. (2) MANGCAKA PHUMLISA P ID NO 8106095818081. (3) DISTRICT: STRAND. POSTAL ADDRESS: 29207 10 NOBOM STREET, DUNOON, 7441. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETERS FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 18996 DUMISANI STREET, LWANDLE, STRAND TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR PLACES OF RESIDENCE SITUATED IN NOMZAMO, STRAND TO NOMZAMO PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

TIMETABLE

MORNING 06H00 - 08H00
AFTERNOON 12H00 - 16H00

OP.8403187. (2) DIEDERICKS GAMET G ID NO 5601215154089. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 170 ST KILDAR ROAD, RONDEBOSCH EAST, 7780. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: STAFF SERVICES

THE CONVEYANCE OF PICK’N PAY EMPLOYEES FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN ATHLONE, BRIDGETOWN, CAPRICORN, CLAREMONT, DELFT, ELSIES RIVER, FAIRWAYS, GUGULETHU, HANOVER PARK, HEIDEVELD, KEWTOWN, LAVENDER HILL, LENTEGEUR, LOTUS RIVER, MAITLAND, MANENBERG, OTTERY, PARKWOOD, PELICAN PARK, PRIMROSE PARK, ROCKLANDS, SEA WINDS, SURREY ESTATE, WETTON, HARARE, MUZENBERG, KHAYELITSHA, MFULENI, LAGA, NYANGA, RETREAT, WOODSTOCK, OBSERVATORY, SALT RIVER, GRASSY PARK, STELLENBOSCH, SITE C, SITE B, LOST CITY, COLORADO, STRANDFONTEIN, BEACON VALLEY, SILVERTOWN, BOKMAKERIE, FRANSCHHOEK, BELVILLE AND DE FARM TO THE PICK’N PAY STORES IN CLAREMONT AND VANGATE MALL AND RETURN AS PER TIMETABLE.

DAILY TIMETABLE

MORNINGS: 00H00 - 05H00
AFTERNOONS: 19H00 - 00H00
STAFF TRAINING TIMETABLE
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MORNINGS: 07H00
AFTERNOONS: 16H00
STAFF SERVICES

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF IN THE EMPLOYMENT OF PINK PEPPERCORN FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN NYANGA, MITCHELLS PLAIN, KHAYELITSHA, PHILLIPI, CROSSROADS, PAROW, BELVILLE, GOODWOOD, MONTAGUE GARDENS, MILNERTON, BROOKLYN, LANSDOWNE, WYNBERG, ROSEMEAD, KENILWORTH, OTTERY, GRASSY PARK AND WETTON TO PINK PEPPERCORN IN PAROW INDUSTRIA AND RETURN AS PER TIMETABLE.

TIMETABLE

MORNING PICK UP: 06H00
AFTERNOON DROP OFF: 19H00
STAFF SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF IN THE EMPLOYMENT OF TRIGON CONSTRUCTION FROM THEIR RESIDENCES TO CONSTRUCTION SITES AROUND THE WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE AND RETURN.

CHARTER SERVICES

FROM PICK UP POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 170 ST. KILDARE ROAD, LANSDOWNE TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SCHOLAR SERVICES

THE CONVEYANCE OF SCHOLARS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN HANOVER PARK, SMART TOWN, NEWFIELDS, LANSDOWNE, GRASSY PARK, RETREAT, PARKWOOD, BOKMAKKERIE, SHERWOOD PARK, MANENBERG, HEIDEVELD, RUYTERWACHT, KENVYN, BRIDGETOWN, DELFT, BELHAR, GOODWOOD, PAROW, LAVENDER HILL, HOUT BAY, KALK BAY AND BONTHEUWEL TO MASJIEDUR RAGMAAN JAMAA MOSQUE IN HANOVER PARK, JAMEYYATUL QURRA FEMALE HAAFITH INSTITUTE IN GRASSY PARK AND GOODWOOD COLLEGE AND RETURN AS PER TIMETABLE.

TIMETABLE

MORNINGS: 06H00 - 09H00
AFTERNOONS: 12H00 - 16H00

OP.8403188. (2) DIEDERICKS GAMET G ID NO 5601215154089. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 170 ST KILDARE ROAD, RONDEBOSCH EAST, 7780. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 9 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:

STAFF SERVICES

THE CONVEYANCE OF PICK 'N PAY EMPLOYEES FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN ATHLONE, BRIDGETOWN, CAPRICORN, CLAREMONT, DELFT, ELSIES RIVER, FAIRWAYS, GUGULETHU, HANOVER PARK, HEIDEVELD, KEWTOWN, LAVENDER HILL, LENTEGEUR, LOTUS RIVER, MAITLAND, MANENBERG, OTTERY, PARKWOOD, PELICAN PARK, PRIMROSE PARK, ROCKLANDS, SEA WINDS, SURREY ESTATE, WETTON, HARARE, MUIZENBERG, KHAYELITSHA, MFULENI, LAGA, NYANGA, RETREAT, WOODSTOCK, OBSERVATORY, SALT RIVER, GRASSY PARK, STELLENBOSCH, SITE C, SITE B, LOST CITY, COLORADO, STRANDFONTEIN, BEACON VALLEY, SILVERTOWN, BOKMAKKERIE, FRANSCHHOEK, BELVILLE AND DE FARM TO THE PICK 'N PAY STORES IN CLAREMONT AND VANGATE MALL AND RETURN AS PER TIMETABLE.

DAILY TIMETABLE

MORNINGS: 00H00 - 05H00
AFTERNOONS: 19H00 - 00H00
STAFF TRAINING TIMETABLE

MORNINGS: 07H00
AFTERNOONS: 16H00
STAFF SERVICES

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF IN THE EMPLOYMENT OF PINK PEPPERCORN FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN NYANGA, MITCHELLS PLAIN, KHAYELITSHA, PHILLIPI, CROSSROADS, PAROW, BELVILLE, GOODWOOD, MONTAGUE GARDENS, MILNERTON, BROOKLYN, LANSDOWNE, WYNBERG, ROSEMEAD, KENILWORTH, OTTERY, GRASSY PARK AND WETTON TO PINK PEPPERCORN IN PAROW INDUSTRIA AND RETURN AS PER TIMETABLE.
### Timetable

**Staff Service**

The conveyance of staff in the employ of Trigon Construction from their residences to construction sites around the Western Cape Province and return.

**Charter Services**

From pick-up points situated within a radius of 35 kilometres from place of business situated at 170 St. Kildare Road, Lansdowne to points within the Republic of South Africa and return.

**Scholar Services**

The conveyance of scholars from their residences situated in Hanover Park, Smart Town, Newfields, Lansdowne, Grassy Park, Retreat, Parkwood, Bokmakierie, Sherwood Park, Manenberg, Heideveld, Ruiterwacht, Kenwyn, Bridgetown, Delft, Belhar, Goodwood, Parow, Lavender Hill, Hout Bay, Kalk Bay and Bonteheuwel to Masjiedur Ragaan Jamaa Mosque in Hanover Park, Jameyyatu Qurra Female HaaFith Institute in Grassy Park and Goodwood College and return as per timetable.

**Timetable**

**Mornings:** 06h00 - 09h00  
**Afternoons:** 12h00 - 16h00

### Daily Timetable

**Mornings:** 00h00 - 05h00  
**Afternoons:** 19h00 - 00h00

### Staff Training Timetable

**Mornings:** 07h00  
**Afternoons:** 16h00

### Staff Services

The conveyance of Pick ’n Pay employees from their residences situated in Athlone, Bridgetown, Capricorn, Claremont, Delft, Elsie’s River, Fairways, Gugulethu, Hanover Park, Heideveld, Kewtown, Lavender Hill, Lentegeur, Lotus River, Maftland, Manenberg, Ottery, Parkwood, Pelican Park, Primrose Park, Rocklands, Sea Winds, Surrey Estate, Wetton, Harare, Muizenberg, Khayelitsha, Mfuleni, Langa, Nyanga, Retreat, Woodstock, Observatory, Salt River, Grassy Park, Stellenbosch, Site C, Site B, Lost City, Colorado, Strandfontein, Beacon Valley, Silvertown, Bokmierkie, Franschhoek, Bellville and De Farm to the Pick ’n Pay stores in Claremont and Vangate Mall and return as per timetable.

### Charters


The conveyance of employees from their residences situated in Athlone, Bridgetown, Capricorn, Claremont, Delft, Elsie’s River, Fairways, Gugulethu, Hanover Park, Heideveld, Kewtown, Lavender Hill, Lentegeur, Lotus River, Maftland, Manenberg, Ottery, Parkwood, Pelican Park, Primrose Park, Rocklands, Sea Winds, Surrey Estate, Wetton, Harare, Muizenberg, Khayelitsha, Mfuleni, Langa, Nyanga, Retreat, Woodstock, Observatory, Salt River, Grassy Park, Stellenbosch, Site C, Site B, Lost City, Colorado, Strandfontein, Beacon Valley, Silvertown, Bokmierkie, Franschhoek, Bellville and De Farm to the Pick ’n Pay stores in Claremont and Vangate Mall and return as per timetable.

### New Application


The conveyance of Pick ’n Pay employees from their residences situated in Athlone, Bridgetown, Capricorn, Claremont, Delft, Elsie’s River, Fairways, Gugulethu, Hanover Park, Heideveld, Kewtown, Lavender Hill, Lentegeur, Lotus River, Maftland, Manenberg, Ottery, Parkwood, Pelican Park, Primrose Park, Rocklands, Sea Winds, Surrey Estate, Wetton, Harare, Muizenberg, Khayelitsha, Mfuleni, Langa, Nyanga, Retreat, Woodstock, Observatory, Salt River, Grassy Park, Stellenbosch, Site C, Site B, Lost City, Colorado, Strandfontein, Beacon Valley, Silvertown, Bokmierkie, Franschhoek, Bellville and De Farm to the Pick ’n Pay stores in Claremont and Vangate Mall and return as per timetable.
CHARTER SERVICES

FROM PICK UP POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 170 ST. KILDARE ROAD, LANSDOWNE TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SCHOLAR SERVICES

THE CONVEYANCE OF SCHOLARS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN HANOVER PARK, SMART TOWN, NEWFIELDS, LANSDOWNE, GRASSY PARK, RETREAT, PARKWOOD, BOKMAKKERIE, SHERWOOD PARK, MANENBERG, HEIDEVELD, RUYTERWACHT, KENWYN, BRIDGETOWN, DELFT, BELHAR, GOODWOOD, PAROW, LAVENDER HILL, HOUT BAY, KALK BAY AND BONTEHEUWEL TO MASJIEDUR RAGMAAN JAMAA MOSQUE IN HANOVER PARK, JAM EYYATUL QURRA FEMALE HAAFITH INSTITUTE IN GRASSY PARK AND GOODWOOD COLLEGE AND RETURN AS PER TIMETABLE.

TIMETABLE

MORNINGS: 06H00 - 09H00
AFTERNOONS: 12H00 - 16H00

OP 8403190. (2) DIEDERICKS GAMET G ID NO 5601215154089. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 170 ST KILDAR ROAD, RONDEBOSCH EAST, 7780. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:

STAFF SERVICES

THE CONVEYANCE OF PICK ’N PAY EMPLOYEES FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN ATHLONE, BRIDGETOWN, CAPRICORN, CLAREMONT, DELFT, ELIES RIVER, FAIRWAYS, GUGULETHU, HANOVER PARK, HEIDEVELD, KEWTOWN, LAVENDER HILL, LENTEGER, LOTUS RIVER, MAITLAND, MANENBERG, OTTERY, PARKWOOD, PELICAN PARK, PROMROSE PARK, ROCKLANDS, SEA WINDS, SURREY ESTATE, WETTON, HARARE, MUZENBERG, KHAYELITSHA, MUFULENI, LANGE, NYANGA, RETREAT, WOODSTOCK, OBSERVATORY, SALT RIVER, GRASSY PARK, STELLENBOSCH, SITE C, SITE B, LOST CITY, COLORADO, STRANDFONTEIN, BEACON VALLEY, SILVERTOWN, BOKMAKKERIE, FRANSKHOEK, BELLVILLE AND DE FARM TO THE PICK ’N PAY STORES IN CLAREMONT AND VANGATE MALL AND RETURN AS PER TIMETABLE.

DAILY TIMETABLE

MORNINGS: 00H00 - 05H00
AFTERNOONS: 19H00 - 00H00

STAFF TRAINING TIMETABLE

MORNINGS: 07H00
AFTERNOONS: 16H00

STAFF SERVICES

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF IN THE EMPLOYMENT OF PINK PEPPERCORN FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN NYANGA, MITCHELLS PLAIN, KHAYELITSHA, PHILLIPI, CROSSROADS, PAROW, BELLVILLE, GOODWOOD, MONTAGUE GARDENS, MILNERTON, BROOKLYN, LANSDOWNE, WYNBERG, ROSEMEAD, KENILWORTH, OTTERY, GRASSY PARK AND WETTON TO PINK PEPPERCORN IN PAROW INDUSTRIA AND RETURN AS PER TIMETABLE.

TIMETABLE

MORNING PICK UP: 06H00
AFTERNOON DROP OFF: 19H00

STAFF SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF IN THE EMPLOYMENT OF TRIGON CONSTRUCTION FROM THEIR RESIDENCES TO CONSTRUCTION SITES AROUND THE WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE AND RETURN.

CHARTER SERVICES

FROM PICK UP POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 170 ST. KILDARE ROAD, LANSDOWNE TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SCHOLAR SERVICES

THE CONVEYANCE OF SCHOLARS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN HANOVER PARK, SMART TOWN, NEWFIELDS, LANSDOWNE, GRASSY PARK, RETREAT, PARKWOOD,
TIMETABLE
-------------
MORNINGS: 06H00 - 09H00
AFTERNOONS: 12H00 - 16H00

CONVEYANCE OF STAFF FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN MITCHELLS PLAIN TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT NAMELY INFRAMAX INVESTMENTS AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

TIMETABLE
---------
MORNING 06H00 - 08H00
AFTERNOON 12H00 - 16H00

OP.8403191. (2) COMPASS SYSTEM GROUP (PTY) LTD ID NO 201428555407. (3) DISTRICT: GOODWOOD. POSTAL ADDRESS: GATE HOUSE, SUNRISE PARK, SUNRISE CIRCLE, NDABENI, 7405. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: STAFF SERVICE

CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR PLACES OF RESIDENCE SITUATED IN BELLVILLE SOUTH TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY WINSLEY PRIMARY SCHOOL, GOEIE HOOP PRIMARY SCHOOL AND BELLVILLE SOUTH PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE
---------
MORNING 06H00 - 08H00
AFTERNOON 13H00 - 16H00

SCHOLAR SERVICE
---------------
CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN WALLACEDENE AND BLOEKOMBOS TO THEIR SCHOOLS NAMELY PARKDENE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND SCOTTSVILLE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN AS PER TIMETABLE.

TIMETABLE:
----------
MORNINGS: 06H00 TO 08H00
AFTERNOONS: 12H00 TO 16H00

OP.8403195. (2) TALIEP-KHAN WADAIVAH W ID NO 7305040134088. (3) DISTRICT: KUILSRIEVER. POSTAL ADDRESS: NO 8 BARBERTON LINK, BELHAR, 7493 C/O CODETA MFULENI MAIN RD P.O. BOX 12, MFULENI, 7100. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY:
MINIBUS TAXI-TYPE SERVICE

115 VOORBRUG DELFT - BELLVILLE

FROM TAXI RANK AT VOORBRUG DELFT ALONG MAIN ROAD DELFT, LEFT INTO STELLENBOSCH ARTERIAL, RIGHT INTO ERICA DRIVE, LEFT INTO AKKERBOOM AVENUE, RIGHT INTO AMANDEL AVENUE, RIGHT INTO MODDERDAM ROAD, LEFT INTO BELRAIL ROAD TO TAXI FACILITY AT BELLVILLE RAILWAY STATION BELLVILLE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

133 EINDHOVEN DELFT - BELLVILLE

FROM TAXI RANK AT EINDHOVEN DELFT, ALONG DELFT MAIN ROAD, LEFT AT TRAFFIC SIGNAL. INTO STELLENBOSCH ARTERIAL ROAD, RIGHT AT ERICA DRIVE, LEFT INTO AKKERBOOM AVENUE, RIGHT IN AMANDEL ROAD, RIGHT INTO MODDERDAM ROAD, LEFT INTO BELRAIL ROAD TO BELLVILLE TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

520 THE HAGUE DELFT - BELLVILLE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE HAGUE DELFT LEFT INTO DELFT MAIN ROAD LEFT INTO STELLENBOSCH ARTERIAL ROAD RIGHT INTO SYMPHONY ROAD CROSS ERICA AVENUE INTO MODDERDAM ROAD LEFT INTO BELLRAIL ROAD LEFT INTO CHARL MALAN STREET TILL BELLVILLE RAILWAY STATOP BELLVILLE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

A97 DELFT SOUTH - BELVILLE

FROM TAXI RANK AT MANGO STREET DELFT SOUTH INTO DELFT MAIN ROAD RIGHT INTO VOORBRUG DRIVE RIGHT INTO DELFT MAIN ROAD LEFT INTO STELLENBOSCH ARTERIAL ROAD RIGHT INTO SYMPHONY ROAD INTO MODDERDAM ROAD LEFT INTO BELLRAIL ROAD LEFT INTO CHARL MALAN STREET TILL TAXI RANK AT BELLVILLE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

L18 LEIDEN/DELFT - BELVILLE

FROM THE TAXI-RANK IN LEIDEN-C/O LEIDEN AVENUE & BARKA STREET VIA LEIDEN AVENUE, LEFT INTO DELFT MAIN ROAD, LEFT AT STELLENBOSCH ARTERIAL ROAD, RIGHT INTO SYMPHONY WAY, VIA MODDERDAM ROAD, LEFT AT BELLRAIL ROAD, LEFT INTO TRAFFIC CIRCLE INTO TAXI INTERCHANGE BELLVILLE AND BACK VIA THE SAME ROUTE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.

OP.8403196. (2) MPHITHI NTOMBIZONKE CORNELIA NC ID NO 7508060855082. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN.
POSTAL ADDRESS: 8 UMTATA DRIVE, JOE SLOVO, MILNERTON, 7441. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 6 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR PLACES OF RESIDENCE SITUTATED IN JOE SLOVO TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL NAMELY TYGERHOF PRIMARY SCHOOL, LAERSKOOL YSTERPLAAT PRIMARY, WOODBRIDGE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

MORNING : 06H00 - 08H00
AFTERNOON : 12H00 - 16H00

OP.8403197. (2) SOMDAKA THABILE T ID NO 7904175762083. (3) DISTRICT: KUILSRIEVER. POSTAL ADDRESS: ROOM 77, BABA STREET, EXT. 4 MFULENI, 7100 C/O CODETA MFULENI MAIN RD P.O. BOX 12, MFULENI, 7100. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 13 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY:

408 MFULENI - BELLVILLE

FROM TAXI RANK IN MAIN ROAD MFULENI, LEFT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT INTO ROTTERDAM ROAD, LEFT INTO HINDLE ROAD, RIGHT INTO SILVERSAND, LEFT INTO NELSON MANDELA DRIVE, RIGHT INTO OFF-RAMP R300, ONTO R300, LEFT INTO STRAND ROAD WHICH BECOMES VOORTREKKER ROAD, LEFT INTO BELLRAIL ROAD AT STIKLAND, ALONG BELLRAIL ROAD OVER MODDERDAM ROAD INTO BELLVILLE TAXI RANK BELLVILLE
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AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

U99 MFULENI - STELLENBOSCH
----------------------------------
FROM MFULENI TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE SITUATED OFF O.NGUBELANI STREET, LEFT INTO MTAMVUNA STREET, RIGHT O.NGUBELANI STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG O.NGUBELANI STREET, LEFT INTO MFULENI MAIN ROAD, RIGHT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT INTO OLD FAURE ROAD, LEFT INTO BADEN POWELL DRIVE (R310), PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG BADEN POWELL DRIVE (R310) RIGHT INTO POLKADRAAI WHICH BECOMES ADAM TAS DRIVE, RIGHT INTO DORP STREET, LEFT INTO R44, LEFT INTO ADAM TAS ROAD, LEFT INTO PARKING AREA (EAST) AT STELLENBOSCH RAILWAY STATION AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME WAY.

CONDITIONS:
PASSENGERS CAN ONLY DISEMBARK WITH THE FORWARD JOURNEY UNTIL STELLENBOSCH RAILWAY STATION. NO PASSENGERS TO EMBARK OR DISEMBARK WITH THE RETURN JOURNEY UNTIL MFULENI TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE IS REACHED.

M18 MFULENI - SOMERSET WEST
-------------------------------
FROM TAXI RANK MAIN ROAD, MFULENI, TURN RIGHT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, TURN LEFT INTO OLD FAURE ROAD, TURN RIGHT ALONG BADEN POWELL DRIVE, TURN LEFT INTO N2, TURN LEFT INTO VICTORIA ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ANDRIES PRETORIUS STREET, TURN LEFT INTO CHURCH STREET INTO OK BAZAAR TAXI RANK, SOMERSET WEST AND RETURN VIA THE SAME ROUTE.

Q78 MFULENI - IDUTYWA
-----------------------
FROM MFULENI TAXI RANK IN MAIN ROAD LEFT INTO EERSTERIVER WAY LEFT INTO ROTTERDAM ROAD LEFT INTO MIDDLE ROAD RIGHT ONTO R300 ONTO N1 ALONG INTO BEAUFORT WEST RIGHT ONTO R61, COFIMVABA TURN RIGHT TO TSOMO, MGGAMAKWE, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

P95 MFULENI - GATYANA
-----------------------
FROM MFULENI TAXI RANK IN EERSTE RIVER THEN LEFT INTO HINDE ROAD RIGHT ONTO R300 ONTO N1 ALONG GRAAFF REINET, CRADOCK, TARKASTAD, QUEENSTOWN PASS THROUGH TURN LEFT OVER THE BRIDGE INTO COFIMVABA RIGHT INTO TSOMO ALONG NGGAMAKHWE, NDABKAZI, GCUMA, IDUTYWA UNTIL GATYANA AND RETURN TO THE SAME PLACE.

D89 MFULENI - EAST LONDON
--------------------------
FROM TAXI RANK IN MAIN ROAD MFULENI, INTO MAIN ROAD, LEFT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT INTO ROTTERDAM ROAD, LEFT INTO HINDE ROAD, RIGHT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E57 MFULENI - PORT ELIZABETH
----------------------------
FROM TAXI RANK IN MFULENI, INTO MAIN ROAD, RIGHT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO PORT ELIZABETH, LEFT INTO IBHAYI, OVER UI TENHAGE ROAD, INTO NTSHEKISA ROAD, LEFT INTO NORBONGO ROAD TO TAXI RANK AT NJOLI SQUARE PORT ELIZABETH AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E56 MFULENI - MACLEAR
-----------------------
FROM TAXI RANK IN MFULENI, INTO MAIN ROAD, LEFT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT INTO ROTTERDAM ROAD, LEFT INTO HINDE ROAD, RIGHT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO HANOVER, RIGHT INTO R56, ALONG R56 TO TAXI RANK IN MACLEAR AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

T83 MFULENI - EAST LONDON
--------------------------
FROM TAXI RANK IN MFULENI, INTO MAIN ROAD, LEFT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT INTO ROTTERDAM ROAD, LEFT INTO HINDE ROAD, RIGHT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO UMTATA WHICH BECOMES MAIN ROAD UMTATA, TO TAXI RANK IN MAIN ROAD UMTATA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

From taxi rank in main road, mfuleni, into main road, left into eerste river way, left into rotterdam road, left into hinde road, right onto r300, onto n1, along n1 to beaufort west, right into r61, along r61 to east london and return along the same route.

E57 MFULENI - PORT ELIZABETH
----------------------------
FROM TAXI RANK IN MFULENI, INTO MAIN ROAD, RIGHT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO PORT ELIZABETH, LEFT INTO IBHAYI, OVER UI TENHAGE ROAD, INTO NTSHEKISA ROAD, LEFT INTO NORBONGO ROAD TO TAXI RANK AT NJOLI SQUARE PORT ELIZABETH AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E56 MFULENI - MACLEAR
-----------------------
FROM TAXI RANK IN MFULENI, INTO MAIN ROAD, LEFT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT INTO ROTTERDAM ROAD, LEFT INTO HINDE ROAD, RIGHT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO HANOVER, RIGHT INTO R56, ALONG R56 TO TAXI RANK IN MACLEAR AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

T83 MFULENI - EAST LONDON
--------------------------
FROM MFULENI PUBLIC TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE, SITUATED C/O MFULENI MAIN ROAD AND NQUBELANI ROAD, RIGHT INTO MFULENI MAIN ROAD, LEFT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT INTO FAURE - KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO HINDE ROAD, RIGHT ONTO THE R300, ONTO THE N1 PROCEED ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF - REINET, TURN RIGHT INTO PORT ELIZABETH, THROUGH
T84 MFULENI - WILLOWVALE

FROM MFULENI PUBLIC TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE, SITUATED C/O MFULENI MAIN ROAD AND NQUBELANI ROAD, RIGHT INTO MFULENI MAIN ROAD, LEFT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT INTO FAURE - KLIFFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO HINDLE ROAD, RIGHT ONTO THE R300, ONTO THE N1 PROCEED ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 COFIMVABA, TURN RIGHT INTO TSOMO, NGQAMAKWE, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA, TURN RIGHT R410 GAYANE, SHUNSHINE RAND WILLOWVALE AND RETURN.

M56 MFULENI - TS OLO

FROM MFULENI VIA PAARL, WORCESTER, TOUWSRIVER, LAINGSBURG, LEEU-GAMKA, BEAUFORT-WEST, THREE SISTERS, RICHMOND, MIDDLEBURG, STEYNSBURG, MOLTENO, DORDRECHT, INDWE, ELLIOT, MACLEAR TO REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICAS/TRANSKEI BORDER AT TS OLO AND RETURN. SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PERSONS MAY BE PICKED UP ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY AFTER LEAVING MFULENI AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PERSONS MAY BE SET DOWN BEFORE REACHING MFULENI.

M54 MFULENI - EAST LONDON VIA KING WILLIAM'S TOWN

FROM MFULENI VIA SOMERSET WEST, SWELLENDAM, RIVERSDALE, GEORGE, KNYSNA, HUMANSDORP, PORT ELIZABETH, GRAHAMSTOWN TO RSA/CISKEI BORDER AT FISH RIVER NEAR PEDDIE AND FROM RSA/CISKEI BORDER AT RAYI TO EAST LONDON VIA KING WILLIAM'S TOWN AND RETURN SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PERSONS MAY BE PICKED UP ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY AFTER LEAVING MFULENI AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PERSONS MAY BE SET DOWN BEFORE REACHING MFULENI.

OP.8403198. (2) QU VANA MAXWELL BONGILE MB ID NO 8103225678089. (3) DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER. POSTAL ADDRESS: B25A, ZOLA CRESCENT HOSTEL, MFULENI, 7100 C/O CODETA MFULENI MAIN RD P.O. BOX 12, MFULENI, 7100. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1854793/2 FROM QU VANA MAXWELL BONGILE MB (15 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER). (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: Permit No. 1854793/2

MINIBUS TAXI-TYPE SERVICE

L16 MFULENI - TOP DECK CAPE TOWN RAILWAY STATION, CAPE TOWN

FROM TAXI RANK IN MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO LOYOLO STREET, TURN LEFT INTO NKOHLA STREET, TURN LEFT INTO SCHOOL STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO INCINIBA STREET, TURN LEFT INTO INQILO STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO OLD FAURE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO MEWAY ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO OFF RAMP TO N2, TURN LEFT INTO SIR LOWRY ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO STATION TOP DECK CAPE TOWN RAILWAY STATION, CAPE TOWN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

OP.8403199. (2) NGCUKANA MZO XOLO M ID NO 7102235746085. (3) DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER. POSTAL ADDRESS: B33B THEMBA CRESCENT, HOSTEL, MFULENI, 7100 C/O CODETA MFULENI MAIN RD P.O. BOX 12, MFULENI, 7100. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1855497/3 FROM NGCUKANA MZO XOLO M (15 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER). (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: Permit No. 1855497/3

MINIBUS TAXI SERVICE

L16 MFULENI - TOP DECK CAPE TOWN RAILWAY STATION, CAPE TOWN

FROM TAXI RANK IN MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO LOYOLO STREET, TURN LEFT INTO NKOHLA STREET, TURN LEFT INTO SCHOOL STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO INCINIBA STREET, TURN LEFT INTO INQILO STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO OLD FAURE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO MEWAY ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO OFF RAMP TO N2, TURN LEFT INTO SIR LOWRY ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO STATION TOP DECK CAPE TOWN RAILWAY STATION, CAPE TOWN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

X50 MFULENI - KUILSRIVER CBD

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwwonline.co.za
FROM MFULENI PTI, RIGHT INTO MAIN STREET, LEFT INTO EERSTERIVER WAY, LEFT INTO WIMBLEDON ROAD, RIGHT INTO SCHOOL ROAD, LEFT INTO RANGE ROAD, RIGHT INTO STATION ROAD, RIGHT INTO RANGE ROAD, RIGHT INTO STELLENBOSCH ARTERIAL, WHICH BECOMES POLKADRAAI DRIVE, TO STELLENBOSCH KLOOF ROAD, BACK ONTO POLKADRAAI DRIVE, RIGHT INTO VAN RIEBEECK ROAD, LEFT INTO COMPAGNE STREET, LEFT INTO FABRIEK STREET, WHICH BECOMES MURRAY STREET, RIGHT INTO DE KUILEN STREET, LEFT INTO CARINUS ROAD, RIGHT INTO NOOIEFSFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO VAN RIEBEECK ROAD, RIGHT INTO ANNENDALE ROAD, LEFT INTO BOSMAN ROAD, RIGHT INTO PIONEER STREET, LEFT INTO LANGEOVEN STREET, RIGHT INTO GLADIOLI CRESCENT, LEFT INTO COBIA STREET AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME route.
X59 MFULENI - ZEVENWACHT MALL

FROM MFULENI PTI, ALONG MFULENI MAIN ROAD, LEFT INTO EERSTERIVER WAY, PROCEED ALONG EERSTERIVER WAY TO THE FOUR WAY STOP, LEFT INTO WIMBLEDON ROAD, RIGHT INTO SCHOOL STREET, LEFT INTO RANGE ROAD, RIGHT TO BLACKHEAT STATION TAXI RANK, DROP OFF PASSENGERS, PROCEED ALONG RANGE ROAD, RIGHT INTO STELLENBOSCH ARTERIAL, ACROSS THE R102 INTO POLKADRAAI ROAD, PROCEED ALONG POLKADRAAI ROAD AND RETURN TO ZEVENWACHT MALL TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

OP.8403223. (2) PETERSEN LOUISE L ID NO 6606300055082. (3) DISTRICT: PAARL. POSTAL ADDRESS: 31 KLOOF STREET, PNIEL, PNIEL, 7681. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK-UP POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM THE HOLDER'S PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT NO. 31 KLOOF STREET, PNIEL TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN PNIEL AND KYLEMORE TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY FRANSCHOEK HIGH SCHOOL, LUCKOFF SECONDARY SCHOOL, STELLENBOSCH SECONDARY SCHOOL, STELLENBOSCH PRIAMRY SCHOOL AND IDASVALLEI PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE:

MORNINGS: 06H30 TO 08H00
AFTERNOONS: 13H30 TO 15H30

OP.8403225. (2) MDITSHWA LINDIZWI L ID NO 6605105829089. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 44 -549 GXIMFIZA STREET, MAKHAZA, KHAYELITSHA, 7784 C/O DENVER/LUCY APOLLIS BLUEGUM STREET 10, KUILSRIVIER, 7580. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 6 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICKUP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM A PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 44 -549 GXIMFIZA STREET, MAKHAZA, KHAYELITSHA TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403226. (2) MATANHIRE STUART S ID NO DN487004. (3) DISTRICT: GOODWOOD. POSTAL ADDRESS: FLAT E111, SQUARE ON NINETH NYMAN STREET, KENSINGTON, 7490 C/O DENVER/LUCY APOLLIS BLUEGUM STREET 10, KUILSRIVIER, 7580. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 6 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

WITH A PICK UP RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT FLAT EIII, SQUARE ON NINETH, NYMAN STREET, KENSINGTON TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403227. (2) MATANGANA LUYOLO L ID NO 9102266150080. (3) DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER. POSTAL ADDRESS: 44 MONO CRESCENT, LEIDEN, DELFT, 7130 C/O DENVER/LUCY APOLLIS BLUEGUM STREET 10, KUILSRIVIER, 7580. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 4 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK-UP POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM THE HOLDER'S PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT NO. 44 MONO CRESCENT, LEIDEN, DELFT
TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403228. (2) BARDEEN GABEBA G ID NO 7710040229087. (3) DISTRICT: GANYESA. POSTAL ADDRESS: 84 CALEDON STREET, GOODWOOD, 7460 C/O DENVER/LUCY APOLLIS BLUEGUM STREET 10, KUILSRIVIER, 7580. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 8 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: STAFF SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF EMPLOYEES/STAFF FROM THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT AT ZAR FINANCIAL ENGINEERING (PTY) LTD IN MILNERTON TO THEIR PLACE OF RESIDENCE SITUATED IN SUMMERGREENS, GOODWOOD, PAROW AND MILNERTON.

TIMETABLE

EVENING: 20H00-21H00
* IS SUBJECT TO ADHOC TIME ON PUBLIC HOLIDAYS *

CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICKUP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM THE PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 84 CALEDON STREET, GOODWOOD TO POINT WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403234. (2) JOE NICOLAAS JOHANNES NJ ID NO 7203165135081. (3) DISTRICT: WORCESTER. POSTAL ADDRESS: 311 BUITEKANT STREET, WORCESTER, 6850 C/O WORCESTER UNITED TAXI ASSO P.O. BOX 545, WORCESTER, 6849. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: MINIBUS TAXI SERVICE

972 WORCESTER - WORCESTER

FROM TAXI RANK AT MUNNIKENJIN CENTRE WORCESTER TO BLOCHS INTO DURBAN STREET TO OK BAZAARS INTO MAIN STREET INTO GREY STREET LEFT INTO ALLISTER ROAD STRAIGHT INTO WEST MINISTER STREET LEFT INTO EXCELSIOR ROAD RIGHT INTO FISCHER STREET RIGHT INTO MARK STREET RIGHT INTO DANIEL STREET LEFT INTO SPRINGVELD STREET LEFT NEETLING STREET LEFT INTO HUYSTEEN STREET RIGHT INTO VILJOEN STREET LEFT INTO HOOG STREET AND RETURN TO MUNNIKENJIN CENTRE. RETURN INTO DURBAN STREET DOWN INTO LE SEUER STREET RIGHT INTO SAMPSON STREET INTO VILLIERSDORP ROAD RIGHT INTO ALBATROS STREET LEFT INTO FISANT STREET RIGHT INTO ALBATROS STREET LEFT INTO VILLIERSDORP ROAD RIGHT INTO DURBAN STREET AND RETURN TO MUNNIKENJIN CENTRE.

H65 RAWSONVILLE - SLANGHOEK

FROM RAWSONVILLE POST OFFICE INTO RIEBECK STREET LEFT ONTO THE DR1398 ROUTE CROSS THE OLD N1 TO SLANGHOEK AND RETURN.

H66 RAWSONVILLE - VOORSORG - LOUWSHOEK

FROM RAWSONVILLE POST OFFICE CROSS INTO RIEBECK STREET ONTO THE R43 WORCESTER ROAD, RIGHT WITH DR1389 TO VOORSORG AND LOUWSHOEK AND RETURN.

H67 RAWSONVILLE - Goudini

FROM RAWSONVILLE POST OFFICE CROSS INTO RIEBECK STREET CROSS INTO OLD N1 TILL MAIN ROAD 298 Goudini AND RETURN.

H68 RAWSONVILLE - WORCESTER

FROM RAWSONVILLE POST OFFICE INTO RIEBECK STREET TO WORCESTER WITH R43 WHICH BECOMES DURBAN STREET RIGHT INTO GREY STREET TO TAXI RANK AT MUNNIKS ENGIN CENTRE, WORCESTER AND RETURN.

S10 WORCESTER - RAWSONVILLE

FROM WORCESTER MUNNIKS ENGIN CENTRE TAXI RANK RIGHT INTO GREY STREET RIGHT INTO DURBAN STREET ONTO R43 TO TAXI RANK IN RIEBECK STREET, RAWSONVILLE POST OFFICE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

R86 WORCESTER - BRANDWACHT

FROM TAXI RANK AT MUNNIK ENGIN CENTRE AT GREY STREET LEFT INTO HOOG STREET RIGHT INTO TRAPPER STREET TILL N1 INTERSECTION CROSS N1 TO BRANDWACHT TILL BRANDWACHT AND RETURN.

R87 WORCESTER - BREERIVIER

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
FROM TAXI RANK AT MUNNIK ENGIN CENTRE AT GREY STREET LEFT INTO RUSSEL STREET RIGHT INTO NAPIER STREET LEFT INTO HOOG STREET RIGHT INTO TRAPPER STREET TILL N1 INTERSECTION LEFT ONTO N1 RIGHT ONTO R43 TO OLIFANTSBERG GOUDINI BOTHASHAL BREERIVER AND RETURN.
R88 WORCESTER - DE WET

FROM TAXI RANK AT MUNNIK ENGIN CENTRE AT GREY STREET WORCESTER INTO ADDERLEY STREET RIGHT INTO HOOG STREET LEFT INTO N1 TILL D3 WET AND RETURN LEFT CROSS N1 TURN LEFT CROSS THE BRIDGE AND SERVICE THE SURROUNDED FARMS OVERHEK, LEFT TO AANDEDOORNS FARMS, RIGHT ONTO R43, RIGHT INTO AANDEDOORNS ROAD, GREY STREET, LEFT INTO DURBAN STREET TO BLOCK IN DURBAN STREET AND RETURN.
R89 WORCESTER - NUW

FROM TAXI RANK AT MUNNIK ENGIN CENTRE AT GREY STREET WORCESTER, RIGHT INTO DURBAN STREET, RIGHT ONTO R60 TO NUW, LEFT TO NU FARMS AND RETURN TO OVERHEK, LEFT TO AANDEDOORNS FARMS, RIGHT ONTO R43, RIGHT INTO AANDEDOORNS ROAD, GREY STREET, LEFT INTO DURBAN STREET TO BLOCK IN DURBAN STREET AND RETURN.
R90 WORCESTER - BOSSIESVELD

FROM TAXI RANK AT MUNNIK ENGIN CENTRE AT GREY STREET WORCESTER LEFT INTO DURBAN STREET LEFT ONTO R43 VILLIERSDORP PAN AANDEDOONS, KWAGGASKLOOF, MODDERGATE STEINE TILL BOSSIESVELD FARMS AND RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE.
R91 WORCESTER - HAMANSHOF SHOP

FROM TAXI RANK AT MUNNIK ENGIN CENTRE AT GREY STREET WORCESTER LEFT INTO DURBAN STREET LEFT ONTO R43 VILLIERSDORP PAN AANDEDOONS, KWAGGASKLOOF, MODDERGATE STEITEIN TILL BOSSIESVELD FARMS AND RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE.
R91 WORCESTER - HAMANSHOF SHOP

FROM TAXI RANK AT TELEPHONE BOOTH AT GONIWE PARK VILLIERSDORP RIGHT INTO MAMESILLA STREET LEFT INTO BUITEKANT STREET ALONG VILLIERSDORP ROAD (R43) ALONG MAIN ROAD 298 (OLD RAWSONVILLE ROAD ALONG DURBAN STREET RIGHT INTO LESUER STREET TILL TAXI RANK AT LESUEUR STREET WORCESTER AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
X32 WORCESTER - VILLIERSDORP

FROM BACK OF KC FRUITS IN DURBAN STREET, LEFT INTO DURBAN STREET, LEFT INTO R43 TO VILLIERSDORP TAXI RANK AND RETURN ON THE SAME ROUTE.
C39 WORCESTER - QUEENSTOWN

FROM TAXI RANK IN TULBAGH STREET WORCESTER, RIGHT INTO TULBAGH STREET, LEFT INTO BARING STREET, LEFT INTO KERK STREET, LEFT INTO RIEBEECK STREET, RIGHT ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61, ALONG R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINETTE, TURN RIGHT TO PPORT ELIZABETH, THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, ALICE, KING WILLIAMS TOWN TO MDANTSANE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
G29 GONIWE PARK VILLIERSDORP - WORCESTER

FROM TAXI RANK IN TULBAGH STREET WORCESTER, LEFT INTO TULBAGH STREET, LEFT INTO R43 TO VILLIERSDORP TAXI RANK AND RETURN ON THE SAME ROUTE.
C39 WORCESTER - QUEENSTOWN

FROM TAXI RANK IN TULBAGH STREET WORCESTER, RIGHT INTO TULBAGH STREET, LEFT INTO BARING STREET, LEFT INTO KERK STREET, LEFT INTO RIEBEECK STREET, RIGHT ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, IN DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTEKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, INTO KOLLEGE STREET TO CHURCH STREET GRAAFF REINET, RIGHT TO CALEDON STREET, ALONG R57, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO CRADOCK, INTO MORTIMER STREET CRADOCK, ALONG R32 TO COOKHOUSE, BACK ALONG R32 TO CRADOCK, THEN ALONG R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, RIGHT INTO ROBERTSON ROAD, RIGHT INTO CALDERWOOD STREET TO TAXI RANK IN CALDERWOOD STREET QUEENSTOWN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
C46 WORCESTER - STERKSPRUIT

FROM TAXI RANK IN TULBAGH STREET WORCESTER, RIGHT INTO TULBAGH STREET, LEFT INTO BARING STREET, LEFT INTO KERK STREET, LEFT INTO RIEBEECK STREET, RIGHT ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO COLESBURG, RIGHT ONTO R58, ALONG R58 TO LADY GREY, INTO R605 TO TAXI RANK IN STERKSPRUIT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
OP.8403237. (2) MKONTO LAWAKUZI VIOLET LV LV ID NO 5103050536082. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG.
POSTAL ADDRESS: P O BOX 102, NYANGA, NYANGA, 7755. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 10
PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
SCHOLAR SERVICE

-------------------------------------
THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR PLACE OF RESIDENCES IN NYANGA, NEW CROSS ROADS, GUGULETHU TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL NAMELY HAZENDAL PRIMARY SCHOOL, ATHLONE CHURCH OF CHRIST EDUCARE CENTRE AND REGINA COELI CATHOLIC PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE

MORNINGS - 06H00-08H00
AFTERNOONS - 14H00-16H00

OP.8403246. (2) NCETHELO MASAKHANE ERIC ME ID NO 6704045959088. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG.
POSTAL ADDRESS: 43077 KUHLE STREET, KHAYELITSHA, 7784. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16
PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
CHARTER SERVICE

-------------------------------------
FROM PICKUP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 30 KILOMETRES FROM A PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 43077 KUHLE STREET, KHAYELITSHA TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SCHOLAR SERVICE

-------------------------------------
THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN KHAYELITSHA TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL NAMELY ALICEDALE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

MORNINGS: 05H00 - 07H30
AFTERNOONS: 13H30 - 15H00

OP.8403249. (2) BOMVANA LITHILE NICHOLUS LN ID NO 8401225347089. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG.
POSTAL ADDRESS: V 356 SITE B, KHAYELITSHA, 7784. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
CHARTER SERVICE

-------------------------------------
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 30 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT X356 SITE B, KHAYELITSHA TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SCHOLAR SERVICE

-------------------------------------
THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN NOOITGEDACHT, RUYTERWACHT, ELSIES RIVER, BISHOP LAVIS, GOODWOOD AND PAROW TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY DE VRIJ ZEE PRIMARY SCHOOL, PAROW WEST PRIMARY SCHOOL AND PAROW INCLUSIVE SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

MORNING 06H00 - 08H00
AFTERNOON 12H00 - 16H00

CHARTER SERVICE

-------------------------------------
FROM NOOITGEDACHT OLD APOSTOLIC CHURCH SITUATED IN BARACUDA CRESCENT, NOOITGEDACHT TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP.8403257. (2) HAAS CHESLYNNE C ID NO 8007125328085. (3) DISTRICT: DITSO BOTLA.
POSTAL ADDRESS: 16 MARLIN LANE, NOOITGEDACHT, NOOITGEDACHT, 7490. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 10 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
SCHOLAR SERVICE

-------------------------------------
THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN NOOITGEDACHT, RUYTERWACHT, ELSIES RIVER, BISHOP LAVIS, GOODWOOD AND PAROW TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY DE VRIJ ZEE PRIMARY SCHOOL, PAROW WEST PRIMARY SCHOOL AND PAROW INCLUSIVE SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

MORNING 06H00 - 08H00
AFTERNOON 12H00 - 16H00

CHARTER SERVICE

-------------------------------------
FROM NOOITGEDACHT OLD APOSTOLIC CHURCH SITUATED IN BARACUDA CRESCENT, NOOITGEDACHT TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP.8403259. (2) SHAER CHARTER SERVICES PTY LTD ID NO 201824491007. (3) DISTRICT: GEORGE.
POSTAL ADDRESS: 2 FREESIA AVENUE, WILDERNESS, GEORGE, 6560. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 10 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
CHARTER SERVICE

-------------------------------------
FROM FAIRY KNOWE HOTEL, ROYAL SIAM THAI, FAIRY KNOWE BACK PACKERS, FAIRHILLS, SEA LA VIE WITHIN RADIUS OF 500 KILOMETRES FROM 2 FREESIA AVEY WILDERNESS TO POINTS OF THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.
STAATSKOERANT, 1 JUNIE 2018 No. 41660

OP.8403260. (2) SHAER CHARTER SERVICES PTY LTD ID NO 201824491007. (3) DISTRICT: GEORGE. POSTAL ADDRESS: 2 FREESIA AVENUE, WILDERNESS, GEORGE, 6560. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 7 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM FAIRY KNOWE HOTEL, ROYAL SIAM THAI, FAIRY KNOWE BACK PACKERS, FAIRHILLS, SEA LA VIE WITHIN RADIUS OF 500 KILOMETRES FROM 2 FREESIA AVEY WILDERNESS TO POINTS OF THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP.8403261. (2) SHAER CHARTER SERVICES PTY LTD ID NO 201824491007. (3) DISTRICT: GEORGE. POSTAL ADDRESS: 2 FREESIA AVENUE, WILDERNESS, GEORGE, 6560. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 10 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM FAIRY KNOWE HOTEL, ROYAL SIAM THAI, FAIRY KNOWE BACK PACKERS, FAIRHILLS, SEA LA VIE WITHIN RADIUS OF 500 KILOMETRES FROM 2 FREESIA AVEY WILDERNESS TO POINTS OF THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP.8403262. (2) SHAER CHARTER SERVICES PTY LTD ID NO 201824491007. (3) DISTRICT: GEORGE. POSTAL ADDRESS: 2 FREESIA AVENUE, WILDERNESS, GEORGE, 6560. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 7 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM FAIRY KNOWE HOTEL, ROYAL SIAM THAI, FAIRY KNOWE BACK PACKERS, FAIRHILLS, SEA LA VIE WITHIN RADIUS OF 500 KILOMETRES FROM 2 FREESIA AVEY WILDERNESS TO POINTS OF THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP.8403264. (2) ARTHUR ROBERT ALLAN RA ID NO GC363912. (3) DISTRICT: SIMONSTAD. POSTAL ADDRESS: 38 DE STADLER AVENUE, CAPRI VILLAGE, FISH HOEK, 7975. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 12 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICKUP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM A PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 38 DE STADLER AVENUE, CAPRI VALLAGE, FISH HOEK TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403265. (2) BUKURU PAPY P ID NO 8003056693266. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 163 LOOP STREET, CAPE TOWN, 8001. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 5 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: METERED TAXI SERVICE

FROM THE HOLDER'S PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT LOOP STREET IN THE CBD TO PLACES WITHIN A RADIUS OF 100 KILOMETRES AND RETURN.

OP.8403266. (2) BUKURU PAPY P ID NO 8003056693266. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 163 LOOP STREET, CAPE TOWN, 8001. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 5 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: METERED TAXI SERVICE

FROM THE HOLDER'S PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 163 LOOP STREET, CAPE TOWN TO PLACES WITHIN A RADIUS OF 100 KILOMETRES AND RETURN.

OP.8403278. (2) DURBANVILLE SCHOOL TRANSPORT ID NO 200405714923. (3) DISTRICT: BELLVILLE. POSTAL ADDRESS: 15 CLAESENS STREET, NERINA, DURBANVILLE, 7550. (4) NEW APP (LATE RENEWAL). (5) 1 X 12 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY DURBANVILLE PRIMARY SCHOOL, DURBANVILLE PREPARATORY SCHOOL, DURBANVILLE HIGH SCHOOL, GENE LOUW PRIMARY SCHOOL, STELLENBERG HIGH SCHOOL, FAIRMONT HIGH SCHOOL AND RAASBEKKIES AFTER-CARE CENTRE AND RETURN. TIMETABLE

BETWEEN 06H15 AND 07H45 (MORNINGS)
BETWEEN 12H30 AND 16H00 (AFTERTIMES)
OP.8403280. (2) DURBANVILLE SCHOOL TRANSPORT ID NO 200405714923. (3) DISTRICT: BELLVILLE.
POSTAL ADDRESS: 15 CLAASENS STREET, NERINA, DURBANVILLE, 7550. (4) NEW APP (LATE RENEWAL).
(5) 1 X 12 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: SCHOLAR SERVICE
----------------
THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY DURBANVILLE PRIMARY SCHOOL, DURBANVILLE PREPARATORY SCHOOL, DURBANVILLE HIGH SCHOOL, GENE LOUW PRIMARY SCHOOL, STELLENBERG HIGH SCHOOL, FAIRMONT HIGH SCHOOL AND RAASBEKKIES AFTER-CARE CENTRE AND RETURN.
TIMETABLE
---------
BETWEEN 06H15 AND 07H45 (MORNINGS)
BETWEEN 12H30 AND 16H00 (AFTERNOONS)

OP.8403282. (2) DURBANVILLE SCHOOL TRANSPORT ID NO 200405714923. (3) DISTRICT: BELLVILLE.
POSTAL ADDRESS: 15 CLAASENS STREET, NERINA, DURBANVILLE, 7550. (4) NEW APP (LATE RENEWAL).
(5) 1 X 12 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: SCHOLAR SERVICE
----------------
THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY DURBANVILLE PRIMARY SCHOOL, DURBANVILLE PREPARATORY SCHOOL, DURBANVILLE HIGH SCHOOL, GENE LOUW PRIMARY SCHOOL, STELLENBERG HIGH SCHOOL, FAIRMONT HIGH SCHOOL AND RAASBEKKIES AFTER-CARE CENTRE AND RETURN.
TIMETABLE
---------
BETWEEN 06H15 AND 07H45 (MORNINGS)
BETWEEN 12H30 AND 16H00 (AFTERNOONS)

OP.8403283. (2) DURBANVILLE SCHOOL TRANSPORT ID NO 200405714923. (3) DISTRICT: BELLVILLE.
POSTAL ADDRESS: 15 CLAASENS STREET, NERINA, DURBANVILLE, 7550. (4) NEW APP (LATE RENEWAL).
(5) 1 X 12 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: SCHOLAR SERVICE
----------------
THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY DURBANVILLE PRIMARY SCHOOL, DURBANVILLE PREPARATORY SCHOOL, DURBANVILLE HIGH SCHOOL, GENE LOUW PRIMARY SCHOOL, STELLENBERG HIGH SCHOOL, FAIRMONT HIGH SCHOOL AND RAASBEKKIES AFTER-CARE CENTRE AND RETURN.
TIMETABLE
---------
BETWEEN 06H15 AND 07H45 (MORNINGS)
BETWEEN 12H30 AND 16H00 (AFTERNOONS)

OP.8403284. (2) DURBANVILLE SCHOOL TRANSPORT ID NO 200405714923. (3) DISTRICT: BELLVILLE.
POSTAL ADDRESS: 15 CLAASENS STREET, NERINA, DURBANVILLE, 7550. (4) NEW APP (LATE RENEWAL).
(5) 1 X 12 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: SCHOLAR SERVICE
----------------
THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY DURBANVILLE PRIMARY SCHOOL, DURBANVILLE PREPARATORY SCHOOL, DURBANVILLE HIGH SCHOOL, GENE LOUW PRIMARY SCHOOL, STELLENBERG HIGH SCHOOL, FAIRMONT HIGH SCHOOL AND RAASBEKKIES AFTER-CARE CENTRE AND RETURN.
TIMETABLE
---------
BETWEEN 06H15 AND 07H45 (MORNINGS)
BETWEEN 12H30 AND 16H00 (AFTERNOONS)

OP.8403285. (2) NORODIEN SHOKET ALLIE SA ID NO 7712285189083. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 28 MELKHOUT STREET, BONTEHEUWEL, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE
---------
FROM PICK-UP POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM THE HOLDER'S PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT NO. 28 MELKHOUT STREET, BONTEHEUWEL TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

STAFF SERVICE
-------------
THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN MITCHELL'S PLAIN,
KHAYELITSHA, NYANGA, PHILLIPI, GUGULETHU, ATHLONE, RETREAT, MUIZENBERG, STRAND, PAARL, STELLENBOSCH, KUILSRIVER, KRAAIFONTEIN, GOODWOOD, MANENBERG, BONTEHEUWEL, WYNBERG, HEIDEVELD, BISHOP LAVIS, RAVENSMEAD, ELSIES RIVER, OCEAN VIEW, ATLANTIS, DUNOON, MFULENI, EERSTE RIVER, BRACKENFELL, MONTAGUE GARDENS, WELLINGTON AND LANGA TO THEIR PLACE OF WORK AT SHOPRITE AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE:
----------
MORNINGS: 04H00 TO 09H00
AFTERNOONS: 16H00 TO 23H00
* TIMETABLE MAY VARY DUE TO REQUESTS FROM CLIENT (24 HR SERVICE)

OP.8403286. (2) DURBANVILLE SCHOOL TRANSPORT ID NO 200405714923. (3) DISTRICT: BELLVILLE.
POSTAL ADDRESS: 15 CLAESENS STREET, NERINA, DURBANVILLE, 7550. (4) NEW APP (LATE RENEWAL).
(5) 1 X 12 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY DURBANVILLE PRIMARY SCHOOL, DURBANVILLE PREPARATORY SCHOOL, DURBANVILLE HIGH SCHOOL, GENE LOUW PRIMARY SCHOOL, STELLENBERG HIGH SCHOOL, FAIRMONT HIGH SCHOOL AND RAASBEKKIES AFTER-CARE CENTRE AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE
---------
BETWEEN 06H15 AND 07H45 (MORNINGS)
BETWEEN 12H30 AND 16H00 (AFTERNOONS)

OP.8403291. (2) AFONSO FELIZBERTO MOUZINHO FM ID NO 13AE37075. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN.
POSTAL ADDRESS: UNIT 130 SIX 176, SIR LOWRY ROAD, ZONNEBLOEM, 8001. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 5 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT UNIT 130, SIX 176, SIR LOWRY ROAD, ZONNEBLOEM TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP.8403301. (2) A TO Z PROFESSIONAL CHAUFFEUR & TRANSPOR ID NO 201544256207. (3) DISTRICT: REPUBLIC OF SA. POSTAL ADDRESS: 3 PIETERSE CLOSE, SANSEER ESTATE, RETREAT, 7945. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 4 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

PICK UP POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA TO DROP OFF POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA.

OP.8403302. (2) A TO Z PROFESSIONAL CHAUFFEUR & TRANSPOR ID NO 201544256207. (3) DISTRICT: REPUBLIC OF SA. POSTAL ADDRESS: 3 PIETERSE CLOSE, SANSEER ESTATE, RETREAT, 7945. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 4 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

PICK UP POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA TO DROP OFF POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA.

OP.8403304. (2) NTIBANE BONGILE B ID NO 6412126081083. (3) DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER. POSTAL ADDRESS: 33080 HARDY CRESCENT, MACASSAR, KHAYELITSHA, 7784. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1831631/2 FROM NTIBANE BONGILE B (15 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER). (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: Permit No. 1831631/2
ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE
---------------------
E8 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO PORT ELIZABETH, INTO R72, ALONG R72 TO TAXI RANK IN EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E9 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON
---------------------
FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO KING WILLIAMS TOWN, ALONG N2 TO THE AMALINDA OFF-RAMP IN EAST LONDON, PROCEED ALONG THE OFF-RAMP TO THE STOP STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD AND PROCEED ALONG VOORTREKKER ROAD WHICH BECOMES AMALINDA MAIN ROAD TO THE FRERE HOSPITAL, TURN RIGHT INTO LENNOX ROAD AND PROCEED TO THE 4 WAY STOP AT THE ORIENTAL PLAZA, PROCEED ALONG MILNER ROAD TO THE STOP STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ST. JOHN'S ROAD TO THE ROBOT, THEN TURN LEFT INTO NORTH WEST EXPRESS WAY, PROCEED ALONG NORTH WEST EXPRESS WAY WHICH BECOMES BUFFALO STREET, TURN INTO EAST LONDON TAXI CITY RANK AND RETURN.

M79 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM KHAYELITSHA VIA SOMERSET WEST, SWELLENDAM, RIVERSDALE, GEORGE, KNYSNA, HUMANSDORP, PORT ELIZABETH, GRAHAMSTOWN, PEDDIE, KING WILLIAM'S TOWN TO EAST LONDON AND RETURN SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PERSONS MAY BE PICKED UP ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY AFTER LEAVING KHAYELITSHA AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PERSONS TO BE PICKED UP AFTER LEAVING EAST LONDON AND NOT SET DOWN BEFORE REACHING KHAYELITSHA.

064 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, PAST SOMERSET WEST, GRABOUW, CALEDON, SWELLENDAM, RIVERSDALE, GEORGE, KNYSNA, HUMANSDORP, PORT ELIZABETH, GRAHAMSTOWN, FORT BEAUFORT, ALICE, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, MDANTSANE TO EAST LONDON AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

M41 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM KHAYELITSHA VIA PAARL, WORCESTER, TOUWSRIVER, LAINGSBURG, LEEU GAMKA, BEAUFORT WEST, ABERDEEN, PEARSTON, SOMERSET EAST, COOKHOUSE, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT TO MDALA AND FROM TANDALA TO EAST LONDON VIA KING WILLIAM'S TOWN AND RETURN SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PERSONS MAY BE PICKED UP ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY AFTER LEAVING KHAYELITSHA AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PERSONS MAY BE SET DOWN BEFORE REACHING KHAYELITSHA.

536 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

FROM THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 UNTIL BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61, ALONG R61 UNTIL UMTATA, R61 BECOMES MAIN ROAD UMTATA TO TAXI RANK IN MAIN ROAD UMTATA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

537 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 UNTIL BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61, ALONG R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINETTE, TURN RIGHT TO PORT ELIZABETH, THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, ALICE, KING WILLIAMS TOWN TO EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

F55 KHAYELITSHA - KING WILLIAMS TOWN

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO KING WILLIAMSTOWN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

L79 KHAYELITSHA - LADY FREERE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, STRAIGHT TO LADY FREERE AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

L80 KHAYELITSHA - WILLOWVALE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, TSOMO, NGQAMAKHWE, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA STRAIGHT TO WILLOWVALE AND RETURN.

M51 KHAYELITSHA - MATATIELE

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN Lansdowne road Khayelitsha, left into Mew-Way, left onto R300, onto N1 along N1 to Beaufort West, into Donkin Street, right into Voortrekker Street, into R61 to Aberdeen, left onto R57 to Graaff Reinet, left onto N10 to Middelburg, left onto R58 to Steynsburg, Molteno, Dordrecht, Elliot, Indwe, Maclear, Mount Fletcher Straight to Matatiele and return the same route.

M44 Khayelitsha - Matatiele

FROM THE TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN Lansdowne road Khayelitsha, left into Mew-Way, left onto R300, onto N1 along N1 to Beaufort West, into Donkin Street, right into Voortrekker Street, onto R61 to Aberdeen, left onto R57 to Graaff Reinet, left onto N10 to Middelburg, left onto R58 to Steynsburg, Molteno, Dordrecht, Elliot, Indwe, Maclear, Mount Fletcher Straight to Matatiele and return the same route.

E98 Khayelitsha - Umtata

FROM THE TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN Lansdowne road Khayelitsha, left into Mew-Way, left onto R300, onto N1 along N1 to Beaufort West, left into Donkin Street, right into Voortrekker Street, into R61, along R61 to Aberdeen, left onto R57 to Graaff Reinet, then along the R61 to Queenstown, right into Robertson Road, right into Calderwood Street to Taxi rank in Calderwood Street Queenstown, into R61 to Taxi rank in Umtata and return along the same route.

E99 Khayelitsha - Mdantsane

FROM THE TREK GARAGE IN Lansdowne road Khayelitsha, left into Mew-Way, left onto R300, onto N1 along N1 to Beaufort West, right into R61, along R61 towards Graaff Reinet, turn right to Port Elizabeth, through Jansenville, Somerset East, Adelaide, Fort Beaufort, Madala, Alice, King Williams Town to Mdantsane and return along the same route subject to the condition that on the forward journey no passengers are picked-up after leaving Khayelitsha and on the return journey no passengers are dropped-off before reaching Khayelitsha.

O60 Khayelitsha - Mdantsane

FROM KHAYELITSHA LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, RIGHT ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST RIGHT ONTO R61 TO ABERDEEN, RIGHT ONTO R63 TO KEISKAMMAHOEK, PROCEED ALONG R352 TO TANDALA, LEFT ONTO N2 TO KING WILLIAMS TOWN, RIGHT INTO WELLINGTON STREET TO TAXI RANK IN KING WILLIAMS TOWN, MDANTSANE AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

O61 Khayelitsha - Mdantsane

FROM KHAYELITSHA LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, PAST SOMERSET WEST, GRABOUW, CALEDON, SWELLENDAM, RIVERSDALE, GEORGE, KNYSNA, HUMANSDORP, PORT ELIZABETH, Grahams Town to Fish River near Peddie and Ray to King Williams Town Mdantsane and return the same route.

O62 Khayelitsha - Umtata

FROM KHAYELITSHA , LEFT ONTO R300 ,ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST ,RIGHT ONTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET ,PEARSTON ,THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, ALICE, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, KOMGA , BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA, UMTATA AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

O63 Khayelitsha - Queenstown

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT ONTO R300 ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET, PEARSTON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, ALICE, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, KOMGA , BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA, UMTATA AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

C38 Khayelitsha - Queenstown

FROM THE TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN Lansdowne road Khayelitsha, left into Mew-Way, left onto R300, onto N1 along N1 to Beaufort West, into Donkin Street, right into Voortrekker Street, into R61, along R61 to Aberdeen, left onto R57 to Graaff Reinet, then along the R61 to Queenstown, right into Robertson Road, right into Calderwood Street to Taxi rank in Calderwood Street Queenstown and return along the same route.

F44 Khayelitsha - Idutywa
FROM TAXI RANK AT TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY. LEFT ONTO N2. ALONG N2 TO R300. ONTO R300 TO N1. ONTO N1 TO WORCESTER. RIGHT INTO R60 THROUGH ROBERTSON AND ASHTON, RIGHT TO SWELLENDAM, LEFT ONTO N2. ALONG N2 TO COLCHESTER, RIGHT INTO R72 TO EAST LONDON. LEFT ONTO N2 TO IDUTYWA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

L80 KHAYELITSHA - WILLOWVALE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY. LEFT ONTO R300. ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET. RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET. INTO R61. ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN. LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN. COFIMVABA, TSOMO, NGQAMAKHWE, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA STRAIGHT TO WILLOWVALE AND RETURN.

E97 KHAYELITSHA - MDANTSANE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY. RIGHT INTO N2. ALONG N2 TO PORT ELIZABETH. INTO R72. ALONG R72 TO TAXI RANK IN MDANTSANE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY NO PASSENGERS ARE PICKED-UP AFTER LEAVING KHAYELITSHA AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PASSENGERS ARE DROPPED-OFF BEFORE REACHING KHAYELITSHA.

F61 KHAYELITSHA - TELLE BRIDGE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY. LEFT ONTO N2. ALONG N2 TO R300. ONTO R300 TO N1. ONTO N1 TO ABERDEEN. ALONG N1 TO RICHMOND. RIGHT INTO R398. ONTO R398 TO MIDDELBURG. ONTO R56. ALONG R56 TO INDWE. RIGHT INTO R396. ONTO R396 TO TAXI RANK AT TSOLO AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E20 KHAYELITSHA - TSOLO

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY. LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300. ONTO THE N1 PROCEERED ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST. RIGHT INTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET. PEARSON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MDANTSANE, EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

S37 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY. LEFT ONTO N2. OFF-RAMP TO THE R300. ONTO THE N1 PROCEERED ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST. THREE SISTERS, RICHMOND, HANOVER, COLESBURG, THREE SISTERS, RICHMOND, HANOVER, COLESBURG, VENTERSTAD, BURGERSDORP, ALIWAL NORTH, LADY GREY, RIGHT INTO R393 TO STERKSPRUIT ONTO PALMIET AT TELLE BRIDGE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

S74 KHAYELITSHA - TELLE BRIDGE

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY. LEFT ONTO N2. OFF-RAMP TO THE R300. ONTO THE N1 PROCEERED ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST. LEFT INTO THE N1 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET, PEARSON THROUGH JANSENVILLE. SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MDANTSANE, EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

W25 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

FROM KHAYELITSHA SITE C LONG DISTANCE MINIBUS TAXI RANK, SITUATED OFF SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE, LEFT INTO SOLOMON TSHUKU, LEFT INTO JEPHTA K MASEMOLA ROAD. LEFT INTO MEW WAY. LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300. ONTO THE N1 PROCEERED ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST. THREE SISTERS, RICHMOND, HANOVER, COLESBURG, VENTERSTAD, BURGERSDORP, ALIWAL NORTH, LADY GREY, RIGHT INTO R393 TO STERKSPRUIT, PALMIET AT TELLE BRIDGE AND RETURN.

W24 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA
FROM KHAYELITSHA SITE C LONG DISTANCE MINIBUS TAXI RANK, SITUATED OFF SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE, LEFT INTO SOLOMON TSHUKU, LEFT INTO JEPHTA K MOSEMELA ROAD, LEFT OntO MEW WAY, LEFT OntO N2 OFF-RAMP OntO THE N2, PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG THE N2, RIGHT OntO R300 OFF-RAMP STRAIGHT ALONG THE R300, RIGHT OntO N1 OFF-RAMP, PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG THE N1 TOWARDS BEAUFORT WEST, ABERDEEN, GRAAFF-REINET, CRA Occupy, SADA, QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, ENGCObO TO UMTATA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
R30 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

FROM KHAYELITSHA LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD LEFT INTO MEW WAY LEFT OntO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300 OntO N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST RIGHT OntO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET, PEARSTON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MDANTSANE, EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
R28 KHAYELITSHA - TSOLo

FROM KHAYELITSHA LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD LEFT INTO MEW WAY LEFT OntO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300 OntO N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST INTO DONKIN STREET RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD INTO R61 TO ABERDEEN LEFT OntO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET LEFT OntO N10 TO MIDDELBURG LEFT OntO R58 TO STEYNBURG, MOLTenO, DORDRECHT, ELLIOT, MACLEAR, TSOLo AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
S75 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT OntO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, OntO N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD INTO R61 ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT OntO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, ENGCObO STRAIGHT TO UMTATA AND RETURN.
S39 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
THIS OPERATING LICENCE HAS ALREADY BEEN USED FOR SCRAPPING/RECAPITALISATION AND A SECOND APPLICATION FOR SCRAPPING MAY NOT BE MADE WITH THIS OPERATING LICENCE.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

OP.8403308. (2) VAN DER WESTHUIZEN JOHANNES PETRUS JP ID NO 5702195162082. (3) DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER. POSTAL ADDRESS: 3 BARRACUDA ROAD, THE HAGUE, DELFT, 7100. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 10 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR PLACES OF RESIDENCE IN DELFT TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL NAMELY BELVUE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.
TIMETABLE

MORNING 06H45 - 07H50
AFTERNOON 13H00 - 15H30

OP.8403316. (2) WESKUSSKOOL SALDANHA ID NO 1133000990009. (3) DISTRIK: VREDENBURG. POSADRES: PRIVATE BAG X6, SALDANHA, SALDANHA, 7395. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 22 PASSASIERS. (6) DIE VERVOER VAN ANDER. (7) MAGTIGING: SCHOLAR SERVICE

PICK UP OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR PLACES OF RESIDENCE IN VREDENBURG TO WESKUS SCHOOL AND RETURN.
TIMETABLE

MORNING 06H30 - 07H00
AFTERNOON 14H30 - 15H30
CHARTER SERVICES
PICK UP POINTS FROM SALDANHA TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP 8403317. (2) WESKUSSKOOL SALDANHA ID NO 1133000990009. (3) DISTRIK: VREDENBURG.
POSADRES: PRIVATE BAG X6, SALDANHA, SALDANHA, 7395. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 27
PASSASIERS. (6) DIE Vervoer van ander. (7) MAGTIGING:
SCHOLAR SERVICE

PICK UP OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR PLACES OF RESIDENCE IN VREDENBURG TO WESKUS
SCHOOL AND RETURN.
TImETABLE

MORNING 06H30 - 07H00
AFTERNOON 14H30 - 15H30
CHARTER SERVICES

PICK UP POINTS FROM SALDANHA TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP 8403318. (2) WESKUSSKOOL SALDANHA ID NO 1133000990009. (3) DISTRIK: VREDENBURG.
POSADRES: PRIVATE BAG X6, SALDANHA, SALDANHA, 7395. (4) NEW APP (LAPSED DECISION). (5) 1 X 15
PASSASIERS. (6) DIE Vervoer van ander. (7) MAGTIGING:
SCHOLAR SERVICE

PICK UP OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR PLACES OF RESIDENCE IN VREDENBURG TO WESKUS
SCHOOL AND RETURN.
TImETABLE

MORNING 06H30 - 07H00
AFTERNOON 14H30 - 15H30
CHARTER SERVICES

PICK UP POINTS FROM SALDANHA TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP 8403319. (2) WESKUSSKOOL SALDANHA ID NO 1133000990009. (3) DISTRIK: VREDENBURG.
POSADRES: PRIVATE BAG X6, SALDANHA, SALDANHA, 7395. (4) NEW APP (LAPSED DECISION). (5) 1 X 32
PASSASIERS. (6) DIE Vervoer van ander. (7) MAGTIGING:
SCHOLAR SERVICE

PICK UP OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR PLACES OF RESIDENCE IN VREDENBURG TO WESKUS
SCHOOL AND RETURN.
TImETABLE

MORNING 06H30 - 07H00
AFTERNOON 14H30 - 15H30
CHARTER SERVICES

PICK UP POINTS FROM SALDANHA TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP 8403341. (2) MJALI JESEREL THERMBELANI JT ID NO 7401165642086. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG.
POSTAL ADDRESS: 7937 HLUNGULU ROAD, LOWER CROSSROAD, PHILLIPPI, 7750. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X
14 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 20 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS
SITUATED AT 7937 HLUNGULU ROAD, LOWER CROSS ROADS TO POINTS WITHIN THE
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.
SCHOLAR SERVICE

CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN LOWER CROSS ROADS
TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY CORNFLOWER PRIMARY SCHOOL, MEADOWRIDGE
PRIMARY SCHOOL, HYACINTH PRIMARY SCHOOL AND LANTANA PRIMARY SCHOOL AND
RETURN.
TImETABLE

MORNING 06H30 - 08H30
AFTERNOON 14H30 - 16H30
OP.8403343. (2) CASSIEM MOENIEB M ID NO 7806195083087. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 01 KIEWIET ROAD, BRIDGE TOWN, ATHLONE, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

---------------------------------
FROM PICK-UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM THE HOLDER'S PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 1 KIWIET ROAD, BRIDGETOWN TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403344. (2) CASSIEM MOENIEB M ID NO 7806195083087. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 01 KIEWIET ROAD, BRIDGE TOWN, ATHLONE, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

---------------------------------
FROM PICK-UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM THE HOLDER'S PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 1 KIWIET ROAD, BRIDGETOWN TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403345. (2) SIBIYA LUCKY NKOSINATHI LN ID NO 8303256309089. (3) DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER. POSTAL ADDRESS: E1028, TSUNAMI INFORMAL SETTLEMENT, DELFT, 7100. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: SCHOLAR SERVICE

-------------------
THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR PLACE OF RESIDENCES SITUATED IN DELFT, WESBANK AND DRIFTSANDS TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL NAMELY BLACKHEATH HIGH SCHOOL AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

TIMETABLE
---------
MORNING: 05H30-08H30
AFTERNOON; 14H30-16H00
CHARTER SERVICE

---------------------------------
FROM PICKUP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM THE PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT TSUNAMI INFORMAL SETTLEMENT, Extension E1028 DELFT SOUTH TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

OP.8403346. (2) CASSIEM MOENIEB M ID NO 7806195083087. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 01 KIEWIET ROAD, BRIDGE TOWN, ATHLONE, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

---------------------------------
FROM PICK-UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM THE HOLDER'S PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 1 KIWIET ROAD, BRIDGETOWN TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403347. (2) THOMAS MOEGAMAT NAZEEM MN ID NO 6710105763088. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 46 LOWER 5TH AVENUE, SHERWOOD PARK, 7764 C/O MR G J SPEELMAN P O BOX 328, ELSIES RIVER, 7490. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 10 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: SCHOLAR SERVICE

-------------------
THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES WHICH IS SITUATED IN SHERWOOD PARK, MANENBERG TO MIMOSA PRIMARY AND LITTLE JEWELS EDUCARE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

TIME TABLE
-----------
PICK UP 06H00 - 12H00 - 14H30
DROP OFF 07H45 - 13H30 - 16H00
CHARTER SERVICE

---------------------------------
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 30 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS WHICH IS SITUATED AT 46 5TH AVENUE, SHERWOOD PARK TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
OP.8403360. (2) MOTHLATHLHEDI SETH MOLEFE SM ID NO 8801135831086. (3) DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER. POSTAL ADDRESS: 38 HIDALGO STREET, KLEINVLEI, KLEINVLEI, 7100. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 38 HIDALGO STREET, KLEINVLEI TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

STAFF SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF FROM THEIR PLACE OF RESIDENCES SITUATED AT KLEINVLEI TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT ALBERTO'S RESTAURANT IN DURBANVILLE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

TIMETABLE

MORNINGS: 07H00 - 09H00
AFTERNOONS: 13H00 - 17H00

OP.8403363. (2) MOBO MDEBEK M ID NO 6208075731086. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 33472 NTLAZANE STREET, HARARE, KHAYELITSHA, 7784. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 20 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 33472 NTLAZANE STREET, HARARE, KHAYELITSHA TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403365. (2) Ndlobongela Lungisa L ID NO 8301075889083. (3) DISTRICT: STELLENBOSCH. POSTAL ADDRESS: 56 SNAKE VALLEY, KHAYAMANDI, STELLENBOSCH, 7600 C/O STELLENBOSCH TAXI ASSO 22 ERASMUS SMIT STREET, IDASVALLEI, STELLENBOSCH, 7600. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: MINIBUS TAXI SERVICE

676 STELLENBOSCH - KAYAMandi

FROM TAXI RANK AT BERGZICHT STELLENBOSCH LEFT INTO MERRIMAN AVENUE LEFT INTO ADAM TAS ROAD RIGHT INTO GEORGE BLAKE AVENUE TILL KAYAMANDI SUBURB AND RETURN AS FOLLOW INTO GEORGE BLAKE AVENUE TO STELLENBOSCH BUSINESS SECTION AND SURROUNDED SUBURBS NAMELY PARADYSKLOOF, ONDER PAPAGAIBERG, DIE BOORD, DALSIG, KRIGEVILLE, KARINDAL, UNIE PARK, SIMONSWYK, PLAENBURG INDUSTRIAL AREA AND DEVONALLE INDUSTRIAL AREA SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS 1. PASSENGERS MAY ONLY BE PICK-UP AT BERGZICHT TAXI RANK 2. PASSENGERS MUST BE PICK-UP AT ALL TIMES FROM SHOWN AREAS EXCEPTED BETWEEN 19:00 AND 09:00 AND ONLY IF IT'S A LEGAL PARKING.

677 STELLENBOSCH - KAYAMandi

FROM TAXI RANK AT BERGZICHT STELLENBOSCH LEFT INTO BIRD STREET TILL KAYAMANDI TRAFFIC LIGHTS TO KAYAMANDI SUBUR AND RETURN AS FOLLOWS RIGHT INTO BIRD STREET TO TO STELLENBOSCH BUSINESS SECTION AND SURROUNDED SUBURBS NAMELY PARADYSKLOOF, ONDER PAPAGAIBERG, DIE BOORD, DALSIG, KRIGEVILLE, KARINDAL, UNIE PARK, SIMONSWYK, PLAENBURG INDUSTRIAL AREA AND DEVONALLE INDUSTRIAL AREA SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS 1. PASSENGERS MAY ONLY BE PICK-UP AT BERGZICHT TAXI RANK 2. PASSENGERS MUST BE PICK-UP AT ALL TIMES FROM SHOWN AREAS EXCEPTED BETWEEN 19:00 AND 09:00 AND ONLY IF IT'S A LEGAL PARKING.

OP.8403366. (2) MASETI MTHUNZI M ID NO 6910065854089. (3) DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER. POSTAL ADDRESS: 10200 URHANISI STREET, BARDALE, MFULENI, 7100 C/O HAPPY VALLEY TAXI ASSOCIATES EKUPHUMLENI STREET, HAPPY VALLEY, BLACKHEATH, 7580. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1884730/0 FROM MASETI MTHUNZI M (15 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER). (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: Permit No. 1884730/0 ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

Q78 MFULENI - IDUTYWA
FROM MFULENI TAXI RANK IN MAIN ROAD LEFT INTO EERSTERIVER WAY LEFT INTO ROTTERDAM ROAD LEFT INTO MIDDLE ROAD RIGHT ONTO R300 ONTO N1 ALONG INTO BEAUFORT WEST RIGHT ONTO R61, COFIMVABA TURN RIGHT TO TSOMO, MGQAMAKWE, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
P95 MFULENI - GATYANA

FROM MFULENI TAXI RANK IN EERSTE RIVER THEN LEFT INTO HINDLE ROAD RIGHT ONTO R300 ONTO N1 ALONG GRAAFF-REINET, CRADOCK, TARKASTAD, QUEENSTOWN PASS THROUGH TURN LEFT OVER THE BRIDGE INTO COFIMVABA RIGHT INTO TSOMO ALONG NGQAMAKWE, NDABKAZI, GCUMA, IDUTYWA UNTIL GATYANA AND RETURN TO THE SAME PLACE.
P89 MFULENI - EAST LONDON

FROM TAXI RANK IN MAIN ROAD MFULENI, INTO MAIN ROAD, LEFT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT INTO ROTTERDAM ROAD, LEFT INTO HINDLE ROAD, RIGHT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
E57 MFULENI - PORT ELIZABETH

FROM TAXI RANK IN MFULENI, INTO MAIN ROAD, RIGHT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO PORT ELIZABETH, LEFT INTO IBHAYI, OVER UITENHAGE ROAD, INTO NTSHEKISA ROAD, LEFT INTO NORBONGO ROAD TO TAXI RANK AT NJOLI SQUARE PORT ELIZABETH AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
E56 MFULENI - MACLEAR

FROM TAXI RANK IN MFULENI, INTO MAIN ROAD, LEFT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT INTO ROTTERDAM ROAD, LEFT INTO HINDLE ROAD, RIGHT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO HANOVER, RIGHT INTO R56, ALONG R56 TO TAXI RANK IN MACLEAR AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
E55 MFULENI - UMTATA

FROM MFULENI VIA PAARL, WORCESTER, TOUWSRIVER, LAINGSBURG, LEEU-GAMKA, BEAUFORT-WEST, THREE SISTERS, RICHMOND, MIDDLEBURG, STEYNSBURG, MOLTENO, DORDRECHT, INWE, ELLIOT, MACLEAR TO REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICAS/TRANSKEI BORDER AT TSOLONE AND RETURN: SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PERSONS MAY BE PICKED UP ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY AFTER LEAVING MFULENI AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PERSONS MAY BE SET DOWN BEFORE REACHING MFULENI.
M54 MFULENI - EAST LONDON VIA KING WILLIAM'S TOWN

FROM MFULENI VIA SWELLENDAM, RIVERSDALE, GEORGE, KNYSNA, HURSTSDORP, PORT ELIZABETH, GRAHAMSTOWN TO RSA/CISKEI BORDER AT FISH RIVER NEAR PEDDIE AND FROM RSA/CISKEI BORDER AT RAYI TO EAST LONDON VIA KING
WILLIAM'S TOWN AND RETURN SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PERSONS MAY BE PICKED UP ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY AFTER LEAVING MFULENI AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PERSONS MAY BE SET DOWN BEFORE REACHING MFULENI.

OP.8403369. (2) WOKO NOMFUSI CYNTHIA NC ID NO 7204120829081. (3) DISTRICT: BELLVILLE. POSTAL ADDRESS: 27383 MPUKAMPA STREET, WALLACEDENE, KRAAIFONTEIN, 7570. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS WHICH IS SITUATED 27383 MPUKAMPA STREET, KRAAIFONTEIN 7570 TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

OP.8403370. (2) MBESHU MLINDI M ID NO 7509205877080. (3) DISTRICT: STELLENBOSCH. POSTAL ADDRESS: 14999 NONDUMISO STREET, BLOEKOMBOS, KRAAIFONTEIN, 7570 C/O STELLENBOSCH TAXI ASSO 22 ERASMUS SMIT STREET, IDASVALLEI, STELLENBOSCH, 7600. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: MINIBUS TAXI SERVICE

676 STELLENBOSCH - KAYAMANDI

FROM TAXI RANK AT BERGZICHT STELLENBOSCH LEFT INTO MERRIMAN AVENUE LEFT INTO ADAM TAS ROAD RIGHT INTO GEORGE BLAKE AVENUE TILL KAYAMANDI SUBURB AND RETURN AS FOLLOW INTO GEORGE BLAKE AVENUE TO STELLENBOSCH BUSINESS SECTION AND SURROUNDED SUBURBS NAMELY PARADYSKLOOF, ONDER PAPAGAABERG, DIE BOORD, DALSIG, KRIGEVELLE, KARINDAL, UNIE PARK, SIMONSWYK, PLAKENBURG INDUSTRIAL AREA AND DEVONALLE INDUSTRIAL AREA SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS 1. PASSENGERS MAY ONLY BE PICK-UP AT BERGZICHT TAXI RANK 2. PASSENGERS MUST BE PICK-UP AT ALL TIMES FROM SHOWN AREAS EXCEPTED BETWEEN 19:00 AND 09:00 AND ONLY IF IT’S A LEGAL PARKING.

677 STELLENBOSCH - KAYAMANDI

FROM TAXI RANK AT BERGZICHT STELLENBOSCH LEFT INTO BIRD STREET TILL KAYAMNDI TRAFFIC LIGHTS TO KAYAMANDI SUBUR AND RETURN AS FOLLOWS RIGHT INTO BIRD STREET TO TO STELLENBOSCH BUSINESS SECTION AND SURROUNDED SUBURBS NAMELY PARADYSKLOOF, ONDER PAPAGAABERG, DIE BOORD, DALSIG, KRIGEVELLE, KARINDAL, UNIE PARK, SIMONSWYK, PLAKENBURG INDUSTRIAL AREA AND DEVONALLE INDUSTRIAL AREA SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS 1. PASSENGERS MAY ONLY BE PICK-UP AT BERGZICHT TAXI RANK 2. PASSENGERS MUST BE PICK-UP AT ALL TIMES FROM SHOWN AREAS EXCEPTED BETWEEN 19:00 AND 09:00 AND ONLY IF IT’S A LEGAL PARKING.

OP.8403371. (2) MOKHACHANE TEBOGO COSMOS TC ID NO 6804166008085. (3) DISTRICT: STELLENBOSCH. POSTAL ADDRESS: ROOM C 134, KHAYAMANDI, STELLENBOSCH, 7600 C/O STELLENBOSCH TAXI ASSO 22 ERASMUS SMIT STREET, IDASVALLEI, STELLENBOSCH, 7600. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: MINIBUS TAXI SERVICE

676 STELLENBOSCH - KAYAMANDI

FROM TAXI RANK AT BERGZICHT STELLENBOSCH LEFT INTO MERRIMAN AVENUE LEFT INTO ADAM TAS ROAD RIGHT INTO GEORGE BLAKE AVENUE TILL KAYAMANDI SUBURB AND RETURN AS FOLLOW INTO GEORGE BLAKE AVENUE TO STELLENBOSCH BUSINESS SECTION AND SURROUNDED SUBURBS NAMELY PARADYSKLOOF, ONDER PAPAGAABERG, DIE BOORD, DALSIG, KRIGEVELLE, KARINDAL, UNIE PARK, SIMONSWYK, PLAKENBURG INDUSTRIAL AREA AND DEVONALLE INDUSTRIAL AREA SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS 1. PASSENGERS MAY ONLY BE PICK-UP AT BERGZICHT TAXI RANK 2. PASSENGERS MUST BE PICK-UP AT ALL TIMES FROM SHOWN AREAS EXCEPTED BETWEEN 19:00 AND 09:00 AND ONLY IF IT’S A LEGAL PARKING.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
BE PICK-UP AT BERGZICHT TAXI RANK 2. PASSENGERS MUST BE PICK-UP AT ALL TIMES FROM SHOWN AREAS EXCEPTED BETWEEN 19:00 AND 09:00 AND ONLY IF IT'S A LEGAL PARKING.

OP.8403372. (2) SIYABULELA KWEYIYA SK ID NO 8006106213084. (3) DISTRICT: STELLENBOSCH. POSTAL ADDRESS: 56 SCHOOL CRESECENT, SNAKEVILLE, KAYAMNANDI, 7600 C/O STELLENBOSCH TAXI ASSO 22 ERASMUS SMIT STREET, IDASVALLEI, STELLENBOSCH, 7600. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: MINIBUS TAXI SERVICE

676 STELLENBOSCH - KAYAMANDI

FROM TAXI RANK AT BERGZICHT STELLENBOSCH LEFT INTO MERRIMAN AVENUE LEFT INTO ADAM TAS ROAD RIGHT INTO GEORGE BLAKE AVENUE TILL KAYAMANDI SUBURB AND RETURN AS FOLLOW INTO GEORGE BLAKE AVENUE TO STELLENBOSCH BUSINESS SECTION AND SURROUNDED SUBURBS NAMELY PARADYSKLOOF, ONDER PAPAGAIBERG, DIE BOORD, DALSIG, KRIGEVILLE, KARINDAL, UNIE PARK, SIMONSWYK, PLAKENBURG INDUSTRIAL AREA AND DEVONALLE INDUSTRIAL AREA SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS 1. PASSENGERS MAY ONLY BE PICK-UP AT BERGZICHT TAXI RANK 2. PASSENGERS MUST BE PICK-UP AT ALL TIMES FROM SHOWN AREAS EXCEPTED BETWEEN 19:00 AND 09:00 AND ONLY IF IT'S A LEGAL PARKING.

OP.8403373. (2) MADUMA BONGANI B ID NO 8307285864089. (3) DISTRICT: STELLENBOSCH. POSTAL ADDRESS: 0223A BASSIE STREETR, KAYAMANDI, STELLENBOSCH, 7600 C/O STELLENBOSCH TAXI ASSO 22 ERASMUS SMIT STREET, IDASVALLEI, STELLENBOSCH, 7600. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: MINIBUS TAXI SERVICE

677 STELLENBOSCH - KAYAMANDI

FROM TAXI RANK AT BERGZICHT STELLENBOSCH LEFT INTO BIRD STREET TILL KAYAMANDI TRAFFIC LIGHTS TO KAYAMANDI SUBURB AND RETURN AS FOLLOWS RIGHT INTO BIRD STREET TO TO STELLENBOSCH BUSINESS SECTION AND SURROUNDED SUBURBS NAMELY PARADYSKLOOF, ONDER PAPAGAIBERG, DIE BOORD, DALSIG, KRIGEVILLE, KARINDAL, UNIE PARK, SIMONSWYK, PLAKENBURG INDUSTRIAL AREA AND DEVONALLE INDUSTRIAL AREA SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS 1. PASSENGERS MAY ONLY BE PICK-UP AT BERGZICHT TAXI RANK 2. PASSENGERS MUST BE PICK-UP AT ALL TIMES FROM SHOWN AREAS EXCEPTED BETWEEN 19:00 AND 09:00 AND ONLY IF IT'S A LEGAL PARKING.

OP.8403374. (2) MSINDO KHATHAZILE K ID NO 7411111614080. (3) DISTRICT: STELLENBOSCH. POSTAL ADDRESS: C142 2ND AVENUE, KHAYAMNANDI, STELLENBOSCH, 7600 C/O STELLENBOSCH TAXI ASSO 22 ERASMUS SMIT STREET, IDASVALLEI, STELLENBOSCH, 7600. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: MINIBUS TAXI SERVICE
FROM TAXI RANK AT BERGZICHT STELLENBOSCH LEFT INTO MERRIMAN AVENUE LEFT INTO ADAM TAF ROAD RIGHT INTO GEORGE BLAKE AVENUE TILL KAYAMANDI SUBURB AND RETURN AS FOLLOW INTO GEORGE BLAKE AVENUE TO STELLENBOSCH BUSINESS SECTION AND SURROUNDED SUBURBS NAMELY PARADYSKLOOF, ONDER PAPAGAAIBERG, DIE BOORD, DALSIG, KRIGEVILLE, KARINDAL, UNIE PARK, SIMONSWYK, PLAENBURG INDUSTRIAL AREA AND DEVONALLE INDUSTRIAL AREA SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS 1. PASSENGERS MAY ONLY BE PICK-UP AT BERGZICHT TAXI RANK 2. PASSENGERS MUST BE PICK-UP AT ALL TIMES FROM SHOWN AREAS EXCEPTED BETWEEN 19:00 AND 09:00 AND ONLY IF IT'S A LEGAL PARKING.

OP.8403385. (2) MALIWANA SIVIWE INNOCENT SI ID NO 9012155583087. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 3524 STEVE BIKO STREET, SAMORA MACHEL, PHILLIPI, 7785 C/O KHAYA KENQA CATA LANGA MOMBRAY, 34 JUNGLE WALK, LANGA, 7455. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT NO.3524 STEVE BIKO STREET, SAMORA MACHEL, PHILIPPI TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN SAMORA MACHEL, PHILIPPI TO NAL'UXOLO PRIMARY SCHOOL IN WELTEVREDE VALLEY AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

MORNING 06H30 - 07H30
AFTERNOON 15H00 - 16H30
STAFF SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF FROM THEIR RESIDENTIAL AREAS SITUATED IN KHAYELITSHA, DELFT, GUGULETHU, MANENBERG AND MITCHELLS PLAIN TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT AT KEEDO INTERNATIONAL IN PAARDEN EILAND AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

MORNING PICK UP 05H00 TILL 08H30
AFTERNOON 15H30
NIGHT SHIFT 22H00 TILL 04H00

OP.8403386. (2) PALAZA SITEMBELE S S ID NO 7410055551083. (3) DISTRICT: BELLVILLE. POSTAL ADDRESS: 14830 JACKSON MASALA STREET, BLOEKOMBOS, KRAAIFONTEIN, 7570. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICKUP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 30 KILOMETRES FROM A PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 14830 JACKSON MASALA STREET, BLOEKOMBOS, KRAAIFONTEIN TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403393. (2) ANTHONY CARENZA MELISSA CM ID NO 8412120240089. (3) DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER. POSTAL ADDRESS: 58 FALCON WAY, SUNBIRD PARK, KUILSRIVER, 7580. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1887490/0 FROM ANTHONY CARENZA MELISSA CM (13 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER). (5) 1 X 13 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: Permit No. 1887490/0 ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY
STAATSKOERANT, 1 JUNIE 2018

STAFF SERVICE

CONVEYANCE OF STAFF OR EMPLOYEES FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN EERSTERIVER, BLUE DOWNS, KUILS RIVER, DELFT, BELHAR, ELSIES RIVER, LANGA, KHAYELITSHA, NYANGA, MITCHELS PLAIN, BONTEHEUVEL, HEIDEVELD, SURRAY ESTATE, PENLIN ESTATE, HANOVER PARK, RETREAT, MAITLAND, MILNERTON, PARKLANDS, ATHLONE, GOODWOOD, PAROW, RAVENSMEAD, BELLVILLE, STELLENBOSCH, KRAAIFONTEIN, PAARL AND WELLINGTON TO IMPERIAL, MASTER CARGO AND SONY PLANT AND RETURN.

TIME OF OPERATION (IMPERIAL)

07H00 - 09H00
09H00 - 12H00
17H00 - 19H00
21H00 - 23H00

TIME OF OPERATION (MASTER CARGO)

04H15 - 05H00
05H45 - 07H00
19H45 - 21H00

TIME OF OPERATION (SONY PLANT HIRE)

14H00 - 06H00
03H00 - 06H00

STAFF SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF OR EMPLOYEES FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN THE MAGISTERIAL DISTRICTS OF 101 BELLVILLE, 102 GOODWOOD, 103 CAPE, 104 SIMON’S TOWN, 105 WYNBERG, 106 MITCHELS PLAIN, 107 KUILS RIVER, 108 PAARL, 109 STELLENBOSCH, 110 SOMERSET WEST, 111 STRAND AND 112 WELLINGTON TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT IMPERIAL, MASTER CARGO AND SONY PLANT AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

MORNINGS: 03H00 - 12H00
AFTERNOONS: 12H00 - 16H00
EVENINGS: 15H00 - 23H00

STAFF SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF OR EMPLOYEES FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN THE MAGISTERIAL DISTRICTS OF THE CAPE TOWN, STELLENBOSCH AND DRAKENSTEIN TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT IMPERIAL, MASTER CARGO AND SONY PLANT AND RETURN.

OR

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF OR EMPLOYMENT FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN THE WESTERN CAPE TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT IMPERIAL, MASTER CARGO AND SONY PLANT AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

MORNINGS: 03H00 - 12H00
AFTERNOONS: 12H00 - 16H00
EVENINGS: 15H00 - 23H00

OP.8403394. (2) ANTHONY CARENZA MELISSA CM ID NO 8412120240089. (3) DISTRICT: KUILSVRIVER. POSTAL ADDRESS: 58 FALCON WAY, SUNBIRD PARK, KUILS RIVER, 7580. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1893258/0 FROM ANTHONY CARENZA MELISSA CM (13 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: KUILSVRIVER). (5) 1 X 13 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: Permit No. 1893258/0

ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

STAFF SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF OR EMPLOYEES FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN THE MAGISTERIAL DISTRICTS OF 101 BELLVILLE, 102 GOODWOOD, 103 CAPE, 104 SIMON’S TOWN, 105 WYNBERG, 106 MITCHELS PLAIN, 107 KUILS RIVER, 108 PAARL, 109 STELLENBOSCH, 110 SOMERSET WEST, 111 STRAND AND 112 WELLINGTON TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT IMPERIAL, MASTER CARGO AND SONY PLANT AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwoonline.co.za
MORNINGS: 03H00 - 12H00
AFTERNOONS: 12H00 - 16H00
EVENINGS: 15H00 - 23H00
STAFF SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF OR EMPLOYEES FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN THE MAGISTERIAL DISTRICTS OF THE CAPE TOWN, STELLENBOSCH AND DRAKENSTEIN TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT IMPERIAL, MASTER CAGO AND SONY PLANT AND RETURN.

OR

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF OR EMPLOYMENT FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN THE WESTERN CAPE TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT IMPERIAL, MASTER CAGO AND SONY PLANT AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

MORNINGS: 03H00 - 12H00
AFTERNOONS: 12H00 - 16H00
EVENINGS: 15H00 - 23H00
STAFF SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF OR EMPLOYEES FROM THEIR PLACES OF RESIDENCES SITUATED IN EERSTE RIVER, BLUE DOWNS, DELFT, BELHar, ELSIES RIVER, Langa, KHAYELITSHA, MITChELLS PLAIN, BONTehEUWEL, HEIDEVELD, SURREY ESTATE, PENLIN STATE, HANOVER PARK, RETREAT, MAITLAND, MILNERTON, PARKLANDS, ATHLONE, GOODWood, PARoW, RAVENSMEAD, BELtVILLE, STELLENBOSCH, KRAAfONTeIN, PAArL AND WELLINGTON TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT IMPERIAL, MASTER CARGO AND SONY PLANT HIRE AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

IMPERIAL: MORNINGS: 07H00 - 09H00
AFTERNOONS: 17H00 - 19H00
EVENINGS: 21H00 - 23H00
MASTER CARGO: MORNINGS: 04H15 - 05H00
AFTERNOONS: 19H45 - 21H00
SONY PLANT HIRE: AFTERNOONS: 14H00 - 16H00
MORNINGS: 03H00 - 06H00

OP.8403398. (2) HARDENBURG BARRY ALFRED BA ID NO 7506035171080. (3) DISTRICT: GOODWood.
POSTAL ADDRESS: 46 EAST WAY, PINELANDS, 7430. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 20 PASSENGERS. (6)
THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

OP.8403399. (2) BACELA AYANDA A ID NO 7912145486089. (3) DISTRICT: BELtVILLE. POSTAL ADDRESS:
28528 NKANI STREET, WALLACEDENE, KRAAfONTeIN, 7570. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15
PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

OP.8403407. (2) MBANGULA VICTOR MPLISO VM ID NO 6407135735083. (3) DISTRICT: CERES. POSTAL
ADDRESS: 19 ZOLA AVENUE, NDULI, CERES, 6835. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6)
THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: 822 NDULI - CERES

FROM TAXI RANK AT CHRIS HANI DRIVE NDULI STRAIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET RIGHT INTO OWEN STREET LEFT INTO RIVIERKANT STREET LEFT INTO HUGO STREET LEFT INTO 4TH AVE RIGHT INTO FAURE STREET LEFT INTO VOS STREET TILL CPP FACTORY TURN AROUND TO VOS STREET LEFT INTO JOUBERT STREET LEFT INTO CILLIER STREET RIGHT INTO RETIEF STREET LEFT INTO VOS STREET CERES AND
RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

823 NDULI - CERES

FROM TAXI RANK AT CHRIS HANI DRIVE NDULI STRAIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET TILL TAXI RANK AT CERES AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

H16 NDULI - NIEWEDORP (CERES)

------------

FROM TAXI RANK IN CHRIS HANI ROAD NDULI, LEFT VOORTREKKER, RIGHT VOS STREET INTO NIEWEDORP TAXI RANK, CERES AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

TURN RIGHT AND PROCEED ON R58 VIA VENTERSTAD, PROCEED ON R58 VIA COLESBERG, TURN LEFT ON N1 (NEAR COLESBERG), PROCEED ON N1 VIA HANOVER, RICHMOND, THREE SISTERS, BEAUFORT WEST, LEEU GAMKA, PRINCE ALBERT, LAINGSBURG, TOUWSRIVER, DE DOORN, TURN RIGHT INTO R43 (NEAR WORCESTER), RIGHT INTO R301, RIGHT INTO R46 THROUGH VOORTREKKER ROAD, CERES, PROCEED ON R46, TURN RIGHT INTO CHRIS HANI DRIVE, NDULI TO THE NDULI TAXI RANK.

X10 CERES - AGTER WITZENBERG VALLEY FARMS

------------

FROM TAXI RANK IN VOORTREKKER STREET, CERES, TURN LEFT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO VOS STREET. PROCEED ONTO THE R303 TOWARDS HAMLET, PROCEED THROUGH VOORTREKKER STREET, HAMLET ONTO THE R303 THROUGH GYDO PASS, TURN LEFT ON THE R303 TO THE FARMS SLAGBOOM, VASTRAP, PAARDEKLOOF, DIE EIKE, STEKELWATER, DE VLAKTE, DOORNKRAAL, DENNEKRUIN, WELGEMEEN, ROSENDAL AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

X11 CERES - DE STRAAT

------------

FROM TAXI RANK IN VOORTREKKER STREET, CERES, TURN RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD, PROCEED ONTO R46, TURN RIGHT ONTO THE HEEZELFONTEIN ROAD TO THE FARMS LORRAINE, LOXTONIA, DWARSBERG, KAALBERG, KWEPERFONTEIN, EZELFONTEIN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

X12 CERES - EZELFONTEIN

------------

FROM TAXI RANK IN VOORTREKKER STREET, CERES, TURN RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD, PROCEED ONTO R46, TURN RIGHT ONTO THE SWAARMOED ROAD TOWARDS THE FARMS SWAARMOED, SKAAPRIVIER, KLIPFONTEIN, HOOGLAND, KLONDYKE, LAKENLEI, GROOTVLAK AND LAASTEDRIFT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

X14 NDULI - WOLSELEY STATION

------------

FROM TAXI RANK IN CHRIS HANI DRIVE, NDULI, PROCEED DOWN CHRIS HANI DRIVE, TURN LEFT ONTO THE R46, PROCEED THROUGH VOORTREKKER ROAD, CERES, ONTO THE R46 THROUGH MITCHELL’S PASS, PROCEED ON R46, TURN LEFT INTO WOLSELEY, PROCEED THROUGH EUEFEES STREET WOLSELEY, TURN LEFT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO PINE VALLEY ROAD TO WOLSELEY STATION AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

X15 NDULI - ZASTRON

------------

FROM TAXI RANK IN NDULI, TURN RIGHT INTO CHRIS HANI DRIVE, TURN LEFT ON THE R46, THROUGH CERES TOWN, PROCEED ON THE R46, TURN LEFT ON THE R43, PROCEED TOWARDS WORCESTER, TURN LEFT ON THE N1, WORCESTER, PROCEED ON THE N1 THROUGH DE DOORN, TOUWSRIVER, LAINGSBURG, PRINCE ALBERT, LEEU GAMKA, BEAUFORT WEST, THREE SISTERS, HANOVER, COLESBURG, TURN LEFT TO BETHULE, SMITHFIELD ON THE R701 TO ROUXVILLE ONTO THE N6 TO ZASTRON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

K1 NDULI - STERKSPRUIT

------------

FROM NDULI TAXI RANK NDULI, TURN RIGHT INTO CHRIS HANI DRIVE, TURN LEFT INTO R46 THEN INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD, CERES, THEN INTO R46, TURN LEFT INTO R301, TURN LEFT INTO R43, TURN LEFT INTO N1 (NEAR WORCESTER), PROCEED WITH N1 THROUGH DE DOORN, TOUWSRIVER, LAINGSBURG, PRINCE ALBERT, LEEU-GAMKA,
VIA BEAUFORT WEST, TURN RIGHT INTO R61, TURN LEFT INTO N9 (NEAR ABERDEEN), 
PROCEED ON N9 VIA GRAAFF-REINET, PROCEED ON N9 VIA BETHESDAWEG, TURN RIGHT 
INTO R61 VIA CRADOCK, PROCEED ON R61 THROUGH TARKASTAD, PROCEED ON R61 VIA 
QUEENSTOWN, TURN LEFT INTO N6 VIA JAMESTOWN, ALIWAAL NOORD, TURN RIGHT INTO 
R58 VIA LADY GREY, TURN LEFT INTO R392 TO STERKSPRUIT AND RETURN ALONG THE 
SAME ROUTE.

OP.8403412. (2) NQWITWA SIBUSISO S ID NO 8102275764088. (3) DISTRICT: GEORGE. POSTAL ADDRESS: 
279123 STREET, THEMBALETHU, GEORGE, 6529. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE 
CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: 
SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR PLACES OF RESIDENCE SITUATED IN 
THEMBALETHU TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL NAMELY THYOLORA PRIMARY SCHOOL AND 
RETURN.

TIMETABLE

----------
MORNING 05H00 - 08H00 
AFTERNOON 14H30 - 17H00

CHARTER SERVICE

----------
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS 
SITUATED AT 279123 RD STREET, THEMBALETHU, GEORGE TO POINTS WITHIN THE 
BOUNDARIES OF THE WESTERN CAPE AND REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403430. (2) KHONCO THOBEKILE WISEMAN TW ID NO 7204046427085. (3) DISTRICT: PAARL. POSTAL 
ADDRESS: 2980 THOZAMA STREET, DROMEDARIS, MBEKWENI, 7646. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 
PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: 
CHARTER SERVICE

----------
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 20 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS 
SITUATED AT 2980 THOZAMA STREET, DROMMEDARIS, MBEKWENI, PAARL TO POINTS 
WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SCHOLAR SERVICE

----------
THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCE IN MBEKWENI TO THEIR 
RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY CHARLESTON HILL PRIMARY SCHOOL, EBENEZER PRIMARY 
SCHOOL AND PAUW GEDENK PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

----------
MORNINGS: 06H00 - 08H00 
AFTERNOONS: 14H00 - 16H00

O.P.8403434. (2) DLAMINI JOHANNES MAXWELL JM ID NO 7104155723086. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. 
POSTAL ADDRESS: 7718 GWANGQA ROAD, LOWER CROSS ROAD, 7750. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 7 
PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: 
CHARTER SERVICE

----------
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS 
SITUATED AT 7718 GWANGWA ROAD, LOWER CROSS ROADS, PHILIPPI EAST TO POINTS 
WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403443. (2) DINNIE MYMOENA M M ID NO 7504080264082. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL 
ADDRESS: 42 ORION ROAD, SURREY ESTATE, ATHLONE, 7764 C/O DENVER/LUCY APOLLI BLUEGUM 
STREET 10, KULSRIVIER, 7580. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1854463/2 FROM DINNIE 
MYMOENA M M (12 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: WYNBERG). (5) 1 X 12 PASSENGERS. (6) THE 
CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: 
Permit No. 1854463/2 
ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

----------
SCHOLAR SERVICE

----------
THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR PLACE OF RESIDENCES IN HANOVER PARK, 
SURREY ESTATE, ATHLONE, LANDSDOWNE TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL NAMELY 
TURFHALL PRIMARY SCHOOL AND BELGRAVIA HIGH SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIME TABLE
### SCHOLAR SERVICE

**CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR PLACE OF RESIDENCE TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL NAMELY YORK ROAD PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.**

**TIMETABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MORNING</td>
<td>06H00 - 08H00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFT.</td>
<td>14H00 - 16H00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CHARTER SERVICE

**FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 7112 STEVE BIKO STREET, MANDELA PARK, HOUT BAY TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.**

**SCHOLAR SERVICE**

**THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN MANDELA PARK TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL NAMELY PRESTWICH STREET PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN AS PER TIMETABLE.**

**TIME TABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MORNING</td>
<td>06H00 - 08H00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFT.</td>
<td>12H00-15H30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SCHOLAR SERVICE

**THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN EERSTE RIVER TO THEIR SCHOOLS NAMELY FOREST HEIGHTS PRIMARY, FOREST HEIGHTS HIGH, HELDERKRUIN PRIMARY, TUSCAN GLEN PRIMARY, PALM PARK PRIMARY, STRATFORD PRIMARY, MALIBU HIGH, EERSTE RIVER SECONDARY AND MELTON PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.**

**TIME TABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MORNING</td>
<td>06H00-08H00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFT.</td>
<td>12H00-16H00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MORNING: 06H00 - 08H00
AFTERNOON: 12H00 - 16H00

OP.8403450. (2) MHLORO ELIAS E ID NO 660026794D66. (3) DISTRICT: GOODWOOD. POSTAL ADDRESS: 110A CORONATION ROAD, MAITLAND, MAITLAND, 8001. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 5 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: METERED TAXI SERVICE

WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 110A CORONATION ROAD, MAITLAND TO POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES AND RETURN.

OP.8403461. (2) WEM MZOLISI M ID NO 7503055668087. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 66 GANGA STREET, GG 144 TOWN TWO, KHAYELITSHA, 7784. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK-UP POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 30 KILOMETRES FROM THE HOLDER’S PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT NO. 66 GANGA STREET, TOWN TWO, KHAYELITSHA TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN. SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN KHAYALITSHA TO MUZIENBERG HIGH SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE:

MORNINGS: 05H00 TO 06H30
AFTERNOONS: 13H30 TO 15H00

OP.8403463. (2) PALAZA SITEMBELE S S ID NO 7410055551083. (3) DISTRICT: BELLVILLE. POSTAL ADDRESS: 14830 JACKSON MASALA STREET, BLOEKOMBOS, KRAAIFONTEIN, 7570. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT NO.14830 JACKSON MASALA, KRAAIFONTEIN TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403471. (2) POSWAYO LUYOLO CYRIL LC ID NO 8306205874087. (3) DISTRICT: VREDENBURG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 56 OLIVIEN STREET, TIMBER CITY, VREDENBURG, 7380. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 23 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: O80 VREDENBURG - UMTATA

FROM VREDENBURG TAXI RANK AT MARK STREET RIGHT INTO MAIN STREET VREDENBURG PROCEED TO THE R27 INTERSECTION PROCEED TO LANGEBAAN ROAD, HOPEFIELD, MOORREESBURG, RIEBEECK WEST, WOLSLYE ONTO THE N1 PROCEED TO TOUWSRIVER, LIANGSBURG, LEEU GAMKA TO BEAUFORT WEST, GRAAF REINET, CRADOCK, TARKASTAD, QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, ENGCOBO TO UMTATA TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

N21 SALDANHA - JOHANNESBURG

FROM SALDANHA TAXI RANK NA VREDENBURG, REGS OP R27 (WESKUSPAd)NA KAAPSTAD, REGS OP N1 NA PAARL, VERBY TOUWSRIVIER, LAINGSBURG, NA LEEU GAMKA, NA BEAUFORT WEST, THREE SISTERS, LINKS OP M12 NA BRITSTOWN, KIMBERLEY, NA WARRENTOWN, REGS OP M12 NA WOLMARRANSTAD, NA KLERKSDORP NA POTCHEFSTROOM TOT BY JOHANNESBURG STASIE EN TERUG OOR DIESELFDE ROETE.

L48 SALDANHA - ENGCOBO

FROM SALDANHA PROCEED TO TAXI RANK AT VREDENBURG RIGHT INTO MARK STREET RIGHT INTO MAIN STREET VREDENBURG PROCEED UNTIL THE R27 INTERSECTION TO LANGEBAAN ROAD, HOPEFIELD, MOORREESBURG, RIEBEECK WEST, WOLSLYE PROCEED ONTO THE N1 TO TOUWSRIVER, LIANGSBURG, LEEU GAMKA PROCEED TO BEAUFORT WEST, ABERDEEN, GRAAFF REINET, CRADOCK, TARKASTAD, QUEENSTOWN RIGHT TO COFIMVABA PROCEED TO ENGCOBO TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

L49 SALDANHA - MOUNT FLETCHER

FROM SALDANHA TO TAXI RANK AT VREDENBURG RIGHT INTO MARK STREET RIGHT INTO
MAIN STREET VREDENBURG TILL R27 CROSSING TO LANGEBAAN ROAD, HOPEFIELD, MOORREESBURG, RIEBEEKWEST, WOLSLEY TO N1 TO TOUWSRIVER, LAINGSBURG, LEEU GAMKA TO BEAUFORT WEST, ABERDEEN, GRAAF REINET, MIDDELBURG, STEYNBURG, MOLTENO, DORDRECHT, INDWE, ELLIOTDALE, UGIE, MACLEAR TO MOUNT FLETCHER TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

N23 SALDANHA - KING WILLIAMSTOWN

----------------------------------

VANAF SALDANHA TAXI RANK NA VREDENBURG OOR R27 KRUISING, VERBY LANGEBAANWEG, OOR HOPEFIELD NA MOORREESBURG, OOR RIEBEEKE-WES, CERES OP N1 NA TOUWSRIVER, LAINGSBURG, BEAUFORT WEST, REGS NA ABERDEEN NA GRAAF REINET, REGS NA PEARSTON, LINKS NA SOMERSET EAST, NA COOKHOUSE, NA ADELAIDE NA FORT BEAUFORT NA ALICE REGS NA KING WILLIAMS TOWN MUNISIPALE WOONGEBIED EN TERUG OOR OOR DIESELFDE ROETE.

N24 SALDANHA - PORT ELIZABETH

----------------------------------

VANAF SALDANHA TAXI RANK NA VREDENBURG REGS OP R27 (WESKUSPAD), REGS OP N2 NA SWELLENDAM, RIVERSDAL, MOSSELBAAI NA GEORGE, KNYSNA, HUMANSDRP NA PORT ELIZABETH WOONGEBIED EN TERUG OOR OOR DIESELFDE ROETE.

L51 SALDANHA - WILLOWSALE

-----------------------------

FROM SALDANHA PROCEED TO VREDENBURG CROSS LANGEBAAN ROAD, HOPEFIELD, MOORREESBURG, RIEBEEK WEST, TULBACH CROSS CERES, LAINGSBURG, LEEU GAMKA, BEAUFORT WEST PROCEED TO ABERDEEN, GRAAF REINET, CRADOCK, TARKASTAD, QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA CROSS TSOMO, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA PROCEED TO WILLOWSALE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

U56 SALDANHA - CENTANI

----------------------------------

FROM SALDANHA TAXI RANK ALONG THE R27 ROAD TO MELKBOSSTRAND, CAPE TOWN ALONG N2 TO STRAND, GRABOUW, SWELLENDAM, CALEDON, RIVERSDALE, GEORGE, KNYSNA, PLETITENBAY BAY, PORT ELIZABETH, GRAHAMSTOWN VIA KING WILLIAM'S TOWN, EAST LONDON TO NORTH - EAST EXPRESS WAY TO KOMGA ALONG N2 TO BUTTERWORTH, NCIRANA TO CENTANI AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME.

X47 VREDENBURG - LADY FRERE

-----------------------------

FROM TAXI RANK VREDENBURG IN STEPHAN STREET, RIGHT INTO MARK STREET, INTO MAIN STREET TILL R27 CROSSING CROSS R27 TO ROAD CROSS LANGEBAAN ROAD CROSS, HOPEFIELD TO MOORREESBURG, RIEBEECK WEST, TULBAGH, CERES, LAINGSBURG, LEEU GAMKA, ABERDEEN, GRAAFF REINET, CRADOCK, TARKASTAD, QUEENSTOWN, LEFT TO LADY FRERE TAXI RANK AND RETURN ON THE SAME ROUTE.

OP.8403472. (2) TASANA FUMANEKILE WISEMAN FW ID NO 8207155552089. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 10990 GCISININDE STREET, BROWNS FARM, PHILLIPI TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403473. (2) SILINGE SITHEMBELE S ID NO 8501016635087. (3) DISTRICT: PAARL. POSTAL ADDRESS: 19 JANTJIES STREET, MBEKWENI, PAARL, 7620. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1891628/0 FROM SILINGE SITHEMBELE S (15 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: PAARL). (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE.

FROM PICKUP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 10990 GCISININDE STREET, BROWNS FARM PHILLIPI TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403473. (2) SILINGE SITHEMBELE S ID NO 8501016635087. (3) DISTRICT: PAARL. POSTAL ADDRESS: 19 JANTJIES STREET, MBEKWENI, PAARL, 7620. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1891628/0 FROM SILINGE SITHEMBELE S (15 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: PAARL). (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE.

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN MBEKWENI, DAL JOSAFAT, PAARL, HUEGENOT AND WELLINGTON TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY MARY HELP OF CHRISTIANS PRIMARY SCHOOL, NOORDER-PAARL HIGH SCHOOL, CHARLESTON HILL PRIMARY SCHOOL AND NEW ORLEANS SECONDARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
TIMETABLE:

MORNINGS: 05H00 TO 08H00
AFTERNOONS: 15H00 TO 17H00

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN MBEKWENI, DAL JOSAFAT, NEWTOWN, WELLINGTON, DROMMEDARIS AND GROENHEUWEL TO THEIR RESPECTIVE PLACES OF WORK AT FANTASY TOURS & TRANSPORT AND THE RHODES FOOD GROUP AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE:

MORNINGS: 04H00 TO 08H00
AFTERNOONS: 17H00 TO 19H00
WEEKENDS: 06H00 TO 19H00

OP.8403482. (2) ABRAHAMS PAMELA CHARMAINE PM ID NO 6512100103082. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 46 DE WAAI HOF, LAVENDER HILL, 7945. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:

SCHOLAR SERVICE

CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN LAVENDER HILL TO KENMERE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

PICK-UP 06H00 / 14H00
DROP-OFF 07H50 / 15H30

CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETERS FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 46 DE WAAL HOF, LAVENDER HILL TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403486. (2) SONGA BRIAN B ID NO 7912065596081. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 205 DRURY ROAD, VRYGROND, 7945. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:

CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETERS FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 205 DRURY AVENUE, VRYGROND TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

STAFF SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF OR EMPLOYEES FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN KHAYELITSHA, DELFT, GUGULETHU, WYNBERG AND MASIPHUMELELE TO THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT DEON'S TYRES IN STRANDFONTEIN AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

EVENINGS: 19H00 - 21H00

SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVENTANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN CONISTON PARK, GRASSY PARK, HEATHFIELD, LAVENDER HILL, MUIZENBERG, RETREAT, SHERATON PARK, SEAWIND, STEENBERG AND WESTLAKE TO THEIR SCHOOL NAMELY PLAY TOWN EDUCARE AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

MORNINGS: 05H30 - 06H00
AFTERNOONS: 18H00 - 19H00

OP.8403493. (2) JIKELA THEMBALETHU DAVID JTD ID NO 7302285709088. (3) DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER. POSTAL ADDRESS: 30243 STREET, RED BAY COURT, DELFT, 7100. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1891698/0 FROM JIKELA THEMBALETHU DAVID JTD (15 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: KUILSRIVIER). (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY:

Permit No. 1891698/0
ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

---------------------
Q78 MFULENI - IDUTYWA

FROM MFULENI TAXI RANK IN MAIN ROAD LEFT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY LEFT INTO ROTTERDAM ROAD LEFT INTO MIDDLE ROAD RIGHT ONTO R300 ONTO N1 ALONG INTO BEAUFORT WEST RIGHT ONTO R61, COFIMVABA TURN RIGHT TO TSOMO, MGQAMAKWE, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
P95 MFULENI - GATYANA

FROM MFULENI TAXI RANK IN EERSTE RIVER THEN LEFT INTO HINDLE ROAD RIGHT ONTO R300 ONTO N1 ALONG GRAAFF REINET, CRADOCK, TARKASTAD, QUEENSTOWN PASS THROUGH TURN LEFT OVER THE BRIDGE INTO COFIMVABA RIGHT INTO TSOMO ALONG NGQAMAKWE, NDABKAZI, GCUMA, IDUTYWA UNTIL GATYANA AND RETURN TO THE SAME PLACE.

D89 MFULENI - EAST LONDON

FROM TAXI RANK IN MAIN ROAD MFULENI, INTO MAIN ROAD, LEFT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT INTO ROTTERDAM ROAD, LEFT INTO HINDLE ROAD, RIGHT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E57 MFULENI - PORT ELIZABETH

FROM TAXI RANK IN MFULENI, INTO MAIN ROAD, LEFT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT INTO ROTTERDAM ROAD, LEFT INTO HINDLE ROAD, RIGHT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO HANOVER, RIGHT INTO R56, ALONG R56 TO TAXI RANK IN MACLEAR AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E55 MFULENI - UMTATA

FROM TAXI RANK IN MFULENI, INTO MAIN ROAD, LEFT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT INTO ROTTERDAM ROAD, LEFT INTO HINDLE ROAD, RIGHT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO UMTATA WHICH BECOMES MAIN ROAD UMTATA, TO TAXI RANK IN MAIN ROAD UMTATA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

T83 MFULENI - EAST LONDON

FROM MFULENI PUBLIC TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE, SITUATED C/O MFULENI MAIN ROAD AND NQUBELANI ROAD, RIGHT INTO MFULENI MAIN ROAD, LEFT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT INTO FAURE - KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO HINDLE ROAD, RIGHT ONTO THE R300, ONTO THE N1 PROCEED ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF - REINET, TURN RIGHT INTO PORT ELIZABETH, THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MANDSHANE, EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

T84 MFULENI - WILLOWVALE

FROM MFULENI PUBLIC TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE, SITUATED C/O MFULENI MAIN ROAD AND NQUBELANI ROAD, RIGHT INTO MFULENI MAIN ROAD, LEFT INTO EERSTE RIVER WAY, LEFT INTO FAURE - KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, LEFT INTO HINDLE ROAD, RIGHT ONTO THE R300, ONTO THE N1 PROCEED ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 COFIMVABA, TURN RIGHT INTO TSOMO, MGQAMAKWE, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA, TURN RIGHT R410 GATYANE, SHUNSHINE RAND WILLOWVALE AND RETURN.

M56 MFULENI - TSOLO

FROM MFULENI VIA PAARL, WORCESTER, TOUWSRIVER, LAINGSBURG, LEEU-GAMKA, BEAUFORT-WEST, THREE SISTERS, RICHMOND, MIDDLEBURG, STEYNSBURG, MOLTENO, DORDRECHT, INDWE, ELLIOT, MACLEAR TO REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICAS/TRANSKEI BORDER AT TSOLO AND RETURN: SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PERSONS MAY BE PICKED UP ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY AFTER LEAVING MFULENI AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PERSONS MAY BE SET DOWN BEFORE REACHING MFULENI.

M54 MFULENI - EAST LONDON VIA KING WILLIAM'S TOWN

FROM MFULENI VIA SOMERSET WEST, SWELLENDAM, RIVERSDALE, GEORGE, KNYSNA,
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INTO LANDSOWNE ROAD, RIGHT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT INTO PAMA ROAD, LEFT INTO BONGA DRIVE (M45), INTO SULANI DRIVE, INTO NYATHI AVENUE, INTO LANDSOWNE ROAD, RIGHT INTO FUKUTHA ROAD, INTO CEKECHA ROAD TO MACASSAR AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E9 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANDSOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO KING WILLIAMS TOWN, ALONG N2 TO THE AMALINDA OFF-RAMP IN EAST LONDON, PROCEED ALONG THE OFF-RAMP TO THE STOP STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD AND PROCEED ALONG VOORTREKKER ROAD WHICH BECOMES AMALINDA MAIN ROAD TO THE FRERE HOSPITAL, TURN RIGHT INTO LENNOX ROAD AND PROCEED TO THE 4 WAY STOP AT THE ORIENTAL PLAZA, PROCEED ALONG MILNER ROAD TO THE STOP STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ST. JOHN'S ROAD TO THE ROBOT, THEN TURN LEFT INTO NORTH WEST EXPRESS WAY, PROCEED ALONG NORTH WEST EXPRESS WAY WHICH BECOMES BUFFALO STREET, TURN INTO EAST LONDON TAXI CITY RANK AND RETURN.

E8 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANDSOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO PORT ELIZABETH, INTO R72, ALONG R72 TO TAXI RANK IN EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

M39 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM KHAYELITSHA VIA SOMERSET WEST, SWELLENDAM, RIVERSDALE, GEORGE, KNYSNA, HUMANSDORP, PORT ELIZABETH, GRAHAMSTOWN, PEDDIE, KING WILLIAM'S TOWN TO EAST LONDON AND RETURN SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PERSONS MAY BE PICKED UP ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY AFTER LEAVING KHAYELITSHA AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PERSONS TO BE PICKED UP AFTER LEAVING EAST LONDON AND NOT SET DOWN BEFORE REACHING KHAYELITSHA.

O64 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, PAST SOMERSET WEST, GRABOUW, CALEDON, SWELLENDAM, RIVERSDALE, GEORGE, KNYSNA, HUMANSDORP, PORT ELIZABETH, GRAHAMSTOWN, FORT BEAUFORT, ALICE, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, MDANTSANE TO EAST LONDON AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

M41 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM KHAYELITSHA VIA PAARL, WORCESTER, TOUWSRIVER, LAINGSBURG, LEEU GAMKA, BEAUFORT WEST, ABERDEEN, PEARSTON, SOMERSET EAST, COOKHOUSE, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT TO MDALA AND FROM TANDALA TO EAST LONDON VIA KING WILLIAM'S TOWN AND RETURN SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT NO PERSONS MAY BE PICKED UP ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY AFTER LEAVING KHAYELITSHA AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PERSONS MAY BE SET DOWN BEFORE REACHING KHAYELITSHA.

536 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

FROM THE TREK GARAGE IN LANDSOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 UNTIL BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61, ALONG R61 UNTIL UMTATA, R61 BECOMES MAIN ROAD UMTATA TO TAXI RANK IN MAIN ROAD UMTATA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

537 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM THE TREK GARAGE IN LANDSOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 UNTIL BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61, ALONG R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINETTE, TURN RIGHT TO PORT ELIZABETH, THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, ALICE, KING WILLIAMS TOWN TO EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

F55 KHAYELITSHA - KING WILLIAMS TOWN

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANDSOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO KING WILLIAMSTOWN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

L79 KHAYELITSHA - LADY FRERE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANDSOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, STRAIGHT
TO LADY FRERE AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

L80 KHAYELITSHA - WILLOWVALE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANDSWONE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, TSOMO, NGQAMAKHWE, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA STRAIGHT TO WILLOWVALE AND RETURN.

M51 KHAYELITSHA - MATATIELE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANDSWONE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW-WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, LEFT ONTO N10 TO MIDDLEBURG, LEFT ONTO R58 TO STEYNSBURG, MOLTEINO, DORDRECHT, ELLIOT, INDWE, MACLEAR, MOUNT FLETCHER STRAIGHT TO MATATIELE AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

M44 KHAYELITSHA - MATATIELE

FROM THE TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANDSWONE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, LEFT ONTO N10 TO MIDDLEBURG, LEFT ONTO R58 TO STEYNSBURG, MOLTEINO, DORDRECHT, ELLIOT, INDWE, MACLEAR, MOUNT FLETCHER STRAIGHT TO MATATIELE AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

E98 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

FROM THE TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANDSWONE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, RIGHT INTO ROBERTSON ROAD, RIGHT INTO CALDERWOOD STREET TO TAXI RANK IN CALDERWOOD STREET QUEENSTOWN, INTO R61 TO TAXI RANK IN UMTATA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E99 KHAYELITSHA - MDANTSANE

FROM THE TREK GARAGE IN LANDSWONE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, TURN RIGHT TO PORT ELIZABETH, THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, ALICE, KING WILLIAMS TOWN TO MDANTSANE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY NO PASSENGERS ARE PICKED UP AFTER LEAVING KHAYELITSHA AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PASSENGERS ARE DROPPED-OFF BEFORE REACHING KHAYELITSHA.

O60 KHAYELITSHA - MDANTSANE

FROM KHAYELITSHA LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, RIGHT ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST RIGHT ONTO R61 TO ABERDEEN, RIGHT ONTO R63 TO KEISKAMMAHOEK, PROCEED ALONG R352 TO TANDALA, LEFT ONTO N2 TO KING WILLIAMS TOWN, RIGHT INTO WELLINGTON STREET TO TAXI RANK IN KING WILLIAMS TOWN, MDANTSANE AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

O61 KHAYELITSHA - MDANTSANE

FROM Khayelitsha Left Into MeW Way, Right Onto N2, Past Somerset West, Grabouw, Caledon, Swellendam, Riversdale, George, Knysna, Humansdorp, Port Elizabeth, Grahamstown To Fish River Near Peddie And Ray To King Williams Town Mdantsane And Return The Same Route.

O62 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT ONTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET, PEARSTON, THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, ALICE, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, KOMGA, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA, UMTATA AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

O63 KHAYELITSHA - QUEENSTOWN

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT ONTO R300 ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET, PEARSTON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST,
ADELAIDE, FORT BEAUFORT, TURN LEFT SEYMOUR, SADA, WHITTLESEA, CATHCART, QUEENSTOWN AND RETURN THE SAME ROUTE.

C38 KHAYELITSHA - QUEENSTOWN

FROM THE TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, RIGHT INTO ROBERTSON ROAD, RIGHT INTO CALDERWOOD STREET TO TAXI RANK IN CALDERWOOD STREET QUEENSTOWN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

F44 KHAYELITSHA - IDUTYWA

FROM TAXI RANK AT TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO R300, ONTO R300 TO N1, ONTO N1 TO WORCESTER, RIGHT ONTO R60 THROUGH ROBERTSON AND ASHTON, RIGHT TO SWELLENDAM, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO COLCHESTER, RIGHT INTO R72 TO EAST LONDON, LEFT ONTO N2 TO IDUTYWA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

L80 KHAYELITSHA - WILLOWVALE

FROM THE TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300, ONTO N1 ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, TSOMO, NGQAMAKHWE, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA STRAIGHT TO WILLOWVALE AND RETURN.

E97 KHAYELITSHA - MDANTSANE

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE IN KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, RIGHT ONTO R60, ALONG R60 TO PORT ELIZABETH, INTO R72, ALONG R72 TO TAXI RANK IN MDANTSANE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY NO PASSENGERS ARE PICKED -UP AFTER LEAVING KHAYELITSHA AND ON THE RETURN JOURNEY NO PASSENGERS ARE DROPPED-OFF BEFORE REACHING KHAYELITSHA.

F61 KHAYELITSHA - TELLE BRIDGE

FROM TAXI RANK AT TREK GARAGE IN LANSDOWNE ROAD KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, ALONG N2 TO R300, ONTO R300 TO N1, ONTO N1 TO COLESBerg, RIGHT ONTO R58 TO LADY GREY, RIGHT ONTO R393 TO STERKSPRUIT ONTO PALMIET AT TELLE BRIDGE AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

E20 KHAYELITSHA - TSOLO

FROM TAXI RANK AT THE TREK GARAGE KHAYELITSHA, INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO R300 TOWARDS N1, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO RICHMOND, RIGHT ONTO R398, ALONG R398 TO MIDDELBURG, ONTO R56, ALONG R56 TO INDWE, RIGHT ONTO R396, ALONG R396 TO TAXI RANK AT TSOLO AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

S52 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2, LEFT ONTO R300 TOWARDS N1, ONTO N1, ALONG N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, INTO R61, ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET, PEARSTON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MDANTSANE, EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

S37 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, ONTO THE N1 PROCEERED ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, RIGHT INTO R61 TOWARDS GRAAFF REINET, PEARSON THROUGH JANSENVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE, ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MDANTSANE, EAST LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

S74 KHAYELITSHA - TELLE BRIDGE

FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, ONTO THE N1 PROCEERED ALONG THE N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST, THREE SISTERS, RICHMOND, HANOVER, COLESBURG, VENTERSTAD, BURGERSDORP, ALIWAL NORTH, LADY GREY, RIGHT ONTO R393 TO STERKSPRUIT, PALMIET AT TELLE BRIDGE AND RETURN.
W25 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA
----------------------------
FROM KHAYELITSHA SITE C LONG DISTANCE MINIBUS TAXI RANK, SITUATED OFF
SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE, LEFT INTO SOLOMON TSHUKU, LEFT INTO JEPHTA K
MASEMOLA ROAD, LEFT ONTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP ONTO THE N2,
PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG THE N2, RIGHT ONTO R300 OFF-RAMP STRAIGHT ONTO THE
R300, RIGHT ONTO N1 OFFRAMP, PROCEED STRAIGHT ONTO THE N1 TOWARDS BEAUFORT
WEST, ABERDEEN, GRAAFF-REINET, CRADOCK, SADA, QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, TSOMO,
BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA, CENTANE, WILLOWVALE TO UMTATA AND RETURN ALONG THE
SAME ROUTE.

W24 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA
----------------------------
FROM KHAYELITSHA SITE C LONG DISTANCE MINIBUS TAXI RANK, SITUATED OFF
SOLOMON TSHUKU AVENUE, LEFT INTO SOLOMON TSHUKU, LEFT INTO JEPHTA K
MOSEMOLA ROAD, LEFT ONTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2 OFF-RAMP ONTO THE N2,
PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG THE N2, RIGHT ONTO R300 OFF-RAMP STRAIGHT ONTO THE
R300, RIGHT ONTO N1 OFFRAMP, PROCEED STRAIGHT ONTO THE N1 TOWARDS BEAUFORT WEST, ABERDEEN, GRAAFF-REINET,
CRADOCK, SADA, QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, TSOMO, BUTTERWORTH, IDUTYWA, CENTANE, WILLOWVALE TO UMTATA AND RETURN ALONG THE
SAME ROUTE.

R28 KHAYELITSHA - TSOLO
----------------------------
FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2
OFF - RAMP TO THE R300 ONTO N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST RIGHT ONTO R61 TOWARDS
GRAAF REINET, PEARSTON THROUGH JANSENSVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE,
ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MDANTSANE, EAST
LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

R30 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA
----------------------------
FROM KHAYELITSHA LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2
OFF - RAMP TO THE R300 ONTO N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST RIGHT ONTO R61 TOWARDS
GRAAF REINET, PEARSTON THROUGH JANSENSVILLE, SOMERSET EAST, ADELAIDE,
ALICE, FORT BEAUFORT, MADALA, KING WILLIAMS TOWN, BISHO, MDANTSANE, EAST
LONDON AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

R3 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA
----------------------------
FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2
OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, ONTO N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT
INTO VOORTREKKER INTO R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO GRAAFF REINET LEFT
ONTO N10 TO MIDDELBURG, LEFT ONTO R58 TO STEYNBURG, MOLTO, DORDRECHT,
ELLIOIT, MACLEAR, TSOLO AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

S75 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA
----------------------------
FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2
OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, ONTO N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT
INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD INTO R61 ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO
GRAAFF REINET THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, ENGGCOBO STRAIGHT
TO UMTATA AND RETURN.

S37 KHAYELITSHA - EAST LONDON
----------------------------
FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2
OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, ONTO N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT
INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD INTO R61 ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO
GRAAFF REINET THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, ENGGCOBO STRAIGHT
TO UMTATA AND RETURN.

S39 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA
----------------------------
FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2
OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, ONTO N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT
INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD INTO R61 ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO
GRAAFF REINET THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, ENGGCOBO STRAIGHT
TO UMTATA AND RETURN.

S5 KHAYELITSHA - UMTATA
----------------------------
FROM KHAYELITSHA, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO MEW WAY, LEFT ONTO N2
OFF-RAMP TO THE R300, ONTO N1 TO BEAUFORT WEST INTO DONKIN STREET, RIGHT
INTO VOORTREKKER ROAD INTO R61 ALONG R61 TO ABERDEEN, LEFT ONTO R57 TO
GRAAFF REINET THEN ALONG THE R61 TO QUEENSTOWN, COFIMVABA, ENGGCOBO STRAIGHT
TO UMTATA AND RETURN.

The conveyance of learners from their place of residences situated in
LOUWVILLE, WITTEKlip, SMART TOWN and LAPLAND to their respective schools
namely KINDER KOLLEGE, CREATIVE ACADEMY and VREDENDAL PRIMARY SCHOOL and
return along the same route.

Timetable
---------
MORNING: 07H00-08H00
AFTERNOON: 16H00-17H00

OP.8403501. (2) NOBLE JAMES J ID NO 6808225304088. (3) DISTRICT: SWELLENDAM. POSTAL ADDRESS: P O BOX 310, LOUISIANA, BONNIEVALE, 6730. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1829932/0 FROM NOBLE JAMES J (15 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: SWELLENDAM). (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: Permit No. 1829932/0
ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

STAFF SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF EMPLOYEES FROM THEIR RESIDENCES SITUATED IN HAPPY VALLEY, MOUNTAIN VIEW AND SQUATTER CAMP TO THEIR PLACE OF WORK AT PARMALAT SA (PTY) LTD AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

MORNING SHIFT: 05H00 TO 18H00
NIGHT SHIFT: 17H00 TO 01H00

OP.8403502. (2) NOBLE JAMES J ID NO 6808225304088. (3) DISTRICT: SWELLENDAM. POSTAL ADDRESS: P O BOX 310, LOUISIANA, BONNIEVALE, 6730. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1827649/1 FROM NOBLE JAMES J (15 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: SWELLENDAM). (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: Permit No. 1827649/1
ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

STAFF SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN HAPPY VALLEY, MOUNTAIN VIEW AND SQUATTER CAMP TO THEIR PLACE OF WORK AT PARMALAT S.A. (PTY) LTD IN BONNIEVALE AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE:

MORNINGS: 05H00 TO 18H00
NIGHTS: 17H00 TO 01H00

OP.8403504. (2) WICOMB EUGEAN PAUL EP ID NO 7905175146086. (3) DISTRICT: BELLVILLE. POSTAL ADDRESS: 13 HARMONY CLOSE, BELHAR, 7493 C/O G BLOEW 70 E MANNENBERG AVE, MANNENBERG, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 10 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN BELHAR AND DELFT TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL NAMELY JOHN RAMSEY HIGH SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE

MORNINGS: 06H00 - 08H00
AFTERNOONS: 12H00 - 16H00

OP.8403547. (2) ZENDA COLLIN C ID NO 8005076190181. (3) DISTRICT: GANYESA. POSTAL ADDRESS: 5 ANTIPOLIS WAY, PLATTERKLOOF GLEN, GOODWOOD, 7460. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 4 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: METERED TAXI SERVICE

WITH PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 5 ANTIPOLIS WAY, PLATTER KLOOF GLEN GOODWOOD TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE AND RETURN.

OP.8403555. (2) NYANISO MSOKOLISI SUNNYBOY MS ID NO 8205145341084. (3) DISTRICT: PAARL. POSTAL ADDRESS: 34101 BURNING SKY, FAIRYLAND, PAARL, 7646. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 15 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE
FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 20 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 34101 BURNING SKY STREET, FAIRYLAND, PAARL TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

OP.8403573. (2) ARENDSE SHARON S ID NO 6802200096082. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 27 VICTORY ROAD, RETREAT, 7945. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 9 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK-UP POINTS SITUATED WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM THE HOLDER'S PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT NO. 27 VICTORY ROAD, RETREAT TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN RETREAT AND STEENBERG TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY STEENBERG HIGH SCHOOL AND ZWAANSWYK ACADEMY AND RETURN AS PER TIMETABLE.

TIMETABLE:

----------
MORNINGS: 06H00 TO 08H00
AFTERNOONS: 12H00 TO 16H00

OP.8403577. (2) MBONISWA NOMVUYO CYNTHIA MC ID NO 7204130726087. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 32 GALAXY CRESCENT, KHWENZI PARK, KHALEYITSHA, 7784. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 7 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN KHAYELITSHA AND MITCHELL'S PLAIN TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS NAMELY WESPOORT PRIMARY SCHOOL, CARAVELLE PRIMARY SCHOOL, JAMAICA PRIMARY SCHOOL AND CARADALE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE:

----------
MORNINGS: 06H30 TO 08H00
AFTERNOONS: 12H00 TO 16H00

OP.8403582. (2) KWATHLANO TOURS AND SAFARIS (PTY) LTD ID NO 201314324007. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 75928, LYNNWOOD RIDGE, 0040. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 5 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT MOORINGS 2, PORTWOOD ROAD, V&A WATERFRONT TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP.8403583. (2) MANGALI MOSES M ID NO 8509306153083. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 1568 MZAMO STREET, NEW CROSSROADS, NYANGA, 7750. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 7 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
STAFF SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN DELFT, NYANGA AND LOWER CROSSROADS TO THEIR PLACE OF WORK AT SECURITAS SITUATED AT THE CAPE TOWN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AND RETURN.

TIMETABLE:

----------
PICK-UP: 18H00
DROP-OFF: 06H00

OP.8403585. (2) MNGUNI MUKELANI M ID NO 8810165869086. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: 10 HORSEY SREET, MOWBRAY, MOWBRAY, 7924. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 5 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
THE PROVISION OF METERED TAXI SERVICES USING A PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE APPLICATION THAT ENABLES ELECTRONIC HAILING (E-HAILING):

FROM HOLDER'S PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 10 HORSEY ROAD, MOWBRAY TO
POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES AND RETURN.
TARIFF INFORMATION:
-------------------------------
FLAG FALL : R15.00
RATE PER KILOMETRE : R13.00
WAITING TIME PER HOUR : R60.00

OP.8403586. (2) FOUTIE DEON THOMAS DT ID NO 7312075158081. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 154 BLUEGRAM STREET, BONTEHEUWEL, 7764. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1896937/0 FROM FOUTIE DEON THOMAS DT (4 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: WYNBERG). (5) 1 X 4 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
Permit No. 1896937/0
ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

STAFF SERVICE
--------------
THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN BONTEHEUWEL, SOUTHERN SUBURBS AND NORTHERN SUBURBS TO THEIR RESPECTIVE WORKPLACES AT MAR-E-SOL RESTAURANT, GLOBEFLIGHT WORLDWIDE EXPRESS, ABSA - BRIDGEBAY AND ROB SPIES AND ASSOCIATES.
TIMETABLE:

-------------------------------
PICK-UPS: 04H30 / 22H30 / 13H30
DROP-OFFS: 05H45 / 00H00 / 14H50

OP.8403587. (2) FOUTIE DEON THOMAS DT ID NO 7312075158081. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 154 BLUEGRAM STREET, BONTEHEUWEL, 7764. (4) ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY, PERMIT NO. 1896296/0 FROM FOUTIE DEON THOMAS DT (8 X PASSENGERS, DISTRICT: WYNBERG). (5) 1 X 8 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
Permit No. 1896296/0
ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

STAFF SERVICE
--------------
THE CONVEYANCE OF STAFF FROM THEIR RESIDENCES IN BONTEHEUWEL, SOUTHERN SUBURBS AND NORTHERN SUBURBS TO THEIR RESPECTIVE WORKPLACES AT MAR-E-SOL RESTAURANT, GLOBEFLIGHT WORLDWIDE EXPRESS, ABSA - BRIDGEBAY AND ROB SPIES AND ASSOCIATES.
TIMETABLE:

-------------------------------
PICK-UPS: 04H30 / 22H30 / 13H30
DROP-OFFS: 05H45 / 00H00 / 14H50

OP.8403588. (2) KWATHLANO TOURS AND SAFARIS (PTY) LTD ID NO 201314324007. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 75928, LYNNWOOD RIDGE, 0040. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 5 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT MOORINGS 2, PORTWOOD ROAD, V&A WATERFRONT TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP.8403589. (2) KWATHLANO TOURS AND SAFARIS (PTY) LTD ID NO 201314324007. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 75928, LYNNWOOD RIDGE, 0040. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 7 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT MOORINGS 2, PORTWOOD ROAD, V&A WATERFRONT TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP.8403590. (2) KWATHLANO TOURS AND SAFARIS (PTY) LTD ID NO 201314324007. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 75928, LYNNWOOD RIDGE, 0040. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 5 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY:
CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICK UP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS
SITUATED AT MOORINGS 2, PORTWOOD ROAD, V&A WATERFRONT TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP 8403592. (2) KWATHLANO TOURS AND SAFARIS (PTY) LTD ID NO 201314324007. (3) DISTRICT: CAPE TOWN. POSTAL ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 75928, LYNNWOOD RIDGE, 0040. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 13 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICKUP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT MOORINGS 2, PORTWOOD ROAD, V&A WATERFRONT TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE AND RETURN.

OP 8403604. (2) NXUSEKA MALWANDE M ID NO 8804016121086. (3) DISTRICT: STELLENBOSCH. POSTAL ADDRESS: 1922 SNAKE VALLEY, KAYAMANDI, STELLENBOSCH, 7600. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 4 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICKUP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM THE PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 1922 SNAKE VALLEY KAYAMANDI, STELLENBOSCH TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

OP 8403608. (2) BUNGU SAKHUMZI ARCHIE SA ID NO 8301165506084. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 61 SINQOLAMTHI STREET, ILITHA PARK, KHAYELITSHA, 7784. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 4 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: METERED TAXI SERVICE

WITH PICK UP POINTS WITH A RADIUS OF 10 KILOMETRES FROM PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 61 SINQOLAMTHI STREET LITHA PARK TO POINTS WITHIN THE WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE AND RETURN.

OP 8403614. (2) LATIEF MOEGAMMAD SHAKIER MS ID NO 8806305234082. (3) DISTRICT: WYNBERG. POSTAL ADDRESS: 26C RED RIVER STREET, MANENBERG, MANENBERG, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 9 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: STAFF SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF EMPLOYEES/STAFF FROM THEIR PLACES OF BUSINESS AT CLICKS RYLANDS VILLAGE TO THEIR PLACE OF RESIDANCE AT KEWTOWN, BRIDGETOWN, SILVERTOWN, HEIDEVELD, MONTANA, MANENBERG, HANOVER PARK, SAMORA MACHELL AND DELFT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

TIMETABLE
---------
EVENING: 20H00-21H30
CHARTER SERVICE

FROM PICKUP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50 KILOMETRES FROM THE PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 26C RED RIVER STREET, MANENBERG TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

OP 8403621. (2) MAXHANA AGNES A ID NO 8205060558084. (3) DISTRICT: MALMESBURY. POSTAL ADDRESS: 3 GARS STREET, MALMESBURY, MALMESBURY, 7300. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: SCHOLAR SERVICE

THE CONVEYANCE OF LEARNERS FROM THEIR PLACE OF RESIDENCES SITUATED IN SITE C KHAYELITSHA TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL NAMELY WALMER ESTATE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

TIMETABLE
---------
MORNING: 06H00-08H00
AFTERNOON: 12H00-16H00

OP 8403632. (2) MAHLANGENI PHILA SHADRACK PS ID NO 8004165568084. (3) DISTRICT: BELLVILLE. POSTAL ADDRESS: 809 MIKE STREET, FISANTEKRAAL, DURBANVILLE, 7550. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 16 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF OTHER. (7) AUTHORITY: CHARTER SERVICE
FROM PICKUP POINTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 35 KILOMETRES FROM THE PLACE OF BUSINESS SITUATED AT 809 MIKE STREET FISANTEKRAAL, DURBANVILLE TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

OP.8403641. (2) LIPPERT NAWAAL N ID NO 6911010109082. (3) DISTRICT: HANOVER PARK. POSTAL ADDRESS: 19 CASHEL AVENUE, ATHLONE, ATHLONE, 7764. (4) NEW APPLICATION. (5) 1 X 14 PASSENGERS. (6) THE CONVEYANCE OF TAXI PASSENGERS. (7) AUTHORITY: 62 HANOVER PARK - CAPE TOWN VIA KROMBOOM PARKWAY

FROM TAXI RANK AT SURRAN ROAD HANOVER PARK, RIGHT INTO SURRAN ROAD, RIGHT INTO HANOVER PARK AVENUE, LEFT INTO TURFHALL ROAD, RIGHT INTO RACE COURSE ROAD, INTO DONCASTER ROAD, RIGHT INTO KROMBOOM PARK WAY (M5), LEFT INTO SETTLERS WAY, INTO EASTERN BOULEVARD, LEFT INTO OSWALD PIROW ROAD, RIGHT INTO TOP DECK CAPE TOWN RAILWAY STATION AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

84 HANOVER PARK - CAPE TOWN VIA MOWBRAY

FROM TAXI RANK IN SURRAN ROAD HANOVER PARK, INTO SURRAN ROAD, RIGHT INTO HANOVER PARK AVENUE, LEFT INTO TURFHALL ROAD, RIGHT INTO BELGRAVIA ROAD, LEFT INTO KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, ALONG KLIPFONTEIN ROAD WHICH BECOMES DURBAN ROAD MOWBRAY, RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD, ALONG MAIN ROAD WHICH BECOMES VICTORIA ROAD, WHICH BECOMES SIR LOWRY ROAD, RIGHT INTO OSWALD PIROW ROAD, LEFT INTO TOP DECK CAPE TOWN RAILWAY STATION CAPE TOWN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

85 HANOVER PARK - CAPE TOWN VIA FREEWAY

FROM TAXI RANK IN SURRAN ROAD HANOVER PARK, INTO SURRAN ROAD, RIGHT INTO STONELANDS ROAD, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO VANGUARD DRIVE, INTO VANGUARD FREEWAY, LEFT INTO KLIPFONTEIN ROAD, RIGHT INTO JAN SMUTS DRIVE, LEFT INTO SETTLERS WAY, EASTERN BOULEVARD, LEFT INTO OSWALD PIROW ROAD, RIGHT INTO TOP DECK CAPE TOWN RAILWAY STATION CAPE TOWN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

293 HANOVER PARK - CAPE TOWN

FROM TAXI RANK AT SURRAN ROAD HANOVER PARK, LEFT INTO SURRAN ROAD, RIGHT INTO STONELANDS ROAD, LEFT INTO LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEFT INTO OTTERY ROAD, INTO VANGUARD DRIVE, LEFT INTO SETTLERS WAY, INTO EASTERN BOULEVARD, LEFT INTO OSWALD PIROW ROAD, RIGHT INTO TOP DECK CAPE TOWN RAILWAY STATION CAPE TOWN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
WARNING!!!

To all suppliers and potential suppliers of goods to the Government Printing Works

The Government Printing Works would like to warn members of the public against an organised syndicate(s) scamming unsuspecting members of the public and claiming to act on behalf of the Government Printing Works.

One of the ways in which the syndicate operates is by requesting quotations for various goods and services on a quotation form with the logo of the Government Printing Works. Once the official order is placed the syndicate requesting upfront payment before delivery will take place. Once the upfront payment is done the syndicate do not deliver the goods and service provider then expect payment from Government Printing Works.

Government Printing Works condemns such illegal activities and encourages service providers to confirm the legitimacy of purchase orders with GPW SCM, prior to processing and delivery of goods.

To confirm the legitimacy of purchase orders, please contact:

Renny Chetty (012) 748-6375 (Renny.Chetty@gpw.gov.za),

Anna-Marie du Toit (012) 748-6292 (Anna-Marie.DuToit@gpw.gov.za) and

Siraj Rizvi (012) 748-6380 (Siraj.Rizvi@gpw.gov.za)